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KERA IN OUR SCHOOLS

44
At the moment,
the Perot movement
is Perot.
Charles Arbegust
page 3

99

This was not a must
win as much as it
was a must blowout.
Kelly Breazeale
page 10
COLLECTOR'S ITEM
CHICAGO — The Sears catalog has been the Big Book for
decades. Now it's the hot
book. Customers around the
country are rushing to get their
hands on the latest general
catalog, which became an
instant collectors' item when
Sears, Roebuck and Co.
announced Monday that it was
discontinuing the Big Book.
Page 8

SUPER BOWL
LOS ANGELES — Jimmy
Johnson unveiled his latest
weapon Wednesday for the
hearts-and-mind struggle
called the Super Bowl: Psychobabble. Page 10

FORECAST
Becoming mostly cloudy. Colder with a low around 30.
Northwest wind 10 to 15 mph.
Friday, sunny and colder. High
35 to 40.

By GINA HANCOCK
Now the administrations and
faculties in the Murray City and
Calloway County schools know
what they have to do.
The state Department of Education released the first test
scores that indicate how students
were performing a year ago —
the baseline — and how much
improvement their schools will
be expected to show a year from
now — the threshold.
A new assessment program
began last year when fourth,
eighth and 12th graders were
tested in math, science, social
studies, reading and writing.
The new tests included multichoice, problem-solving and writing portfolios.
Under the 1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act, the tests are
designed to show what a student
knows and how he applies that
knowledge to everyday situations.
In the new system of rating
student performance as novice —
the lowest level — apprentice,
proficient or distinguished, a
score of 100 represents acrossthe-board proficiency.
The new scores combine the
already-announced results of
three sorts of student testing with
several other indicators of school
success, such as attendance and
dropout rates.
At stake for every school will
be cash rewards for employees
who reach or exceed their goals
and the prospect of sanctions for
those who don't.
Tfie following are the baseline

KENTUCKY LAKE
354.5, +0.2; below 318.0, +1.0
BARKLEY LAKE
354.5, +0.2; below 322.9, +0.9
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Ffiday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 i.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

and threshold scores for Calloway County schools: North —
32.6, 39.3; Southwest — 39.1,
45.2; East — 34.6, 41.1; Calloway Middle — 44.4, 50.0; and
Calloway High — 37.0, 43.3.
Calloway Assistant Superintendent Dr. Nancy Lovett said there
is no state average yet on accountability indexes, but comparing
how local schools did statewide
can help get a clearer picture of
what the scores mean.
For the fourth grade, the range
of the accountability index was
20 to 56, with 90 percent of the
index scores falling between 26
and 40.
Lovett pointed out that of the
three elementary schools, that
puts Southwest in the top 11 percent in the state.
She said evaluating the scores
that way helps parents to understand the overall scores, but the
results are not meant to compare
school to school.
For the eighth grade, the range
of accountability index was 25 to
63, with 90 percent of the scores
falling between 21 and 45.
That put Calloway Middle in
the top 10 to 11 percent of the
state.
For 12th grade, the range of
accountability index was 15 to
58, with 80 percent of the scores
falling between 31 and 45.
"We all know our goal now.
We also know how much weight
was placed on each section of the
tests. Our teachers and administrators will be working on curriculum alignment with the testing.
III TURN TO PAGE 2

GINA HANCOCK/Ledger & Times photo

The Calloway County homecoming queen will be selected Saturday night. The candidates are, seated
— left to right, Emily Mahan, Antonia Dunn and Susan Bucy; standing — Monica Griffin, Leah
Darnell and Amy Torsak.

United Way campaign falls 35 percent short
By GINA HANCOCK

LAKE STAGES

CALLOWAY COURT

Schools now know
what they must do
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

66

AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

It was a frustrating fundraising
campaign for the Calloway County United Way but it is over, and
now local agencies face a 35 percent reduction in their
allocations.
This year's goal was $245,000,

a 40 percent increase over last
year. The campaign ends this
week with $165,681 in money
and pledges.
United Way board president
Warren Hopkins said several factors worked against the fundraiser, including the jobless rate, the
national United Way and competition from other fundraisers con-

Vaughan was the only division campaign itself, it is the fact that
chair that returned from last year we can't fund the agencies the
to work on the new campaign. If way we want to," he said.
you are new to the United Way
The allocations committee consystem, it can be a complicated sisted of five board members and
campaign to learn," Hopkins said. nine non -board member
According to Hopkins, 1992 volunteers.
was the second best campaign the
Except for Needline, all of the
county United Way has ever had
"We're not displeased with the • TURN TO PAGE 2

ducted by local organizations and
charities.
Hopkins said the 1992 goal
was set three years ago during
long-range planning by the board.
"It is not an unachievable goal,
we just couldn't attain it this
year. John Paul, our campaign
chairman, did an excellent job.
"Besides John Paul, Jim

Franklin enters Lourdes' rehab unit;
wife will be moved to trauma center

Contracting practices under investigation
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state Finance Cabinet's contracting practices under the Wilkinson administration have drawn
the attention of federal authorities
once again, a newspaper reported
today.
"Yes, we have reopened an
investigation on that general topic," Karen Caldwell, U.S. attorney for the state's Eastern District, told The Courier-Journal on
Wednesday.
She wouldn't say what, specifically, would be examined.
State Attorney General Chris
Gorman said Monday that he
would reopen an investigation of
Facts about education from
the Census Bureau:
*Americans with a college
degree: One in four.
*Whites who haven't finished
high school: One in five.
Blacks: One in three, Hispanics: Half.
*College graduates majoring
in business: One in five.
*Male college grads majoring
in engineering: One in seven.
Women: One in 50.
*Average monthly earnings,
men with bachelor's degrees:
$2,763. Women: $1,428.
Whites: $2,149. Blacks:
$1,814. Hispanics: $1,841.
'Best-paying bachelor's
degree: Engineering, worth
$2,953 a month.
*Less well-paying degrees:
Social sciences, $1.841; English and journalism, $1,607:
Liberal arts and humanities,
$1,592.
Assocktrad Press

the contracting practices after a
story in Sunday's CourierJournal.
The story revealed that cabinet
official Danny Shearer had told
investigators two years ago that
procedures for picking architects
and engineers for no-bid contracts were often circumvented
and that then-Cabinet Secretary
Rogers Wells, or his aides,
picked the firms.
Current Finance Secretary Pat
Mulloy interviewed Shearer
about the matter on Sunday and
told Gorman what Shearer had
said. Shearer was suspended
without pay from his job as direc-

By GINA HANCOCK

tor of contracting and administration Monday.
In early 1991, then-Attorney
General Fred Cowan and thenU.S. Attorney Louis DeFalaise
began a joint investigation of,
unusual circumstances surrounding the cabinet's selection. of a
contractor for a dorm at Northern
Kentucky University.
Cowan focused on violations
of state campaign-contribution
laws after a report of massive
contributions to the gubernatorial
campaign of Wallace Wilkinson's
wife, Martha, from a team that
won a contract to design a Muhlenberg County prison.

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Murray City Schools Superintendent W.A. Franklin was moved
to a rehabilitation unit at Lourdes Hospital Wednesday and his wife
Margaret will be moved to a trauma center in Gallatin, Tenn.
Monday.
The Franklins were injured -in a- head-On collision on U.S. 641
near Eddyville Dec. 23. Their injuries included multiple broken
bones, collapsed lungs and head injuries.
Margaret Franklin remains unconscious. The Coma Stimulation
Center in Gallatin is a branch of the nationwide Rehabilitation
Program-Rebound.
According to the Franklins' daughter, Leslie, her parents are both
facing at least 28 days of rehabilitation therapy.
Cards can be sent to Room 523 at Lourdes Hospital for W.A. and
Rebound, Sumner Regional Medical Center, P.O. Box 1558, Steam
Plant Road, Gallatin, Tenn., 37066, for Margaret.

Diploma pays $242 per week (in time)
By TIM BOVEE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — The one in
four Americans who had a college degree in 1990 earned an
average $242 per week more than
those who didn't, the Census
Bureau says.
But that advantage was hardly
immediate. For many new graduates, the expense of tuition, the
hours of study and the steady
accumulation of debt often is met
with a starting job at a low salary
— often one that didn't require a
degree.
Is college worth it?
"Some of my friends at home
didn't go to college. ... They're
already pretty well established
and are making almost the same
amount," said Jennifer Hager of

Allentown, Pa., a sophomore at
Notre Dame. "When you come
out of college, you're in a lot of
debt already."
But a Census Bureau study,
released Wednesday, said people
with bachelor's degrees in 1990
averaged $2,116 a month in earnings. High-school graduates
earned $1,077 a month.
Tuition, books, room and board
for four years at a public university averaged $19,880 in 1990,
according to a separate survey by
the College Board.
Prestigious private universities,
meanwhile, cost up to four times
that amount.
It takes the typical four-year
graduate of a public university
just a little under two years to
make up his or her college costs,
but that doesn't count the pay and

experience that otherwise would
have been earned working rather
than studying, the figures show.
Engineers and computer programmers can expect jobs in their
specialties when they graduate,
said Susan Miller, president of an
Annandale, Va., job placement
firm.
"But the liberal arts graduates
are thrown out there in the job
market competing with the highschool grads," for jobs as receptionists and other entry positions,
she said.
Miller said it's only later that
college graduates gain an edge on
their colleagues who stopped
with high school.
"Where it pays off for them is
they get the promotions," she
said.
College seniors approach gra-

'
416.
A

duation with sense of pessimism.
"I'll go out and try to get the
highest paying job I can," said
Jonathon Seigle of Tustin, Calif.,
a student at Yale, where tuition is
123,700 a year. "Going to colIZge helps, but it doesn't guarantee anything. Even the big name
doesn't help you too much. A lot
of seniors are finding that now."
For some students, it's the
intangible benefits of college that
count.
"I don't know if I'm going to
school just to make a lot of
money," said Stephanie Haus of
Lenox, Mass., a junior at Yale.
"Education is an end to itself,
not just a means to an end. The
classes I've taken in philosophy,
religious studies and art history
justify for me the inordinate
amount of money."

•
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Crump sentenced in bank fraud

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

''•
••••••

Pauline J. Crump, 57, Trigg
County. was sentenced Wednesday by Judge John G. Heyburn 11
to five months imprisonment and
five months home detention to be
followed by two years supervised
release.
Crump, who pleaded guilty to
one count of bank fraud on Oct.
4, 1992, was also fined $4,000,
U.S. Attorney Joseph M. Whittle
and FBI Special Agent in Charge
V. Dave sKohl .said.
A former senior vice president
and business development and
trust officer of the Trigg County

•
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Farmers Bank, she admitted to
engaging in a scheme to defraud
the bank and its depositors
between October 1985 and July
1990.
The charge to which she
pleaded guilty identified various
methods by which Crump conducted her scheme. For example,
she deposited into her own bank
accounts or her relatives' bank
accounts proceeds from tax
refunds to elderly trust customers
of the Trigg County Farmers
Bank.
Crump also wrote checks on

Local News Roundup

these elderly customers' accounts
and used the proceeds to pay her
credit card bills. She also intercepted cash deposits made by
bank customers'into their Individual Retffement Accounts and
converted the cash to her own
use.
She then withdrew funds from
trust customer accounts and
deposited them into the IRAs to
cover the IRA customers'
deposits.
Cramp admitted to embezzling
approximately $112,000 from the
bank. She has made restitution.

MAN INJURED ON GO CART
Robert Mike Kaldor, 32, Rt. 1 Dexter, was injured when his go cart collided
with a car at the intersection of Ky. 1346 and Ky. 11364 in Dexter. According
to reports from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department, Kaldor was northbound on Ky. 1864 when he pulled into the path of Karen B. Young, 38, Rt
3, Benton, who was traveling east on Ky. 1346. Kaldor was transported to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital with a broken leg, Sheriff J. D Williams
said. He was also cited for operating an unauthorized motor vehicle on a
public road.

MAN ARRESTED FOR THEFT OF SERVICES

According to the Calloway County Sheriff's Department, Larry Gene McCarty, 44, Rt. 5 Murray, was arrested on a Circuit Court bench warrant and
charged with theft of services Jan. 27. He was lodged in the Calioway County Jail in lieu of a $5,000 bond.

DOMESTIC ARGUMENT REPORTED
According to reports, the Murray Police Department received a report of a
domestic argument Jan. 27 at 703 S. Ninth St. between Connie White and
Darryl White. When officers arrived, Darryl White was packing to leave the
residence. No charges were filed.

Economy grew in Bush's last months
HOME IMPROVEMENT
SPECIALIST

months of Ronald Reagan's presidency, according to the Commerce Department.
It was even stronger than the
3.4 percent rate in the JulySeptember quarter and well
above the 3 percent rate most
economists had predicted in
advance. For Bush, the news
came too late. He lost the election largely because of voters'
dissatisfaction with the economy.
Although pleasantly surprised

WASHINGTON (AP)- Consumer spending pushed economic
growth to a moderately robust
annual rate of 3.8 percent during
the final months of the Bush
administration, the government
said today.
The October-December quarter
gain in the gross domestic product - the sum of all goods and
services produced in the United
States - was the best since
1988, during the last three full

Vinyl and Aluminum Sking
Replacement Windows-Patio Doors
Carports•Patio Enclosures
•Certarn Teed
'Wolverine
'Alcoa
*Reynokis
•Mastic
5 Year Labor Warranty Insured
&ad Haugh, CaItner
PO. Box 1064, Murray, KY 42071

(502)753-0280

CRIMINAL MISCHIEF REPORTED

by the October-December
increase, analysts are warning the
economy may be entering a lull
during the early months of the
Clinton administration.
Much of the burst in consumer
spending that gave retailers their
best Christmas season in five
years was fueled by credit card
borrowing. Job and income
growth has not been strong
enough to sustain the spending
pace, economists said.

The Murray Police Department received a report from the Auto Laundry,
1102 Chestnut St., of criminal mischief. Reports indicate sometime Jan. 26
or Jan. 27 someone broke the vent window out of the driver's side of a Ryder truck. The incident is under investigation.

RESCUE TRAINING SESSION HELD
The Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad held a joint training session with
the Murray Fire Department, the Murray-Calloway County Ambulance Service, the Calloway County Sheriff's Department, the Murray-Calloway County D.E.S Rescue Unit and the Kentucky Department of Transportation on
Jan. 26. The training dealt with how to work around high power electric lines
in the event a line or utility pole breaks. The West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative was the host for the session. James D. Stovall with WKRECC
and Greg Morton, safety director with Tit-State, conducted the training.

MAN ARRESTED IN CONNECTION WITH BURGLARY

Ross
Insurance
Agency

FROM PAGE 1
"There is no reason to be disappointed yet. We have revamped
our programs at the middle
school and Southwest and those
were the two schools where we
had the most favorable scores,"
Lovett said.
The following are the baseline
and threshold scores for Murray
City schools: Murray Elementary
- 42.9, 48.6; Murray Middle -

441rdi•CIP--4411t•
....17117111111:1".4 or
witowzmw,mo••
•

.4

6th & Main
753-0489

FISH - SEAFOOD- BAR-B-0 - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST
C3

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
Hwy. 121 North • 759.1884
Friday & Saturday
All You Can Eat
12 oz. Center Cut

Pond Raised
Catfish Steaks

Pork Chop

8u.

$4.25

v.)

$4.25

Tues. & Wed.
Shrimp Special

I

Saturday & Sunday
Country Ham

FROM PAGE 1
other 16 agencies took a 35 percent cut in allocations.
"The committee felt Needline
touches the most people in the
community," Hopkins said.
Gale Cornelison, who will
become the new board president
in February, said committee
members interviewed all the
agencies to help determine needs.
"All the agencies have wonder-

ci)
-1
m

xx.

$3.15

cn
Breakfast
tT.
/SV3>iNfal:19 - HOIMONVS - 0-B-HVO • 13001/3S - HSIT

$3.75

PUBLICATION COPY - COMMERCIAL AND SAVINGS BANKS
CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION (Including Domestic and Foreign Subschanes,
LEGAL TITLE OF BANK

"

STATE BANK NO

671
r oseAL RESEnve OtSrh,Cfi ..

DEES BANK OF HAZEL

8
CITY

STATE

COUNTY

Hazel

Calloway

Kentucky

ZIP CODE

CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE

4 2049

December 31, 1992

Dollar Amounts in ThOuSandS

Mil Thou

Bit

ASSETS
1 Cash and balances due from depository institutions

a Notenterest - beanng balances and currency and coin
b Interest - bearing bakinceS

8 70

1 a

none

1 b

2 Securities

2
..••

3 Federal funds sold & secunties purchased under agreements to resell in dorneStiC offices of the bank
& of es Edge & Agreement subsidiaries. & in I8Fs
a Federal tunds sold

„.....,/,•-•

,

700
3a
none 3 C

e

b Secuntiss purchased under agreements to reset
4 Loans and lease financing receivables
a Loans and teases net of unearned inCOme

4

..A' .

1 0 464
4a
1 2 4 74 ' 4 b

b LESS Allowance 10, loan and lease losses
C LESS Atocaled transler risk reserve

non

d Loans and leases, net 01 unearned income. allowance, and reserve (sem 4 a minus 4 b and 4 cl
5 Assets held in trachng accounts
6 Prenuses and used assets (including capitalized wastes)

40

1 0 340
„panel 5
79 6
none 7

7 Other real estate owned
8 Investments in unconsolidated subsockanes and associated companies

WALLET STOLEN FROM HOSPITAL
Telsa McCrory, Benton, reported to the Murray Police Department that
someone stole her wallet from the fourth floor of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital on Jan. 26.

MAN STABBED DURING ARGUMENT
According to the Murray Police Department, Leo Foster, 32, Murray Manor
Apartments, was stabbed in the arm Jan. 26 during an argument at the corner of L.P. Miller and Ash streets. Foster refused to prosecute the person
who stabbed him. An investigation of the incident is continuing.

DISORDERLY CONDUCT LEADS TO ARREST
Virginia 'Cookie' Milliken, 37, 411 N. First St., was arrested Jan. 26 and
charged with disorderly conduct and alcohol intoxication, according to police
reports.

ful programs. The way the alloca-

CABLE BOX REPORTED STOLEN

tions were made was not some
type of popularity contest," she
said.
Eric Kelleher, director of the
Calloway County Senior Citizens,
said the cuts were going to be
tough for his agency.
"We won't cut programs. We
have already trimmed salaries
and personnel, but that will be
another area we will have to
consider.
"Without the United Way, we
would be up a creek, but the cuts
will be rough. We appreciate
what we receive," Kelleher said.
YMCA executive director
Francie Ray said they are disappointed with the amount they will
receive in the coming year.
"However, we all realize tough
times can fall on any of us at any
time. We have to work together
to make the best of tough
situations.
"What bothers me most is that
cuts for any non-profit organization in the end hurts everyone. It
will mean fewer children will
receive scholarships to attend
day-camp and after school camps
or that we can't start new programs that the community needs,"
Ray said.

Bob Kiesau, Las Vegas, reported to Murray police that after he moved,
someone stole a cable television box from his former residence at 106 N.
Ninth St.

VEHICLES VANDALIZED ON CAR LOT
According to the Murray Police Department, two vehicles were vandalized
on the lot of Carroll Volkswagen either late Jan. 25 or early Jan. 26.

MAN ARRESTED FOR MENACING
According to the Calloway County Sheriff's Department, Ronnie Sharp, 18,
Hazel, was arrested Jan. 26 and charged with menacing. He was lodged in
the Calloway County Jail on a $500 bond.

MAN ARRESTED ON DUI CHARGES
James Pierce, 43, Rt. 4 Murray, was arrested by the Calloway County Sheriff's Department and charged with second offense of driving under the influence and no proof of insurance. He was taken to the Calloway County Jail.

EXPIRED TAGS LEADS TO ARREST
According to the Calloway County Sheriff's Department, Darrell Redden, 32,
405 S. Sixth St., was arrested Jan. 26 and charged with operating on a suspended driver's license, no insurance and expired tags. He was placed in
the Calloway County Jail.

VANDALISM REPORTED
Harry Allison, Rt. 4 Murray, told the Calloway County Sheriff's Department
someone vandalized the tires on his vehicle and threw a brick through the
window of his shop Jan. 26. The incident is under investigation.

TOOL BOX REPORTED STOLEN
According to the Calloway County Sheriff's Department, Jason Smith, Rt. 3
Murray, reported a tool box he left at Anderson Shores was stolen sometime
between November 1992 and Jan. 26. The incident is under investigation.

MAN ARRESTED FOR CONTEMPT OF COURT
Timothy Lee Porter, 28, Rt. 1, Paris, Tenn., was arrested Jan. 27 on a
bench warrant and charged with contempt of court, according to reports
from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department. He was placed in the Calloway County Jail. Bond was refused.

none 8

9 Customers' liability to this bank on acceptances Outstanding
10 Intangible assets
i 1 Other assets
12 a Total assets (sum of items 1 through 11)

none 9
none 10
1 95 11
23 582 12a
,
,,,,,e 12 0

b Loans deferred pursuant to 12 U S C 1823 0)

c Total assets and losses deterred pursuant to 12 U S C 18230)(sum of items 12 a and 12 b)
LIABILITIES
13 Deposits

43.1, 48.8; and Murray High 43.6, 49.2.
Murray Assistant Superintendent Dr. Bob Lewis was not
available for comment Thursday
morning on the city schools'
scores.
On a 140-point scale, each
school will be expected to reduce
by one-tenth the gap between its
current score and a target score
of 100.

•United Way...

S31-10N111 311nd

ci

At 10:17 p.m. Jan. 25, Murray police officers responded to a burglar alarm
at Finley Jewelers, North 12th Street. When officers arrived, they found a
broken window. A short time later police arrested Joel Henderson, Shady
Oaks, and charged him with the burglary.

•Schools now...

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.
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/A

•/
a In domestic offices
II) Nonintemst - beanng

•

1 OP .%

(2) Interest - bearing

•

B In foreign offices, Edge and Agreement subsidiaries, and I8Fs
(1) Nonintereal - bearing

•

1

A.

,one

(2) Interest - bearing

12 c
13"a
13a (1)
13a (2)

lone

13 b (2)

14 Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase in domestic offices of the bank
6 of its Edge & Agreement subsidiaries. & Al'Vs a Federal funds purchased
b Securities sold under agreements to repurchase
15 Demand notes issued to the US Treasury
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15
none 16
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16 Other borrowed money

none 17

17 Mortgage indebtedness and obligations under capitalized leases
18 Bank's liability on acceptances executed and outstanding
19 Subordinated notes and debentures

none ig

20 Other Imbed*,

1 7 8 20

none is

21 Total laboktes (sum of items 13 through 20)
22 Limited - tile preferred stock and related surplus
EQUITY CAPITAL

19 684 21
vdpx 22
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23 Perpetual preferred stock and related surplus (No of shares outstanding
24 Common stock (No of shares a Authorized
0 Outstanding

686

I

3000
23 1 4

i

23

../....,

1 889 25
1 ,..3 69 26 a
i • 26 ti
7'4 ificZ
3 999 28.
none 213 b

25 Surplus (exclude as surplus related to preferred stock)
26 a Undivided profits and Capital reserves

r'•:„;
!
.."

A
23 24

b LESS Net unrealized loss on marketable equity Saturates
27 Cumulative Weir tUrrenCy translation ackustmentS
28 a Total equity capital(sum of Mims 23 through 27)
0 Losses deferred purSuard lo 12 U S C 1823W
C Total egutty caplet and losses deferred pursuant to 12USC 18230)(sum of Kerns 28. & 28 DI
29 Total kebab's. tented - we preferred moo, equity capital and losses deferred pursuant to
12 USC 1823 (I)(sum ol gems 21. 22. and 20 t)

29

MEMORANDA: Amounts outstanding as of Report of Condition dale
1 a Standby anent of credit Total
1 0 Amain' of Standby letters of credit in memo 1 a Conveyed 10‘others through panictpattons

none I a
none 1
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Backers of Ross Perot promise to remain active
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — An
organization that grew out of
Ross Perot's failed presidential
campaign last fall is trying to
sign up 20,000 Kentuckians.
In the first 24 hours after Perot
kicked off a membership drive
earlier this month, 400,000 people joined the organization. In
one day last week, the Dallas
headquarters received 16,000
applications.

Perot's Kentucky supporters
are vowing to keep their grassroots organization alive to keep
track of state and federal
legislators.
The group has promised to take
on Kentucky issues such as
promoting ethics in Frankfort and
defeating Jefferson County Sheriff Jim Greene.
Through it all, members of
United We Stand, America want

to promote active voters — who
will pay $15 a year to the group
— and plain talk.
"We've reached a point in the
system where (the people) need a
bullhorn to be heard," said state
coordinator John Longmire.
"And it's going to cost you a
buck and quarter a month for the
batteries to keep the bullhorn
going."
No one knows yet how many

of those signing up are from Kentucky, but Longmire says that
more than 20,000 applications are
in circulation in the state. The
state organization's goal is to get
10 percent of the roughly 200,000
Kentuckians who voted for Perot
to join.
But the new organization
remains somewhat shadowy. Its
goals for the moment are merely
organizational, its cause is mostly

general and its appeal is still
largely that of Perot's
personality.
"At the moment, the Perot
movement is Perot," concedes
Charles Arbegust, the Jefferson
County coordinator of the group.
But he and other Kentucky
organizers say that the movement
is on its way to evolving into the
largest citizens action group in
the nation.

Longmire said that even if Perot decides to run again for president in 1996, the group won't
work for him unless the membership votes to do so. The members
will vote on every issue and
every candidate the group
endorses, he said.
The voting procedure is still
unclear, although Perot has said it
will be done partially through
electronic town meetings.

A-1 GUTTERS

A& A AUTO
RENTAL

Sen. McConnell to head GOP policy group
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. the Better America Foundation
Dole said the Republican group
Sen. Mitch McConnell of Kenwill bring togethe\public policy
tucky has dropped his efforts to
become general chairman of the experts to develop innovative
Republican Party, choosing approaches to national issues that
ye consistent with the Republiinstead to take the chairmanship
of a new Republican policy study 'tan philosophy of less spending,
less bureaucracy and lower taxes.
group.
"Mitch is one of the hardestSenate Minority Leader Bob
working members of the Senate,
Dole, R-Kan., announced Wedrespected for his intelligence and
nesday that McConnell will head

his innovative ideas. He is the
ideal person to make the Better
America Foundation a vital force
in national policy-making," Dole
said.
McConnell had earlier said he
was interested in being named
general chairman of the Republican Party. But he said Wednesday that he no longer will be
seeking that post when national

News of the World

* * * Flemin•

Republican officials meet this
week.
The job as general chairman
would have been largely honorary with "no real, responsibility," McConnell said. When the
post as chairman of the Better
America Foundation was offered
to him, McConnell said, he
jumped at the chance to take it
instead.
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AUSTRALIA'S GAY CONTROVERSY EVAPORATED

*NOT ONE PENNY In PAYMENTS!
"NOT ONE PENNY In INTEREST!
*NOT ONE PENNY
until

WASHINGTON — President Clinton's handling of the military gays issue
provides an early test of whether he can make good on a far broader campaign promise — an end to gridlock. Whether Clinton actually succeeds in
eliminating the anti-gay rules for the military is almost beside the point. The
bigger question is whether this sets a bad precedent for the president in
Congress on the central issue of his presidency — "the economy, stupid" —
as a sign in Clinton's campaign headquarters put it. "Judging from how this
president is spending his time, that sign could have read, 'it's the Haitian
boat people, stupid' or 'it's gays in the military, stupid,' or maybe,'its nannies from Peru, stupid," quipped Rep. Curt Weldon, R-Pa. It's hardly been
the ideal start for a president who promised to end gridlock and present an
economic recovery program on "day one." And for congressional Democrats eager to follow, the new president is providing a difficult lead.

SPECIAL STORE HOURS:

DEPORTATION OKAY; DON'T DO IT AGAIN

JERUSALEM — The Supreme Court today unanimously upheld Israel's
deportation of the more than 400 Palestinians now stranded in southern
Lebanon, but said such a hasty mass expulsion could not be repeated. The
ruling leaves Israel still facing political and diplomatic problems set off by
the Dec. 17 deportation of the men it accused of inciting Muslin fundamentalist violence in Israeli-occupied lands. Palestinians are refusing to reopen
peace talks unless the men are returned and U.N. Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali has threatened sanctions. Hanan Ashram, spokeswoman
for Palestinian peace negotiators, said today that the only recourse was now
the United Nations "because we feel the legal system in Israel has never
served the interest of justice but served the interest of occupation."

Ends tiniday
5:00 P.M.

Thursday 9:00 - 5:00
Friday 9:00 - 8:00
Saturday 9:00 - 5:00

SUNDAY 1:00 - 5:00 (Final Day!)

MIAMI: A 'VICE' PLACE TO VISIT
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MIAMI — The murders of two Canadian tourists since December and the
robbery and slaying of a vacationing Venezuelan diplomat this week have
reinforced the city's lingering and unwanted "Miami Vice" image. In Canada,
where almost 1 million people head for southern Florida each winter, the
headlines were,the Florida tourism industry's worst nightmare. "Tourists
easy prey in Miami," said a recent headline in the Ottawa Sun. "Tourists
sitting ducks for criminals," blared the Toronto Sun. The Toronto Star read:
"Robbers target tourists." Police spokesman Patrick Brickman said Wednesday it's "an understatement" to say the city has gotten many calls recently from tourists, primarily Canadians, worried about crime. He had no figures on the increase in calls.

FIRED EMPLOYEE KILLS BOSSES, HIMSELF
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MARSHALL'S WORK REMEMBERED
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WASHINGTON — Those who came to honor Thurgood Marshall in death
had personal stories to share about how his life's work had changed their
own lives. Marshall's fight against segregation as a civil rights lawyer and
the first black Supreme Court justice "means that I can go everywhere I
want without looking for 'colored' and 'white,— said Barbara Willis of Wilmington, Del. When she and other black children went to high school during
the 1950s, she said,"We were not allowed to go to school in our neighborhoods." President Clinton and Vice President Al Gore were joining the
mourners at Marshall's funeral today at Washington Cathedral. Marshall,
who died Sunday at age 84, yrill be buried Friday at Arlington National
Cemetery after a private service.
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Ham Shanks
Catfish Fillets
1

American Cheese
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AN EARLY TEST ON GRIDLOCK

TAMPA, Fla. — A fired insurance claims manager carried a grudge and a
gun into his old office building and methodically killed three former bosses
and wounded two others as they ate lunch in a cafeteria. "That's what you
all get for firing me!" Paul Calden reportedly shouted Wednesday before firing 10 blasts from a 9mm handgun. Two hours later, he was found dead on
the 13th tee of a Frisbee golf course in a park 15 miles away. Police said he
shot himself in the head. Ca!den, 33, was fired eight months ago from the
Fireman's Fund Insurance Co. office, police spokesman Steve Cole said.
Cole did not elaborate, and the company refused to comment on Calden's
dismissal.
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SYDNEY, Australia — The end of a ban on homosexuals in Australia's
armed forces has failed to bring gay soldiers out of the closet though the
military establishment grudgingly accepts the change. Homosexuals in uniform still don't feel comfortable openly declaring their sexuality, feeling they
might not be understood, say some officials and civilian gay rights groups.
Yet controversy over the change evaporated in weeks. Just as President
Clinton is vowing to do in Washington, Prime Minister Paul Keating overruled the military brass in November, calling a halt to discrimination against
gays in the 70,000-member army, navy and air force.
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Mother questions Pike incident

—

.4

Dear Editor:
In November, my daughters were assaulted by 12 members of the
Murray State University 'Pike' (Pi Kappa Alpha) pledge class. Those
12 MSU students cut the phone lines to my daughter's trailer before
they forced their way into her home in an attempt to carry out a "bad
ace" (a form of hazing) on Tami's husband, Quentin, a Pike active.
Tami, five months pregnant, and her sister, Tan, tried to prevent the
12 males from entering the trailer because they feared for the safety of
Tami's husband — they suspected the ace would result in his kidnap
and mistreatment.
Once the 12 pledges had forced their way into the mobile home, the
scuffle intensified in the tiny bedroom. Tami became increasingly
upset because the men wouldn't leave her home, because her home
was being damaged, and because her husband was being attacked. As
she pleaded with the Pike pledges to leave her home, she was struck
repeatedly in the abdomen and her feet were intentionally knocked
from under her — causing her to fall. She screamed in pain, "You've
hurt my baby! You've hurt my baby!" The assault continued.
Tan was terrified that her sister was being injured and she fought
harder than ever to make the 12 Pike pledges leave the trailer. Both
my daughters looked into the faces of those men and begged them,
tearfully, to leave.
Only after Quentin had been carried from their home, with his eyes
blindfolded, his hands cuffed, and his legs duct-taped, did the men
leave. Shattered glass, muddied carpet, a broken bed, a damaged wall,
a severed phone line, and a crying pregnant woman and her terrified
sister are what those 12 Pike pledges left behind as they continued,
undaunted, their bad ace. What abominations they forced Quentin to
suffer Quentin is "pledged" to keep secret.
Afterwards -I sat on my daughter's hospital bed, watching her cry
from the pain of premature contractions, wiping the tears from her
small face and the blood from her bruised mouth. I've comforted my
daughters after terrifying nightmares that caused them to relive the
assault. Tan, one semester away from graduation, may not return to
school in the spring. We are told that the baby may evidence birth
defects due to the attack as much as a year after his birth. And now
I'm being asked to be concerned about the futures of these 12 men.
I wonder, instead:
•When he was asked why the pledges didn't stop when they saw Tami
was getting injured, why did a Pike say, "They would have been in
trouble with the Pike fraternity if they had started something and not
finished it?"
•Is the Pike organization afraid to blackball the pledges because they
know the pledges could provide evidence against Pikes and hazing?
'Why did Joe Chaney (Pike faculty advisor) tell Tan and Quentin
they shouldn't press charges?
•Why was Mike Ward (a Pike alumni) allowed to serve as the prosecuting attorney?
'Will the recommended "punishment," to make celebrities of these
men, taking them on tour to speak to others about the incident, be
enough of a deterrent to protect other young women?
•Why was Tan (also assaulted) not allowed to testify at the Grand
Jury hearing?
'Is this an example of what other parents may expect to happen to
their daughters if they allow them to come to MSU?
Whose futures are we concerned about?
E. Carolyn Tucker
Rt. 2, Burnt Mill 429, Dixon KY 42409

`First baby' home, doing great
Dear Editor:
We would like to thank the people of Calloway County for their
cards and prayers for our daughter, Elizabeth. She is home from
Kosair Children's Hospital in Louisville and is doing great.
As parents of the first baby born to Calloway Countians, we would
like to thank the local businesses for their gifts in conjunction with the
Welcome Wagon and the Murray Ledger & Times. Thank you again.
Roger and Melanie Dawson
Rt. 1, Box 312B, Almo

Thanks policeforjob well done
Dear Editor:
I wanted to thank our Murray City Police Dept. for a job well done.
Two weeks ago my son had a car accident on South 4th Street. His
car and the truck involved were a total loss.
I heard the crash and was there immediately. In less than five
minutes, three police cars were there, helping us and directing traffic
which, at 5 p.m., was heavy.
In just a few minutes more the Fire Dept. Rescue Unit was there to
help. Thankfully, no one was seriously hurt.
I especially thank officers Jack Kendall, Mike Jump and Chris
Greer for their help. Often we take our police for granted; it's good to
know that they are there and will do an outstanding job when needed.
Harry Allison
607 S. 4th St., Murray

Henley pledges help as needed
Dear Editor:
I wish to ask the readers of your newspaper who were supportive of
my candidacy for County Judge-Executive to understand that circumstances beyond my control made it very difficult for me to enter the
race. The decision not to run was one of the most difficult that I have
ever made, and from the calls that I have had, I realize that many
people are disappointed. To all of these, I apologize, and hope that
under the circumstances they can understand my decision.
Please rest assured that I will continue to help Judge George Weaks
in the months ahead. I will donate as much of my time as is needed
and asked for to help him solve the solid waste and jail problems. I
will travel to Frankfort for him whenever he asks, and will help as
needed with grant applications, etc,
Over the past few years I have donated thousands of hours of my
time to public interest affairs. Last year we received, through the
Purchase Area Development District, around $100,000 in grants to
help the eight Purchase counties with state-mandated projects, and as
long as George Weaks remains as County Judge-Executive I will continue my efforts at no cost to the Calloway County taxpayer. Perhaps
this will make up, in a small way, for my inability to run for the
office.
Melvin Henley
1305 So. 16th St.. Murray
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End discrimination in armed services
I enjoy reading the editorial
pages of all newspapers. Opinions of others fascinate me. As a
true journalist. I respect the opinions of others and realize they
may be much different than my
own and that's okay.
One of my favorite syndicated
(who writes for numerous papers
across the country) columnists is
Mike Royko.
He's made me laugh at times
and cry at others over the years,
but he's consistently made me
think. And that's what other
views are supposed to do, right?
Well, Friday's edition of this
paper printed Royko's column
which addressed the issue of gays
in the U.S. military. Or better yet,
his assertion that the ban against
gays and lesbians serving their
country should not be lifted.
The last I checked, these are
the 1990s. We, as a nation, are
still attempting to find equality
for all men and women, aren't
we? I say simply, lift the ban.
Forgive me, but race relations
in this country, albeit not perfect
by any means, have improved
over the last three decades and
will continue to over time.
Relations between the heterosexual and homosexual communities are strained. Strained to
the point where there's employment discrimination in the private
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John P. Taylor
Ledger &

Mlles Staff Writer

sector. That issue, however, must
be handled privately by the man
or woman who feels pinned down
by society.
When we're talking about the
armed forces, supported by and
paid for by Americans and our
tax dollars, how can discrimination take place without public
outcry?
Royko makes some interesting,
yet asinine, remarks in his piece.
For instance, he concludes that
if gays are accepted by the military, they will demand change.
He quoted one gay organization
which stated that if the ban is
lifted it will push for a gay quota
at West Point.
Royko's responds by writing,
"How one chooses to achieve
orgasm should have nothing to do
with admission to the U.S. Military Academy."
That's fine, Royko, but let's be
consistent. You're using a person's sexual preferences to initially exclude him/her from the

armed forces.
Earlier in his column, Royko
quoted from and agreed with a
letter to the Chicago Tribune
written by Lt. Col. Robert Maginnis. An excerpt from that letter
read:
"Most media members who
advocate lifting the ban never
served in the military. They don't
understand the lack of privacy
and forced intimacy in the barracks and the battlefield."
I served six years in the U.S.
Army Reserve. And I know that
the "weekend warrior" image is
already flashing in the macho
minds of active or former active
duty members. But I also went
through the same Basic Training
as regular army members.
And while I agree there is a
lack of privacy among the troops,
a recruit doesn't have time to
consider, ponder or much less
care about another recruit's sexual preference. He's too busy
doing push-ups or running during

P-T.
As far as the battlefield scenario, I'll speak only on assumption,
since I never "saw action." But I
can't believe I'd care whether
Private Smith slept with Carol or
Kevin the night before he saved
my butt from getting shot up during combat.
Furthermore, I'm willing to bet
that a starving Somali
child
would eat food offered by a gay
soldier just as quickly as some
oftered by a heterosexual marine.
The whole idea is to get the
mission accomplished, right? And
if the mission can't be completed
because of narrow, four-star
minds such as Gen. Colin Powell,
who also advocates the ban, then
change the leadership and stop
the discrimination.
By the way, Gen. Powell, do
you ever remember a time when
blacks like yourself had to serve
in their own regiments because
the whites were afraid of poor
morale among their own? If not,
pick up a history book. If so, how
is it possible our military has
maintained its success since that
so-called horrible decision to
integrate?
I guess it's tough to see the
past when your head is clouded
with visions of future stars (five
to be exact).

World Editorial Roundup
Jan. 23; Phoenix (Ariz.) Gazette on Zoe Baird:
Strike two. Bill Clinton must now turn to his third choice for attorney general.
Clintori's first selection, Judge Patricia Wald of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, turned him down. His
second choice, Zoe Baird, has withdrawn her nomination to save Clinton further embarrassment over her knowingly breaking federal
immigration law.
For a president who boasted about his personal participation in the
Cabinet selection process, Clinton's administration is off with a
stumble.
When Clinton accepted the Democratic nomination for president, he
said he did so, "in the name of all the people who do the work, pay
the taxes, raise the kids and play by the rules — the hard-working
Americans who make up our forgotten middle class."
And yet, fully informed of Baird's legal transgression, her decision
not to play by U.S. immigration rules, Clinton still deemed her worthy
— as did members of the Senate judiciary committee ... until the
phones started ringing in their Senate offices.
Jan. 25; Democrat & Chronicle, Rochester, N.Y., on Zoe Baird:
The Zoe Baird affair has done more than embarrass the newly
sworn-in president who nominated her to be attorney general; it has
helped illuminate two troublesome areas of our society and our law —
child care and illegal immigration.
At first glance, the two seem not to be connected. But they are, as
Baird's illegal nanny saga and the ensuing confessions of so many
working mothers have demonstrated.
A huge number of people who provide in-home child care in this
country are illegal aliens. Often, it is their first job, a foothold on the
ladder leading to the American dream. Often too, their employers are

unable to find qualified American child care workers, or unwilling to
pay the going rate to hire them.
The reason child care attracts illegal immigrants is precisely
because, like farm labor, it is poorly paid and not attractive to many
Americans.
As a result, there is a chronic shortage of licensed child care providers. There are only 86,000 regulated providers for 11.4 million
children under age 6 who need them, according to Working Mother
magazine. There are 30,000 after-school programs for 26.7 million
school-age children of working mothers.
Another effect of the low pay is that many American child care
providers insist on being paid "under the table" to avoid paying taxes. Thus parents don't have to go as far as hiring illegals to find themselves breaking the law.
At the same time, it's hard to evince sympathy for Zoe Baird and
her husband who between them make more than $600,000 a year and
who could afford to hire the very best available.
For the rest of America, however, it's a more complex matter.
In part, it's the old story of new immigrants prepared to work harder, for longer hours, and for less money than their American
counterparts.
It is part of the American dream.
But there is a dark underside. Illegal workers tend to be exploited,
not only because they work for less, but because they are less likely to
demand fringe-benefits or complain about working conditions. So they
tend to undercut much of what American workers have striven to
achieve, from fair pay to fair hours and fair workplace conditions. ...
It would be a shame if the Zoe Baird affair turned into an argument
for relaxing the law on illegal workers. Rather, it should encourage
everyone — government, employers and workers — to uphold the
law, for all of our sakes.

New ending to same old tax story?
WASHINGTON — For all
that's new in the remodeled government, the debate about taxes
and deficits is starting to sound
like the same old story — the one
ending in failure when it is time
to start balancing the books.
President Clinton is trying to
write a plan with a different plot
and outcome, to be presented in
his debut State of the Union
address on Feb. 17.
With the Democrats in full
control, this is supposed to be the,
season to break the gridlock in
favor of bipartisan action on
urgent problems that span political parties and philosophies.
But some political instincts run
even deeper. Congress is divided
not only by political party, but by
state and region, with interests
and needs that often compete.
Neglect them, and there can be
punishment waiting in the next
election.
So there was an instant reaction when the administration
floated the idea of an energy consumption tax as part of Clinton's
package to deal with the deficit.
The regional arguments echoed
those of the past, as did conservative complaints — led by, but not
limited to, Republicans — that
the new government should cut
spending before looking at tax
increases.
It was triggered Sunday when
Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen said on NBC's "Meet the
Press" that there would be a consumption tax in the new economic game plan, and that a broad
energy tax is among the options
Clinton is considering..
That wasn't the first signal of a
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Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist

proposal along those lines. Clinton had said after his Little Rock
economic conference that he'd
heard good arguments for an
increase in the federal gasoline
tax.
Deficit projections are up.
Forecasts for the current budget
year range from $310 billion to
$327 billion, a record high either
way, and that does not include
the budget impact of a $15
billion-to-$25 billion economic
stimulus plan that will be part of
the package.
So Clinton already has backed
away from an early campaign
pledge to cut taxes on the middle
class. While that is politically
manageable, reversing it all the

way to an increase in middleclass income taxes is not.
Clinton said he wanted to raise
rates at the top and ease them in
the middle for the sake of tax
fairness. But he has to find more
money for deficit control.
A broad energy tax could be a
way out, and probably would be
coupled with proposals to ease
the impact on lower- and middleincome wage earners. A 5 percent
tax on the use of all forms of
energy would raise $18 billion a
year, by Congressional Budget
Office estimates. Each penny
increase in the federal gasoline
tax, now 14.1 cents a gallon,
would raise $1 billion a year.
Both have been proposed

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be
typewritten and double-spared if possible and should be an topics of
general interest. Letters mutt not be more than 500 words. The Murray
Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter and
to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger

& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

repeatedly over the past 20 years,
for the money and also as energy
conservation measures. Each
time, they collided with the kind
of arguments, and rivalries, that
are echoing now.
In the wide-open West, where
driving distances are greater and
travel alternatives fewer, a gas
tax hits harder than in cities and
suburbs. In the Northeast and
Midwest, oil fees hike the cost of
heating homes and businesses.
The oil industry says an energy
tax would dampen the shaky economic recovery, exporters say it
would make U.S. goods less competitive abroad, airlines warn of
another drag on an already
troubled industry.
Even supporters of a broader
tax on consumption as an alternative, and eventual replacement
for the income tax, don't like the
idea of starting with an energy,
tax.

"Once you start singling out a
sector, then you have all kinds of
political problems relating to fairness," said Sen. John Danforth,
R-Mo."And with energy taxes in
particular, you also have all kinds
of regional problems setting in
Then there's the standard argil-ment against more taxes, period.
Rep. Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., typified that one in the House, saying
it hadn't taken the Democratie
administration a week to abandoil
the middle-class tax cut and sug
gest "a tax increase for every;
one," including the poor and the
middle class.
Those are among the warmup
exercises; the program won't be
ready for three weeks yet.
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PROVIDED IV

BUSINESS COUNCIL FOR TIM ARTS
Murray/Camay Counfyr Okunber of Commerce

Jan. 28-31
Production — Campus Lights.
begins 8 p.m. Thursday through
Saturday and 2 p.m. Sunday.
Admission fee. Lovett
Auditorium.
Jan. 29
Concert — The Monumental
Brass, Murray Civic Music Association Reciprocity Series. Paducah Tilghman High School.
Feb. 1
Meeting — Camera Club, free,
7 p.m. Calloway County Public
Library.

Students of Jane Marie's Dance Studio recently attended the Dance Makers Convention
held at the
Doubletree Hotel in Nashville. Pictured front row: Nikita Palmer, Jaime Riddle,
Natasha Norwood,
Jessica Riddle, Jessica Mitchell, Mallory Rudolph, Mallory Cathey, Jason Chapman, Brytani Darnell, Tyla Tabers and Jonathon Chapman. Back row: Elle Arant, Andrea Jackson,
Kathy Bombs,
April McKee!, Allison Haugh and Jamie Dowdy. April McKell and Jane Marie Chapman
were chosen as winners of the competition and received awards.

Jan. 211 — Feb. 21
Exhibition — Art by Murray
State University faculty members.
free, Clara M. Eagle Gallery.

_
Students attending the Murray City Schools after
school "Kid's
Company" viewed a lecture-demonstration about
ballet on Dec.
17, the 100th anniversary of Tchaikovsky's
"The Nutcracker."
Dancers Becky Brown, Bethany O'Rouke and
Alissa Volp performed exercises traditionally used by ballet
dancers in their
training. This was followed by several variations
from "The Nutcracker" ballet. The program was choreographed
and presented
by Nancy Z. Nerney.

Drake exhibit on display in Eagle Gallery
"Selfish Notions," an exhibi- and Barbara Drake, both of
Murtion of costumes, silk paintings ray, Drake will graduate
in May
and prints by Melissa Drake will
with a bachelor's degree in surbe on display through Jan. 31 in face design. She won a Murray
the upper level of the Eagle GalWoman's Club Art Scholarship in
lery located in the Price Doyle,. 1989 and a surface design award
, Fine Arts Center at Murray State for "Bluegill Scarf" in the 1992
:- University.
Annual Student Show.
A reception is planned from 7
"The exhibition is basically my
p.m. to 8 p.m. Friday in the fifth
view of the fascinating world of
floor lobby of the Fine Arts the sea and the life within it,"
Building.
Drake said. "I try to understand
The daughter of Lewis Drake the relationship I have with the

subject that I am depicting. Then
I translate it into something visual by manipulating the paint,
fabric or other media."
She has first hand experience
of her marine subjects through
ocean diving. Her work is a personal learning process about self,
subject and technique, according
to Albert Sperath, direcory of
University Galleries at MSU. The
prints in the exhibit are small,
intimate monotypes and emboss-

Golden Globe awards announced,
"Scent of a Woman" wins big
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.(AP) once despite the popularity of her
— "The Player" and "Scent of a show.
Emma Thompson was
Woman" were big winners at the
Golden Globe awards, while acclaimed best dramatic actress
Clint Eastwood was honored as for her role as the independent
best director for "Unforgiven." wife in "Howards End," a movie
"The Player," a satiric view about class consciousness in
of Hollywood, triumphed in the Edwardian England.
"If I have a wish left in the
best musical or comedy film
category. Tim Robbins, who world it's for the creation of
played an unscrupulous film pro- more great female roles," she
ducer, was hailed as best actor in said.
Miranda Richardson, the
a musical or comedy.
"Scent of a Woman" won a carefree vacationer in Italy in
surprise Golden Globe for best "Enchanted April," won best
dramatic motion picture of 1992 musical or comedy film actress.
as well as honors for best acting Miss Plowright, the feisty widow
by Al Pacino and best screenplay. in the film, won best motion picThe 50th presentation of the ture supporting actress.
Hollywood Foreign Press AssociGene Hackman's role in
ation's awards on Saturday "Unforgiven" earned the motion
spread the movie and television picture supporting actor award.
trophies liberally, and no winner
"Aladdin" won trophies for
Alan Menken for original motion
dominated the event.
The Golden Globes are viewed picture score, and for Menken
closely for indications of what's and Tim Rice for the original
to come at the Academy Awards song "A Whole New World."
"Indochine," a French producin March.
"Scent of a Woman," the tion tracing the beginnings of
story of a blind, retired Army revolt against the French colonial
officer, overcame "A Few Good regime in Vietnam, was named
Men," "Unforgiven," "The best foreign language film.
In the television categories,
Crying Game" and "Howards
"Northern Exposure" captured
End."
ABC's blue-collar sitcom the drama series Golden Globe
"Roseanne" and the HBO spe- and Regina Taylor and Sam
cial "Stalin" tied for top televi- Waterston were TV's best dramasion honors with three apiece.
tic actress and actor for "I'll Fly
"Roseanne" won for best Away."
"Sinatra," the saga of the sincomedy or musical series, and costars Roseanne Arnold and John ger's life produced by his daughtGoodman took best actress and er Tina, was named best miniactor. "Stalin" brought the mini- series or movie made for
series or TV movie actor award television.
Laura Dent's role in "Afterto Robert Duvall and support acting awards to Maximilian Schell burn" brought her a Globe for
best actress in a mini-series or
and Joan Plowrighi
Standing in for Mrs. Arnold TV movie.
Special awards were presented
was her husband, Tom.
"Most of all, she'd k.like to to Robin Williams for his voicing
thank her fans — and it's about of the genie in "Aladdin" and to
time," he said. Mrs. Arnold has Lauren Bacall for lifetime
been nominated for an Emmy just achievement.

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL ARTS
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ments. The life-size costumes and
silk made by inking dead fish and
crayfish and printing them on
silk, Sperath said.

Me4avle

"Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Drake plans to move to Bimini
in February to help with shark
research at the Bimini Biological
Field Station. Eventually, she
would like to design shoes and
secure a position designing and
construction fantastical costumes.

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whltnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frt. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
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GET GREAT PRICES
ON FACTORY-DIRECT
TANDY 1486 PCs!
25Al111 1486SX with VGA color monitor
• 85MB HDU 2MB•512K VRAM
• Mouse•3
1 44MB floppy
•DOS & Windows pre installed

I CUT 33%

CUT 30%

Fortelle cassette recorder
•Voice-actuated•Cue/review
156
•Auto-level Reg. 49.95.14,

Pepsder Ng -Settee Om

•Amplifies your caller's voice
•Hold button Rog. 44.95 443

Now get powerful custom-built Tandy computer systems from 25MHz to 66MHz with exactly the options you need Superior
USA quality. 100ori PC compatibility
Save on factory-direct Tandy PCs!
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shipped factory direct to you
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6-outlet power strip
protects AC equipmest
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TOCO JOHNS®
Lifetime warranty! Stock up now. no
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SAVE $40
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•Controls up to four components
le Replaces lost or broken remote
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NO COUPON NEEDED-NO LIMIT

OPEN LATE
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Jonathan-Aurora Action Group will start its Bingo Play on
Friday, Jan. 29. at 7 p.m. at Holiday Restaurant., Aurora. This is open
to the public and will be scheduled each Friday night until further
notice. Proceeds from the Bingo play will go toward local projects of
the Action Group including landscaping in the area, tourism promotion, and help for needy persons in the area.

Hazel Club helping Heart Fund
The Hazel Woman's Club will be canvassing for the American Heart Fund
within the city limits of Hazel. The canvassing started Saturday, Jan. 23,
and will continua through Wednesday, Feb. 17. If persons are not at home,
dub members will leave envelopes so donations can be pilailed. This is
another service project of the Hazel Club.

Remembrance service on Friday
The Hugh L. Houston Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will have a service of remembrance honoring those residents who
died in 1992 on Friday. Jan. 29, at 2 p.m. in the third floor classroom of the
hospital. A reception will follow in the Activity Room of the Long Term Care
Unit. All friends and relatives are invited to share in this remembrance
service.

Oaks Club event planned Saturday
Oaks Country Club will have a pancake breakfast on Saturday, Jan. 30,
FIFTY YEARS AGO today these 33 men from Murray and Calloway County left for Fort Harrison, Ind., for induction in the Armed from 7 to 11 a.m. at the club. This will be in honor of Truman Whitfield who
Forces. This picture, furnished by Joshua Herbert Tabers, left in second row, was made by Love's Studio in front of First Baptist Church, is now at home after having been hospitalized for several months. The publMurray, just before the men left by bus. Names of the inductees, published in The Ledger & Times on Jan. 28, 1943, were as follows: ic is invited to attend.
Purdom Joseph Outland, Floyd McNutt, John E. Outland, Connie Lee Adams, James Hugh Smith, Charles Henry Jones, Horace Clyde
Smith, Euin Franklin Edwards, Louis Judson Stroup, James Clayton Hill, Charles Mason Baker, Haney Pritchett, Robert Hilman Fergu- Lamb shower planned Saturday
son, Daniel Key Fain, C.W. Jones, Ewell Humphreys Orr, George Wesley Hindman, Asher White Farris, Kenneth D. McKeller Farley,
A household shower in honor of David and Melissa Lamb will be SaturVirgil Robertson, Joshua Herbert Tabers, Walter Elvis Paschall, Thomas Frank Moffitt, Thomas Chesley Scruggs, Thomas Galloway day. Jan. 30, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of
Houston, Joe Rob Beale, William Vernon Futrell, Mozelle Phillips, Joe Ryan Cooper, Richard Edward Boggess, Urban Lewis Belcher, Rex Peoples Bank, North 12th and Chestnut Streets, Murray. The Lambs recently lost their home by fire.
Hinson Myers and Fred Hicks Myers.

Hospital retirees to meet Jan. 30

Blood Drive scheduled

Retirees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will have a breakfast on
Saturday, Jan. 30, at 10 a.m. at Shoney's Restaurant. The group normally
meets on the last Monday night of the month at 6 p.m. but this meeting has
been changed to a breakfast meeting. This is for all retirees and for any
persons who have ever worked at the hospital. For more information call
Nancy McClure, 492-8640, or Lottie Brandon.

Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority at Murray State University will sponsor a blood drive on Wednesday and Thursday, Feb. 3 and 4, in Banquet Room 1, Curris Center, MSU. The hours will be from 10 a.m. to
6 p.m.
All donors will receive a free t-shirt and refreshments. The organization that recruits the most donors during the drive will receive $100.
The Blood Center is a non-profit organization.

Doujhitt will help seniors
Louis Douthitt, a retired accountant, will again this year offer his services
free to senior citizens and disabled persons in preparing their income tax
returns. He will be at Glendale Road Church of Christ from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
each Tuesday starting Tuesday, Feb. 2, through Tuesday, April 13. This is a
free service. For an appointment call the church office at 753-3714.

Bearsby baby boy is born
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Bearsby of
Rt. 1, Box 318A, Almo, are the
parents of a son, Shawn Allan
Bearsby, born on Tuesday, Jan.
12, at 10:08 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighdd six pounds

14 ounces and measured 191/2
inches. The mother is the former
Lorraine Sanderson.
Grandparents are Gordon and
Faye Bearsby of New Concord
and A. Sanderson of Royal Oak,
Mich.

Emmanuel Baptists holding services
Emmanuel Baptist Church, 1614 N. Hwy. 121 Bypass, is holding a Missions Conference. Services are today at 2 p.m. and at 10 a.m. Friday, Jan.
29. Dr. Cecil A. Fayard Jr., pastor, invites the public to attend these special
services. For more information call 753-3292.
Kimberly Alexander

ken i Bazzell

Girls featured in parade

Jock Nicholson

Two Murray girls performed in
the Foley's Day Parade held
recently in Houston, Texas.
They are Kimberly Alexander
and Ken Bazzell.
Alexander is an eighth grade
cheerleader at Murray Middle
School. She is the daughter of
Dean and Karen Alexander.
Bazzell is a freshman member
of the girls' varsity cheerleader
squad at Murray High School.
She is the daughter of Dick and
Dana Bazzell.
Both Murray girls were
selected as cheerleader All-Stars
of the Universal Cheerleaders
Association Camp they attended
this past summer at Murray State
University and were invited by
the UCA to perform in Houston.
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Velvet Renee Jones
Martin Milkman
have made their
bridal selections
from our Wedding
Registry.

The
Panhandler
Bel-Air Center

1008 Cht...tnut

753-5679

753.331 I

Open 11:am to 10:pm

*Free consultation and review of prescriptions
*We work with your doctor and save you money by using
generic drugs when possible.
*We have computerized records for insurance and taxes.

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.
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MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537
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Hospital report released

Rent your movies • at the movies!

WHAT MAKES A
UNIQUE PHARMACY?

4

Their sponsors included the
following:
The Mane Event, Loretta Jobs Cen-

130
Eddie Murphy In
3•45
"Distinguished
715
9:30
entleman" (R)
Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

tury 21, Pagliai's, Miller Funeral Home,
Purdom Motors, Smith's Poultry, Terry
and Karen Isaacs at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home, Ruthie's Gulf, Peoples
Bank, Johnny McCage, Heart & Tole,
Kopperud Realty. Dan's, James
(Jiggs) Lassiter, Ross Insurance, Eli
Lilly Glass, Gary Haverstock, Key
Kars,
Murray High School, Paint Plus, Bob
Cornelison at Farm Bureau Insurance,
Rudy's Restaurant, Lovett Brothers
Gulf, Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home,
Factory Discount Shoes, Dairy Queen,
Bold Liquidators. Ashley's Mobile
Washington, Bank of Murray, Holland
Drugs, Allison Photography, Murray
Ledger & Times, Summer's Optical,
Edwina Key, Roy's Pharmacy,
Dr. H.S. Jackson, Pier I, Sammons'
Bakery, Corn-Austin, Dr. Russell Howard, Dr. Richard Blalock, Dr, Dan Miller, TMG's Woodworking, Ellis Popcorn, Hopkinsville Federal, Republic
Bank, Dr. Rob Williams, Boone Cleaners, Hill Electric, Cain's AMC Jeep,
Simmons Electric, Crass Furniture,
Thurman Furniture, Dwain Taylor, Dr.
Hollis Clark and Big Kahuna.
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One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday, Jan. 26, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Wallace baby boy, parents, Gina
and Bobby, Rt. 1, Box 784, Dover,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Dorothy M. Enoch, 1511 Diuguid Dr., F-42, Murray; Mrs. Audrey
Modean Grogan, At. 3, Box 371,
Murray;
Mrs. Gladys 0. Dunn, 411 South
Sixth St., c/o J. Dunn, Murray; Mrs.
Lola Smith, At. 1, Farmington;
Miss Shelia Skinner, At 3, Box 153,
Murray: Mrs. 0. Ruth Lassiter, 1401
Story Ave., Murray;

Stanley S. Bone, 1626 Magnolia,
Murray; Mrs. Elwanda C. Sullivan, At.
4, Box 326, Paris, Tenn.;
Joshua Chamber, 1628 Main, Oak
Manor, Murray; Mrs. Judith J. Daniels,
At. 1, Box 186, Almo;
Phillip Dockery, 8391 Caneyville
Rd., Morgantown; Mrs. Jerrie Love
Miller, P.O. Box 141, Hazel;
Miss Tabitha Dawn MOWS, At. 10,
Box 377, Benton; Mrs. Carolyn
Padget, At. 3, Box 16, Murray;
Mrs. Janet L. Bloodworth, At. 3, Box
46, McKenzie, Tenn.; Ms. Hope Mayes
and baby boy, P.O. Box 284, Cadiz;
Mrs. Vicki Darlene Hooks and baby
girl, 1475 Parkview Sh. Rd., Cadiz.
Expiration
Mrs. Ressie Louise Morgan, At. 8,
Box 1105, Murray.

Gerry J. Puckett, 1605 Dodson,
Murray;
Robert Wendell Schoen, 205%
North 10th St., Murray.
The OYMA program seeks to
recognize the acheivements and
abilities of men between the ages
of 21 and 40.
These men are being honored
for their outstanding civic -.and
professional contributions to their
communities, their sates, as well
as their nation.
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The WMU of First Baptist Church will meet Tuesday, Feb. 2, at 9:30 a.m.
at the church. Linda Stockton will be in charge of the program on 'One Calling - Two Careers,' concerning bivocational ministry. Following the meeting, members of the Dorothy Circle of the WMU will go to Fern Terrace
Lodge for a Valentine party with the residents.

Workshops are scheduled
Workshops are planned by Smart Stop's 'Adventures in the Attic* on
Saturday. Jan. 30.'Metric Mall Mayhem'for ages 6 to 10 will be directed by
Karmel Stewart from 10 a.m. to noon. 'Fabulous Face Painting' for ages 6
to 18 will be directed by Lynn Warren from 1 to 3 p,m. A workshop on 'Puppets On Parade' for children, ages 4 to 8, with Karma! Stewart as director
will be Saturday, Feb. 6. Registration for the workshops for Jan. 30 should
have already been completed. Registration for the workshop on Feb. 6
should be made by Saturday, Jan. 30, by calling Jill Courtney, 753-5968.

Woman's Club Board will meet
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday,
Feb. 1, at noon at the Calloway County Public Library. Gerry Reed, president, urges all board members to attend.

Camera Club plans meeting Monday
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet Monday, Feb. 1, at 7
p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. The club will display photograph
of members all during the month of February at the Public Library. All members and interested persons are invited to attend.

Lottie Moon Circle will meet
Lottie Moon Circle of First Baptist Church WMU will meet Monday, Feb. 1,
at 7 p.m. at the home of Pauline Waggoner. Lula Belle Hodges will be in
charge of the program. Officers are Ruth Caldwell, leader; Yetive Brown,
program; Jessie Workman, secretary-treasurer; Pauline McCoy, publicity;
Sue Fairless, enlistment.

Dexter Center open Tuesday
The Dexter Senior Citizens Center is open each Tuesday from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. Elsie Springer, director, said the group has Bible study, blood pressure checks, discussion of current affairs, play cards, etc. Each first Tuesday a potluck meal is served. All senior citizens in the area are invited to
attend.

CCHS Class of 1983 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1983 will have its 10-yew reunion
in June of 1993. The class has not been able to locate the following people:
Roger Alderson, Tim Barrett, David Braboy, Ricky Colson, Christy Cooksey,
Jonathan Crean, Steve Hargrove, Jeff Lee, Christy McCallon, Lisa McDonald, Betty Turner, Julie Rakestraw, Cathay Martin, Karen Miles, Michael
Miller, Rondah Paschall, Usa Mitchuson, Kitty Cooksey, Barbara Thompson,
Steve Tracy, Paul Vought, Sandy Walker, Melody Winningham and Doug
Centers. Any person having information about any of these people is asked
to call 436-5808 or write Nyle Torsak, At. 2, Box 39A, Hazel, Ky. 42049.

Tobacco meeting and dinner Feb. 2

Five local men are selected
Five local men have been
selected as Outstanding Young
Men of America for 1992. Their
complete biographies -will appear
in the annual awards publication,
Outstanding Young Men of
America.
They are as follows:
William Gregg Travis, 1202
South 16th St., Murray;
Timothy Shawn Penrod, Rt. 1,
Box 75-1, Hardin;
Alien Lee Newsome, 511 Santa
Fe Circle, Dallas, Ga.:

First Baptist WMU meeting Tuesday
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A Tobacco Production meeting will be Tuesday, Feb. 2, at 6 p.m. at West
Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center. A meal will be served at
no charge. For reservations call the Calloway County Extension Office,
753-1452.

Harris Grove to give quilt away
Members of Harris Grove Homemakers Club are offering tickets on the
handmade quilt made by the club members. rockets at a cost of $1 each or
six for $5 also may be purchased from any member of the dub. The quilt
winner will be announced on Thursday, April 8, at Calloway County Public
Library. Proceeds win be used for community and dub projects.

Lambert serving as minister
The Rev. Kerry Lambert is now serving as minister of the Chnstian and
Missionary Alliance Church.'The ofjurch has service' an Ulm at Weeks
Community Center each Sunday. low more informellien aboui the dutch,
parsons may call 751 6565
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Crockett-Walter wedding
vows will be said Jan. 30
Cathy Sue Crockett of Memphis, Tenn.. and Michael Robert Walter
of Paducah will be married Saturday. Jan. 30. at 2 p.m. at Grieelus
Chapel, Bradford, Tenn.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Dale Crockett and Mrs. Carolyn
Schrader, both of Trenton. Tenn. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. R.P. Crockett and Mrs. A.D. Roberson and the late A.D. Roberson, Bradford, Tenn.
The groom-elect is the son of Mrs. Robert. R. Walter and
the late
Mr. Walter of Harrisburg. Ill. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Dale
Hobson of Greencastle, Ind., and the late Mr. and Mrs. C.H.
Walter.
Miss Crockett attended University of Tennessee at Martin
and
received her Bachelor of Science and Master of Science in Home
Economics from Murray State University. She is Child Life Specialist
at
LeBonheur Children's Medical Center, Memphis.
Mr. Walter attended Southeastern Illinois Junior College
and
received his Bachelor of Science in Construction Technology at
Murray State University. He is a carpenter with McKenney &
Croft
Construction.
a

Anita Gail Gray and
Randy Joe Ray to be married

Gray and Ray wedding
vows to be said Feb. 20
Anita Gail Gray and Randy Joe Ray will be married Saturday, Feb.
20.
The vows will be said at 5 p.m. at First Assembly of God Church,
Murray.
A reception will follow at the University Branch of the Bank of
Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Gray of Almo.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Roberts, the late
Calvin Milby, and Mrs. Helen Gray and the late Harry E. Gray.
The groom-elect is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Joe Ray. He is
the grandson of the late Harlow Ray and the late Vanita Turner of
Mayfield, Monsee King of Palmersville, Tenn., and Mrs. Wray King,
of Dresden, Tenn.

Wadesboro Club meets
Two lessons were presented at
the January meeting of the
Wadesboro Homemakers Club
held at Sirloin Stockade.
"Speed Cleaning Your House"
was the subject of the lesson pre'.
sented by Della Outland.
Imogene Palmer presented a
lesson on "Fitness Over Fifty."
The devotion was given by
Ann Darnell. Pawnee Bedwell
gave the blessing prior to the
meal.
Betty Palmer, treasurer, was
welcomed back after being hospi-

talized because of an automobile
accident. The group also sang
"Happy Birthday" to Betty who
said she had sent a memorial to
Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church for Oacus Bedwell
who died recently.
Announcements were made
about the new cookbook to be
published by Calloway County
Homemakers, and to turn in
reservations and deposit to attend
the state meeting in Lexington
April 13 and 14.
Eleven members were present.

SERVICE NEWS
GENE M. SLONE, son of
Robert and Donna Slone, Rt. 1,
Box 142, Almo, enlisted in the
Air Force Delayed Enlistment
Program, according to SSgt.
Keith D. Hall, Air Force Recruiter, 100 Fountain Ave., Paducah.
Slone who will be a 1993 graduate of Murray High School is
scheduled for enlistment in the
Regular Air Force on May 28,
1993.
Upon graduation from Air

Force's six-week basic training
course at Lackland Air Force
Base near San Antonio, Texas,
Slone is scheduled to receive
technical training in the Administrative career field.
Slone will be earning credits
toward an associate degree in
applied sciences through the
Community College of the Air
Force while attending basic and
technical training schools.

LOG CABIN
RESTAURANT
EVERY
Friday & Saturday Night
3-10 p.m.
Pond Raised

[

CATFISH
FILLETS
Full Order

$3.95

CALENDAR

Thursday, Jan. 28
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building. Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton.
Humane Society of Calloway
County/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans and Auxiliary/7
p.m./Legion Hall.
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club/7 p.m./club
house.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Murray High School events
include Freshinen basketball vs.
CCHS/6 p.m.; J.V. and Varsity
Girls host Carlisle County; U.T.
Martin Honors Band.
Campus Lights/8 p.m./Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State University. Info/762-4288.
TOPS #469 Chapter/Chamber of
Commerce/weigh-in/6-6:45 p.m.
and meeting/7 p.m. Info/Tammy,
753-6830.

753-8080

1
•

- • -•

••.••••••

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St.Jopen 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.
Games for members only/8
p.m./Murray Moose Lodge.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/Stone Soup/Chili Supper/
6:30 p.m./Weaks Community
Center. Info/Pamela, 753-7638,
or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Calloway County High School
Lakers host basketball games
with Reidland/Jeffrey Gym.
Campus Lights/8 p.m./Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State University. Info/762-4288.
Murray State Racer Rifle Team
hosts intercollegiate teams from
eight states/8 a.m./Room 230,
Stewart Stadium, MSU.

Stefani Brinn Barnett and
Darren Madison McCuiston to marry

Barnett and McCuiston
wedding to be March 6
Stefani Brinn Bamett and Darren Madison McCuiston
announce
their engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Joe Pat and Jane
Barnett, 1613
Cardinal Dr., Murray. She is the granddaughter of Rudy
and Mary
Nell Barnett, 1312 North Fourth St., Murray, and Mrs.
Janie Young,
412 South 16th St., Murray, and the late Robert
Young..
The groom -elect is the son of Janice McCuiston of Rt.
4, Box 84B,
Murray, and of Keys McCuiston, Rt. 6, Box 79, Murray.
Miss Barnett, a 1989 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is
a senior attending Murray State University from where
she will
receive her Bachelor Science degree in chemistry in May
1993. She is
employed by The Medicine Shoppe and Information Systems,
Murray
State University.
Mr. McCuiston is a 1989 graduate of Calloway County
High
School. He is employed by Lassiter Plaster Company
Inc.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, March
6, at 6
p.m. at Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
A reception will follow in the Fellowship Hall of the
church.
Only out-of-ywn invitations will be sent. All relatives and
friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception._

American Quarter Horse
Show/7 p.m./West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center.
Admission free.

NAERE FGHTING FOR

ADuR uFE

American Hearttip
Association

Christian Men's Fellowship/7
p.m./Delamar's Restaurant.
Compassionate Friends/7:30
p.m./board room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/498-8324 or 762-1274.
Friday, Jan. 29
Hazel Center open/10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
Weaks Center open/9 a.m.-2
p.m/for senior citizens' activities.
Singles Friendship of Paris.
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.

Ira the Final Days at Pier I'a
January Cloarance starling
Friday at 9:00 a.m.

glaseill
All Fall & Winter
Merchandise
NOW

20%
Off Regular Prices

STOREWIDE
Plus..AII Items on our
Salo Tables Reduced
750/0

R.

Largo Section Of
Pier 1 Jewelry

750/0

1/2
to

Pi
R° a
gos

AN Wicker
And...
Si Rattan
Furniture

20%
-50
%
3 DAYS

ONLY

Fri., Sal. & Sun.
Jan. 29, 30, 31

2/3

OFF

Comes With Slaw, White Beans,
Potato, and Hushpuppies.

505 S. 12th St.

Friday, Jan. 29
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton.

UNIVERSITY PLAZA
ON CHESTNUT STREET

Court Square- Downtown Murray
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Honor roll is released by Murray Middle School
•

-10"Ok4s44.

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Murray Middle School has
released the honor rolls for the
second nine weeks and first
semester. A first semester honor
roll was not given for the fifth
grade. Names are as follows:

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

:ft

41*

A

*z
Boit
1.093,5%1pisi
Wald
"Let Us Cater Your 1993 Super Bowl Party!"

12 Pc, Chicken
Regular or Hot N' Spicy
65)6 Rolls

Second NW Weeks
Grade
Al A's
Matt Clemson, Stephen Compton. Brittany Jackson,Joinder King.Janus Marshall,
Kelly KAM,Lucas Miller, 1.4113fl Nixon. Jeff
Owen, Ryan Seay.
Al A's and B's
1Catie Aloott, Wesley Alexander, Cara
Anderson, Lindsay Atkins, Elizabeth Balmer, Katherine Boyd, SOMME Chandler,
ad Darnell, Lane Dennison, Ashley Dom.
Megan Elwell, Athlone Gels, Kin Harrington, Fulton Hart, Braley Hicks, Scott Holbrook, Alex Holden, Brent Howard,Stephanie Kurz, Crystal Lance, Peyton Masters,
Andrew McClure, Chris Naulty, Dana
Parker, Jessica Radice, Chip Ray. Misty
Starks. LizStothakrd.Sara Grace Strickland,
Jessica Simi,Jam David Tlieke, Elizabeth
Trawl*. Rachel Warier.
Seth Grade
Al A.
Stephes Breeding. Brooke Bitola,
Matthew Brown, Wesley Han. Julie Hightower, Justio Jones, Gretchen Klaus, Kristin
Kopperud,Jacob Mathis,Cassandra McNutt,
Josh Oakley, Anne Pickens, lace Rabe.
Jessica Smith.
All A's and B's
Chris Bauer, Sam Bierds, Jason Bright,
Jennifer Carbon, Michael DeBoer, David
Ellison, Ellen Foster, Jon Graves, Courtney
Griffith., Rikki Hill, thew Houck, Alison
Hutson, Jennifer Maglinner,learlyn Martin,
Inca Maxwell, Becky Mehr, Lauren Miller,
Josh Morris, Trevor Pervine, Brian Scale,
Christen Smith,Aarcm Sues,Rohn Tendon,

Large Rice

COMPUTER
CLASSES

(5)Large Deli
Salad

89.98

[i)r

Special Good
Thru Super
Bowl Sunday

FOOD MART

• • OPEN 24 HOURS
4TH & CHESTNUT.

GET

rob

Introduction To
DOS 6.0
Feb. 1 & Feb. 8
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
$50.00 per person

General Introduction
To Computers
Feb. 2 & Feb. 4
6:00 p.m. to 800 p.m.

$50.00 per person

MicroAge
Computer Center
314 Main Street
Murray
753-7733

Cory Martin, Kim MiNcely, Lindsay
McNutt, Joey Mchr. Adam Melosin, Rebecca
Miller, Tabitha Punter, Al Flan, John David
Ptrynar. Ellis Schell, lames SWISTIKAIII, Sae phonic Simmons, Bruin SncIau. Fticky
Suggs, Allen Thompson, Brent Underhill,
Melissa Villeflor, Adam Wells. Sara Williams.

Drew Ilsoenpson. Allison Vinson, Tyler
Williams, Chris Yao.
Smooth Grade
Al A's
Moo Bannik, David Crouch. Max Gibson, Jemmy Hunt, Joey hicKeeL Kimn
Nadia, Ryan Pickens. Josh Price, Araberly
Rollins, Brad Simons, Mart Stockton.
Al A's and B's
Ammon Aloon, Marisa Blaokollhip, Ellen Carpenter, Louis ammo, Also Chase,
Courtney Ouistepher, Annie Denim Uza
Candoce Gurley. Leigh Hammock,
Louis Hill, Kin Howard,Mary Kay Howard.
O'Shea Hudspeth, Nation Hughes, Brad
Jackson, Jason Weer. Josh Leven, Crystal
Luffman, Jeanne Maddox. Amy Manila,
Adam McKnight,Cheri Riedel, Am Shelp,
Joinder Steinfeldt, Jake Thurmond. Heather
Van Volkenburg, Drew Wooldridge.
Eighth Grade
All A's
Amanda Barrow, Elisabeth Bleeding, Elizabeth Broughton, Alex Hunt, Angela
Hoaxes. Daniel Hutchens, Joanna Kind,
Katie McNeary. Robbie Naulty, Dana Thomas, Denene Woods.
All A's and B's
Kim **soder. Angie Cobol, Brian
Davis, Candace Ehernan. Larry Earls.
Karen Fischer, Terri Ford, Jamie Fox, Kara
Gressler,Christine Griffiths. Lynda Harrington, Stephanie Hill, Tommy Holcomb, Daniel Hutchens. Kristin Johnson, Max Johnson, Susan Krieb, Travis Kyznar. Jennifer
Lewis, Jarrod Manna, Rebecca Marsala,

&mother
Slitth Grads
Al A's
Stephen Breadths, Jams Bright, Brooke
Brn,Mosihow Boma,Ma Power,Wesley Han, Julie Hightower,Goths Klaus,
Kristen Koppemd,Jacob Mathis, Casuodra
McNutt, Jodi Oakley, Am Pickens, lace
Rabe, Jessica Smith, Allison Vitus, John
Young.
Al A's sod B's
Ashes Adams, She Andrus, Chris
Better, Sam Bleeds, Jennifer Carbon, Miceli
Cathey, Erin Ford, Jon Graves, Courtney
Griffiths, Rilki Hill, Drew Houck, Alison
Hutson, Justin Jones, Jennifer Maglinger,
Jearlyn Martin,Tees Maxwell,Becky Mehr,
Lauren Miller, Josh Morris, Trevor Pervine,
Robbie Rich, Brine Settle, Aaron Suggs,
Rohit Tendon, Drew Thompson, Tyler Williams.
Seventh Grads
Al A's
Adam Bannik, Morgan Blankenship, Ellen Caipenter. David Crouch, Max Gibson,
Candace Gurley, Mary Kay Howard,Nathan
Hughes, Jeremy Hunt, Amy Mangle, Joey

CHICAGO (AP) — The Sears
catalog has been the Big Book
for decades. Now it's the hot
book.
Customers around the country
are rushing to get their hands on
the latest general catalog, which
became an instant collectors'
item when Sears, Roebuck and
Co. announced Monday that it
was discontinuing the Big Book.
Thousands of complaints about
the demise of the 104-year-old
catalog have flooded the company's suburban Schaumburg
headquarters, a Sears spokesman
said.
"The catalog has become a
very beloved and respected institution in America, and it is
understandable that people would
not like to see it go," Perry
Chian said Wednesday.
Trying to halt a slide in its
retail business, Sears plans to eliminate 50,000 jobs by early 1994
and close 113 stores and some
2,000 catalog outlets.
John Cooper, owner of a cata-

log store in Escanaba in Michigan's remote Upper Peninsula,
said customers have deluged the
store with complaints.
"In these rural areas, the catalog touches home a bit more," he
said. "It's a groundswell thing —
people are asking, 'How can corporate America keep doing these
things to us?"
Cooper noted Sears operates
only catalog stores in the Upper
Peninsula. A bigger store is in
Marinette, Wis., about 60 miles
away, but the nearest full-service
Sears is probably in Green Bay,
Wis., about 120 miles away, he
said.
"You can't blame the customers for being upset," he said. "I
can only imagine what it's like in
places like Montana, where there
may be only one full-service
store in the whole state."
Folks in urban areas, however,
were hoping to make a little
money off the catalog's demise.
"People are calling up and
saying, 'Can you send me 12

LIMITED TIME

A

MINI
VAN
SALE

OUT OF THE PAPER
THAN JUST NEWS.

Eighth Grads
Al A's
Elisabeth Breeding, Stephanie Hill, Alex
Hum,Katie McNeary,Robbie Naulty, Dana
Thomas. Danene Woods.
Al A's and B's
Amanda Barrow, Elizabeth Broughton,
Angie Colson, Candace Eiseman, Larry
E'akeis, Karen Fischer,Terri Ford,Quinine
Griffith., Lynda Harrington, Tommy Holcomb,Angela Hutchens,Joanna Kind,Susan
Krieb, Travis Kymar, Cory Martin, Joey
Mehr, Adam Mclean, Rebecca Miller, Tabitha Painter, John David Poynor, Ellis
Schell, James Simms, Stephanie Simmons, Brian Sinclair, Allan Thompson,
Brent Underhill, Melissa Villaflor, Sara
Williams, Kin Alexander, Kristin Johnson,
Jennifer Lewis, Adam Wells.

Collectors snap up the Sears 'Big Book'

PEOPLE
LOT MORE

Nadu+, Ryan Ptckens, Josh
Amberty Rolhns, Brad Simmons.
Mark Stockton.
AU A's and B's
Assuasive Alcoa, Cooney Caocrdy, Louis
Charezie, Alan Chase,Courtney ChflaCipher,
AtElbe Donato, Bryan Demise:al, Michelle
Falba,Liza Griffin,Leigh Haversiock,Lotus
Ill,Samodas Hoped, Kim Howard,
O'Shea Hudspeth, Brad Jackson, Jason Lai
set, loth Lovett, Crystal Ullman, Jeanne
Maddox,Adam McKninkt,Jeff Page,Robyn
Ragadele. Ossri Rude, Alva Shelp, Joinder Steiafeldt, Jake Ilwansond, Moshe:
Va•Volkesiburg. Jon Vowel, Drew WooldridgeMCKOC1. KISCO

Price,

catalogs, please?" said Rosyland
Luburich, assistant manager at a
large Sears store in Niles.
At the Sears store in Vernon
Hills, Margaret Tully pulled four
catalogs from a diminishing
stack, ready to pay &5 apiece for
them.
"We haven't got the catalog
for years, but we did want to get
a copy of the last one," said Tully, who said she would give the
1,555-page volumes to her grandchildren. "Who knows what it'll
be worth someday?"
Madeline Fischer, owner of an
Antioch antiques store that deals
in old Sears catalogs, said she
doesn't expect the latest one to
increase in value rapidly since
there are about 13 million copies
in circulation.
"You may find desperate people who will pay up to $10 during the first week for a copy,"
she said, "but if you're looking
for any more than that, you
should be ready to wait 30 years
or more."

America's Favorite Mini Vans — Now Cost Less
'93 VOYAGER

s14,291
'14,593

Automatic, Air Cond., 7 Pass.
And More. White.

'93 VOYAGER

Automatic, Air Cond.,7 Pass.,
Tilt, Cruise, Etc. Green.

'93 CARAVAN

'93 VOYAGER SE
V6, Automatic, Tilt, Cruise, 7
Pass., Air Cond., Roof Rack,
Power Windows/Locks, Cassette + More. Deep Blue.

'93 CARAVAN SE
V6, Automatic, Tilt, Cruise,
Power Windowsitocks, Cassette, Roof Rack,Child Seats,
Etc. Dart Quartz Metallic.

'11,539

'93 CARAVAN SE

'15,741

'93 GRAND VOYAGER LE

V6, Automatic, Air Cond., Tilt,
Cruise, Cassette, Roof Rack,
Etc. White.

Sport Wagon Pkg., 3.3 V6,
Power Windows/locks,
Cruise, 7 Pass., Alloy Wheels,
Sport Suspension + Mara.
Black.

'93 CARAVAN
V6, Automatic, Air Cond., Tilt,
Cruise, Cassette, Lots More.
Teal.

'93 CARAVAN SE
They clip coupons, too. Can't do
Births, marriages, deaths, local,
that on TV or radio. Good Cents, state, regional.
newspaper!'
Ads and news, the dynamics of
But news is what makes
newspapers.
newspapers. Full stories, not just
headlines.

The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Avenue
753-1916

Sport Wagon Pkg., V6, TO,
Cruise, Air Cond., Alloy
Wheels, 7 Past., Sport Suspension, Etc. Taal.

Don. %tare Al %Waft II My. \Wades
Subloci
Prior Sala
Prior (Wed Tlwa,

.11-1K1 Only

'17,752

Loaded With Power Windows/
Locks, Power Seat, Infinity
Sound System, Woodgrain Trim
And Lots More. Deep Blue.

1
93 EAGLE SUMMIT WGN.

'11,979

PrIces Plus Is.. Proc. Foe,Ills and Liana&

'16,999
'17,192

1.8 Liter, 16 Valve, Automatic,
Air Cond., AM/FM/Stereo,
Cargo Security Cover, Rear
Wiper/Washer + Lots More
Medium Red Paaricoat

'12,699

Cain's°
Chrysier-Plymouth-Dodge-Jeep-Eagl•

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray, Ky. • (502) 753-6448
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New strain of hepatitis
leading cause of disease

Unemployment rate
Jumped in December
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Kentucky's unemployment
rite jumped four-tenths of a
point last month 43 LIM, constructlon and service-industry
jobs dropped sharply, the state
reported Wednesday.
The December rate was 6.2
percent, up from 5.8 percent in
November but markedly below
the December 1991 rate of 7.5
percent, the Cabinet for
Human Resources said in its
monthly.report of labor trends.
The number of people with
jobs in Kentucky fell by 6,200
from November to December,
the report said.
Manufacturing jobs rose by
1,700 and there were 1,600
new holiday-related trade jobs,
the report said.
But 5,000 farm jobs were
lost as tobacco went to market
and service jobs dropped by
1,200. There were 1,600 fewer
jobs in construction as winter
weather curtailed work on
roads, residential building and
special trades, the report said.
The cabinet estimated
1,711,300 Kentuckians were
working in December, down
from 1,717,500 the month
before, but 24,000 more than
in the previous December.
The civilian labor force —
non-military workers and
unemployed Kentuckians
. actively seeking work — totaled 1,824,400 last month, an
increase of 1,200 from
November.
The figures do not reflect
unemployed people who have
not looked for a job in four
weeks, the report said.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A how many of the people who
relatively new form of hepatitis tested positive truly are infected
already has become the leading with the virus.
cause of chronic viral hepatitis in
The test of blood donors is
the Ohio River Valley, a Univer- probably the best measure of the
sity of Louisville researcher said. prevalence of hepatitis C in the
Dr. Carlo Tamburro, professor general population. About 500 of
of medicine and director of the
125,000 donors from the 64
liver research center at U of L, counties in Kentucky, southern
helped develop antibody tests for Indiana and southeastern Illinois
hepatitis C. He said he has served by the Louisville Red
treated about 300 patients with Cross tested positive for the virus
the virus.
on an initial screening test last
Dr. Stephen C. Schindler, a
year. Lockwood said. And about
Lexington gastroenterologist, said 75 percent of that group tested
his practice is now treating 30 to positive on a second, more pre50 patients infected with the cise test, he said.
virus.
Based on population samples,
The strain, known as hepatitis the Centers for Disease Control
C, has been identifiable for less and Prevention in Atlanta project
than three years. Hepatitis B, that 150,000 people a year are
which often spreads through
newly infected with hepatitis C in
intravenous drug use, still causes the United States. From 8,000 to
more viral hepatitis nationally.
10,000 die of the disease each
But hepatitis C is alarming
year, the government agency
physicians. They aren't sure how
estimates.
it's spread in more than a third of
Hepatitis C is a major cause of
cases and can do little to help cirrhosis of the liver, which ranks
most of its victims. Because among the nation's 10 leading
symptoms can take years to show
causes of illness and death, Tamup, many people may be infected
burro said. Symptoms include
without knowing it and could chronic fatigue, an inflamed liver
eventually suffer serious liver and jaundice.
damage.
Some studies suggest people
Tamburro said that he believes
may be infected with hepatitis C
the prevalence of hepatitis C is
and not know it for 10 to 15
increasing. Lifestyle changes
years, until it becomes a serious
since the 1960s probably boosted and often fatal condition, said Dr.
transmission of the virus through
Frederick Bentley, an associate
intravenous drug use and possibly
professor of surgery at U of L
sexual activity, he said.
who has transplanted the livers of
It also was spread through
perhaps six or seven hepatitis C
blood transfusions until 1990, patients.
when a test was first used to
Tamburro said human studies
screen donated blood. Dr. Wilof new anti-viral, medicines that
liam Lockwood, medical director
show promise of effectively treatof the Louisville Area Chapter of ing hepatitis B and C will start
the American Red Cross, said he
this spring in his and other clinics
is confident the screening test has - around the country.
made the blood supply safe. The
Physicians are limited in preRed Cross and other bloodventing the disease because they
collection agencies don't use
don't know how at least a third of
blood from donors who test posi- the people with hepatitis C were
tive for hepatitis C.
infected, said Dr. Reginald Finger, Kentucky's chief
Dr. Clarkson Palmer, commun- epidemiologist.
icable disease branch manager
Other characteristics of hepatiwith the Kentucky Department tis C also are worrisome, doctors
for Health Services, said his say, including its potential to lie
agency has received laboratory
dormant for many years and the
reports of 1,700 positive blood chance that it eventually might
tests for hepatitis C in the state in
infect a transplanted liver.
the past two years.
Much of the worry about hepaBut because the tests are new
titis C, Bentley said, is what's not
and their precision not yet clear, known about it. "You can't tell
people what not to do."
Palmer said, he doesn't know

Artificial heart
patient still waits
for human heart
TUCSON,

Ariz. (AP) — Sharoyn Loughran has become
"good buddies" with the artificial heart keeping her alive but is
anxious to receive a human heart.
Her surgeon, meanwhile, said
some complications cloud her
prospects.
Dr. Jack Copeland said Wednesday that Loughran had developed an immune response that
could cause rejection of a human
heart. The reaction is probably
the result of blood transfusions,
said Copeland, who added that he
hoped the reaction would eventually disappear.
The 46-year-old Scottsdale
woman received the CardioWest
pump on Jan. 11 at University
Medical Center in the nation's
first use of an artificial heart in
nearly two years.
"We've become good buddies.
My kids call it a 'clroid," she
said, pointing to the washing
machine-size drive unit to which
she is tethered by two air hoses.
A virus had destroyed Loughran's heart.

Sailors trying to break record
SAUSALITO, Calif. (AP) —
Two weeks after a wave snapped
a bow off their three-hulled boat,
two sailors set out for Boston
again in a bid to break a speed
record set in the days of clipper
ships.
Rich Wilson, 42, and Bill
Biewenga, 45, steered the Great
American II out of a Sausalito
harbor on Wednesday on a
15,000-mile voyage around Cape
Horn, at the tip of South
America.

The hope to break the record
of 76 days, six hours set by the
clipper Northern Light in 1853.
They were forced to turn back
two weeks ago when a 15-foot
wave snapped a 7-foot section off
a bow of the fiberglass vessel 150
miles into their journey.
Wilson and another partner
failed in a 1990 attempt when
their vessel, the Great American,
capsized in a gale near Cape
Horn.
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Unconventional therapists receive $14 billion a year
By DANIEL 0. HANEY
Associated Press Science Writer

BOSTON — Americans spend
about $14 billion a year — onesixtieth of all health-care spending — on chiropractors, spiritual
healers, herbalists and other therapists operating outside mainstream medicine, researchers said
today.
The survey found that Americans rely on offbeat approaches
— from biofeedback to energy
healing to folk remedies — far
more frequently than experts had
imagined.
The doctor who conducted the
study said the popularity of the
alternative treatments for
difficult-to-cure ailments such as
backaches underscores the need
to examine them thoroughly to
see if any really work.
"We don't have enough data
to say these are effective or
worthless. That's where we need
to go from here," said Dr. David
M. Eisenberg of Boston's Beth
Israel Hospital.
Another doctor said the fact
that people made 425 million visits to unconventional therapists in
one year should give pause to
conventional doctors.
"The public's expensive
romance with unconventional
medicine is cause for our profes-

EARN
6.40%
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES API'l.Y.

sional worry," wrote Dr. Edward
W. Campion. "We need to
demonstrate more effectively our
dedication to caring for the whole
patient — worries, quirks and
all."
Campion is a deputy editor of
the New England Journal of
Medicine, which published the
study in today's issue.
The work suggests that Americans often bypass conventional
medicine — or at least supplement it — when they want help
for backaches, headaches, stress
and other problems that doctors
often find hard to cure.
"Some of these treatments are
probably quackery," Campion
said. "Some of them are just the
American version of the health
spa."
The most common of these
therapies are, in order, relaxation
techniques, chiropractic, massage, imagery, spiritual healing,
commercial weight-loss programs, macrobiotics and other
lifestyle diets, herbal medicine,
megavitamins, self-help groups,
energy healing, biofeedback, hypnosis, homeopathy, acupuncture
and folk remedies.
The study, based on a nationwide telephone survey of 1,539
adults, found that 34 percent of
Americans said they used at least
one unconventional therapy in

1990, and a third of these went to
providers' offices for treatment.
Those 425 million visits
exceeded the 388 million visits
that Americans paid to primary
care doctors.
People who said they had seen
unconventional health-care providers made an average of 19 visits per year. The cost of one session averaged almost $28.
Backaches are the No. 1 reason
for alternative therapies, cited by
36 percent of those seeking help.
The other most common complaints are anxiety, headaches,
chronic pain and cancer.
Almost everyone with a serious
condition, such as cancer or high
blood pressure, secs doctors as
well as alternative healers. However, three-quarters never tell
their physicians about them, the
study found.
"This failure to communicate
is not in the best interest of the
patients, since the use of unconventional therapy, especially if it
is totally unsupervised, may be
harmful," the researchers wrote.
In his editorial, Campion noted
that such care is cheaper than
regular medicine, access to it is
easy, people get lots of time and
attention, and they arc invited to
come back often.

XT11 AVIALU
JANUARY 26-30
Simmons

Frost-Proof Yard Hydrant

95

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS
Also Available As I.R.A.

753,4703
cornvlison

• Hand wheel designed to lock flow of water at
el
)
111
% rate desired.
•Solid brass rod through brass packing nut will
not rust and cut into packing.

MURRAY

SUPPLY COMPANY
208 E. Main
Inc.

753-3361

C)J
Delivery & Carry Out
Catch The
Excitement Of

Super Bowl'93
On Our
Big Screen TV!

LuUmber&Buildi
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Prices Good thru February 2, 1993

7900
EASY TRACK"'
6' Starter Set
Organizer

Homelite
15,000 BTU
Heater
Reg. 484.99

All Other Accessories

TWO
Convert
Your
Lighting
To Ene
Saver
Fluorescent
Bulbs

TWO
vage.

FASTFEAST BUFFET

FASTFEAST BUFFET

PIZZA & PASTA

PIZZA & PASTA

DINNER MILT
Plum pawl Nam elm wit*
Nut road yak we alms ampart far.
Oft pal are.Pritrway 4, INO

Treas Lumber Dosit center
Open
7 Days
A Week

giliodiegnzrt

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390

oucevet
VI
Your Home Inveatment Company Sine* 1664
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-6; Sat. 8-4; Sun. 1-5
Sale Prices Good at Murray Store Only Other Locations — Hrnton and Lake City

•

Buy any large at regular
price, get medium
cheese, super order
of cheesesticks or
dessert pizza for only

N
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Must Win, Must Blowout

Dallas coach
turns psycho
for Buffalo

Lady Racers end three-game skid
it

A.• f4t‘,.

NO.,'

By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports EdNor

At last, Kelly Breazeale can
sleep and eat again. But for
how long?
Following a soothing 91-74
win over Eastern Illinois, Wednesday night in Racer Arena,
the Murray State Lady Racers
welcome in Ohio Valley Conference powers Tennessee Tech
and Middle Tennessee on Saturday and Monday.
Though the relief Murray
State gained on Wednesday
night may vanish by Tuesday
morning, Breazeale and her
squad needed a quick fix to
repair some fragile spirits.
"This was not a must win as
much as it was a must blowout," Breazeale said after picking Up win No. 3 on the long
season."We didn't need a close
game."
Though Murray State (3-11)
blew out a team that has won
only twice this season, don't
underestimate the importance of
the victory, any victory, at this
point.
Not only have the Lady Rac-

ers lost to teams that they
should have beaten this season,
but their two wins have been by
a total of five points. All of
which, Breazeale says, affects
her team's confidence.
"We've played better people
and then we've played people
that we let get away from us,"
said the second-year head
coach, who had beaten Evansville (57-55) and UT-Martin
(88-85) prior to Eastern Illinois.
Breazeale even went so far as
to say that her team was at the
breaking point.
"When athletes come in
everyday and work hard and
lose, they get frustrated and
lack confidence," she explained.
"It can spiral down.
"A lot of these kids worked
out a lot of frustration," she
added. "They've been working
and working and it showed
tonight."
Wednesday's game was
settled early.
Melissa Shelton drilled a
3-pointer 30 seconds into the
game and the Lady Racers were
off and running. Midway
through the first half, Kristi

Snell bagged a trey and the
Lady Racers were up 30-13.
Murray, which shot 69 percent in the first half, led by as
many as 27 in the first 20
minutes. They led 51-27 at the
break.
"At times we scored at will,
which is what the offense is set
up for," Breazeale said, "if you
play aggressive."
Jennifer Parker took offensive aggressiveness to a new
level Wednesday night. The 5-6
junior scored 14 points in the
first half on 6-of-9 shooting.
Penetrating Eastern's suspect
defense at will, Parker's longest
basket was from eight feet.
Parker, playing her first game
at point guard, was filling in for
Rechelle Cadwell. Cadwell, the
team's regular quarterback,
gave new meaning to the phrase
"giving up the rock."
"Rechelle is playing with a
kidney stone right now," Breazeale revealed of Cadwell, who
played 14 minutes. "She's trying to pass it and the doctor
said it was good for her to play,

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Jimmy Johnson unveiled his
latest weapon Wednesday for
the hearts-and-mind struggle
called the Super Bowl:
Psychobabble.
Most coaches would be
content to go into the game,
now just three days off, with
a team that is faster, stronger, younger, hungrier,
healthier, happier, deeper,
better-coached, better-prepared
and more focused.
Not Johnson.

JIM UTKE
AP
Sports Columntst
STEVE PARKER/Ledger II limes photo

Lady Racer Kristi Snell drives to the hoop in Wednesday
night's win over Eastern Illinois.

II TURN TO PAGE 11

I Hot Spurs stick Sonics
in Seattle
By The Associated Press

• Y....II"'

Even the San Antonio Spurs
were impressed with the way
they ran their franchise-record
winning streak to 10.
"This validates how good of a
team we are," David Robinson
said after the Spurs handed the
Seattle SuperSonics their first
defeat in 16 games at Seattle Coliseum, 119-99 on Wednesday
night.
"It was tremendous to stick it

to them on their home court,"
said J.R. Reid, who scored a
season-high 24 points- for the
Spurs. "We're a team to be
reckoned with."
Robinson, despite missing 8 of
9 shots in the first half, finished
with 17 points, 15 rebounds and
seven blocked shots as the Spurs
improved their record to 15-2
under new coach John Lucas.
Combined with Utah's 107-97
lost to the Los Angeles Clippers,
San Antonio moved into first

place in the Midwest Division.
The Sonics lost for the first
time in Seattle Coliseum since
last May 12, when they were
beaten by Utah 89-83 in a playoff
game. Seattle's other loss in 20
games at home this season came
against the Chicago Bulls in the
Kingdome.
Elsewhere in the NBA, it was
Indiana 127, Philadelphia 125 in
overtime; Charlotte 117, Sacramento 107; Detroit 103, Boston
94; Phoenix 117, Minnesota 116

in overtime; and Golden State
123; Denver -95.
Reid, acquired by the Spurs on
Dec. 9 from Charlotte for Sidney
Green and draft picks, said playing with Robinson made him a
better player.
"Any time a team has to be
concerned about David, you're
going to get your chances," Reid
said.
San Antonio also got 22 points
from Dale Ellis, while Avery
Johnson, who took over as the

SUPER BOWL XXVII

Thomas has admiration of Mr. Smith
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Wrtter
•

LOS ANGELES — It's odd to
hear the NFL's leading rusher say
he's envious of Buffalo's Thurman Thomas.
But that's how Emmitt Smith,
who has led the NFL in rushing
for two consecutive years, feels
about his running back opponent
in the Super Bowl
"I want to be like Thurman,"
said the catalyst of the Dallas
attack. "He can run. I can run.
He can catch. I can catch. But
they also throw the ball to him
deep. I haven't been able to get
passes deep and I'd like to do

•

that.
"Thurman can do a lot of
things. He can run inside. He can
run outside. He's Mr. Versatility.
I want to become like Thurman
Thomas."
Except in one regard.
"He lost his helmet at the Super Bowl last year and that isn't
going to happen to me," Smith
said. "I'll have my helmet ready
to go."
However, Smith did confess,
"I almost lost my playbook. I
just misplaced it, but it made me
nervous."
Smith has proved he can hurt a
team running and receiving. In
the regular season, he rushed 373

Racer Basketball

times for 1,713 yards and caught
59 passes for 335 yards.
Another Smith, Buffalo's
Bruce, said: "Emmitt can beat
you running or receiving. He's
their big-play guy. Smith just
amazes me."
In the playoffs, Smith has
rushed 49 times for 228 yards
and caught seven passes for 59
yards.
Smith credits his success to
offensive coordinator Norv
Turner.
"Norv is just a master at putting together an offense," Smith
said. "It's great to know what
you're doing when you step out
on the field. There were times
before Norv got to the Cowboys
that I didn't know whie' was
going on when I went out there."
Smith said the key to beating
Buffalo is simple.
"We've got to keep their
offense on the bench and keep
the clock rolling," he said.
"We've got to be very aggressive
on offense. We want to keep
them in a guessing game. This is
a once in a lifetime thing. We
want to win the Super Bowl right

now. You never know if you'll
get back."
Smith will be the first NFL
rushing leader to ever play in the
Super Bowl.
"Well, that's one myth I shattered," he said. "Now I want to
be the first rushing leader to ever
win a Super Bowl."
The unassuming Smith is
reaching superstar status in just
his third season in the NFL. And
he is being praised by former
NFL running greats.
"He's going to do a lot of
things yours truly never did,"
said former Dallas star Tony
Dorsett, whose season rushing
and touchdown records have been
broken by Smith.
"He's definitely has the ability
to be one of the greats," said former Chicago Bears star Walter
Payton.
"Emmiu has strength like
Walter Payton and explosion like
Dorsett," former Buffalo great
O.J. Simpson said. "He's not
intimidated by anybody."
Buffalo joins the pro-Smith
chorus.
III TURN TO PAGE 11
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MSU vs. Middle
Racers
Tennessee

Saturday, Jan. 30
Racer Arena at 7:30 p.m.
Lady Racers vs. Middle Tennessee 5:15 p.m.
Call 762-4895 for Tickets

Bills' Talley,
Magic's muscle
mix it up Sunday
By JOHN F. BONFATT1

funds

ofte•••••

starting point guard at the beginning of the 10-game winning
streak, had nine assists for the
Spurs.
Shawn Kemp had 24 points
and 16 rebounds and Eddie Johnson scored 20 points for Seattle,
whose 27-12 record is third-best
in the NBA.
The game was decided after
three quarters as San Antonio
stretched a 13-point halftime lead
to 85-65 with 34 seconds left in
the period.

We are now a participant ofREFUNDS NOW.Refunds in 1 to
3 days with a Bank Refund Anticipation Loan.

AP Sports Writer

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Several Dallas Cowboys said
there was pushing and shoving
and at least one punch. Bills
linebacker Darryl Talky said
it was nothing like that. And
his coach, Mary Levy, said,
"What fight?"
Something happened Sunday night at a popular LA
nightspot called Roxbury. And
with thousands of reporters in
town for Super Bowl, it
became a hot story.
As of Wednesday night,
however, no one appeared certain exactly what the story
was.
But Magic Johnson. whose
bodyguard was somewhere in
the middle of the commotion,
knew this much:
"If he had hit Talley, he
wouldn't be playing on Sunday."
II TURN TO PAGE 11

Taylor's 31
leads MTSU
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
(AP) — Robert Taylor scored 31
points including three back-toback 3-pointers as Middle Tennessee beat the Austin Peay Governors 73-55 Wednesday night.
The Blue Raiders (7-7, 3-3 in
the Ohio Valley Conference)
were behind 27-21 with 19:26
left in the game.

Like some New Age philosopher, the Cowboys coach
cheerfully acknowledged
Wednesday that in addition
to packing the most talented
team in professional football
for the flight from Dallas,
he was armed with a copy
of "Flow: The Psychology
of Optimal Experience."
"It talks about people who
are successful, whether they
be mountain climbers or ballet dancers, poets or what
have you," Johnson said.
"The thing that I was
interested in is how certain
individuals, when their life is
on the line, say, for
instance, the mountain
climber, how he was able to
focus in on the task at
hand. ...
"I could put myself in
that place because I don't
like high places. And on a
sheer cliff," he added, "I
don't know that I'd have a
whole lot of distractions,
either."
The name of the author,
however, turned out to be
just such a distraction.
"I can't pronounce his
name. I can't spell it, either.
It's about that long," Johnson said, spreading his hands
to shoulder width. "He
wasn't an American, either. I
can promise you that."
For the record, he is
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, a
professor and former chairman of the psychology
department at the University
of Chicago. Among the
blurbs on the book jacket
was this from the New York
Times Book Review: "Flow
is important. ... The way to
happiness lies not in mindless hedonism, but in mindful challenge."
Not having read the book,
no such assessment will be
offered here. But from some
of the characterizations Johnson offered, it wasn't
immediately clear whether he
intended to present his own
team with a "mindful challenge," or further reduce the
Buffalo Bills' already-fragile
psyche to a mound of blubbering jelly.
For instance: "Everybody
has something that causes
them to feel good about
themselves and to feel not
only that they're successful,"
Johnson explained, "but to
feel really satisfied that
they're happy in what
they're trying to
accomplish."
Granted, few people beside
Johnson can be sure what he
meant. And there is no proof
In TURN TO PAGE 11
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Hodge, Nod & Associates

*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance

Wu !meow Tat Prefrssionale
INDIVIDUAL • BUSINESS • FARM • BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE • PAYROLL • SALES TAX • CORPORATE
Joyce Noel, EA, CFP
915 Coldwater Rd.

Mike Hodge, EA, ATA
(502) 753-43069

Owners: Ckorraid

Boyd and Ronnie AftiVin

WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
TIRE
753-1111
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Actions& Reactions
Stevon Roberst higNighted Murray State's performance last Saturday in
the Arkansas State Indoor Track Invitational by winning the 800-meter run
in 1:54.30.
Other top finishes for Murray State: (men) shot put - Brian Church,
second, 49-8; 400-meter dash - Trevor Hamilton, fourth, 49.45;
3,000-meter run, Chris Barr' . fourth, 9:00.98; triple jump - Chris Barber, fourth, 47-8; 35
weight throw - Church, fifth, 37-3, and
(women) 400-meter dash - Felicia Upton, second, 58.82 and Heather
Samuel, third, 58.82; 800-meter run- Ana Cherry, third, 2:21.79; mile run
- Rebecca Mizzener-Bumett, third, 521; 1,600-meter relay - third,
3:57.49.

FOOTBALL
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP)- NBC might get out of the pro football
business unless it gets a better financial package with the NFL, NBC
Sports president Dick Ebersol said.
If we don't think we can make a profit in our next NFL arrangement, we
won't be in it, period," Ebersol said during the Sports Summit convention.
"No matter how romantic or how exciting the attraction is, we cannot subsidize another business. We're not a charity."
Ebersol said the three major networks will lose more than $200 million
broadcasting games in the 1993 season.
LOS ANGELES (AP)- San Francisco quarterback Steve Young, who
passed for 3,465 yards and 25 touchdowns during the regular season,
was named NFL player of the year in balloting by a media panel. Young
edged other finalists Emmitt Smith of Dallas, Barry Foster of Pisttsburgh,
Sterling Sharpe of Green Bay, Junior Seau of San Diego and Cortez Kennedy of Seattle.
EDMONTON, Alberta (AP) - The San Antonio Texans, one of two
expansion teams scheduled to join the Canadian Football League this
year, have put their plans on hold. The news shocked officials of the eight
existing franchises and the other new team in Sacramento, Calif., and sent
the CFL governors into an emergency meeting.

BASKETBALL
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)- Criminal charges won't be sought against
members of the Portland Trail Blazers who had an alleged sex party with
two 16-year-old.9ids, Salt Lake City police said.
"Our investigation indicates that the females involved in this incident
informed the ball players that they were 18 years of age and they did in
fact consent to sexual contact," the police department said in a news
release.
Lt. Marty Vuyk said sex crimes investigators had completed their probe
and that the results would be presented to the Salt Lake County attorney's
office for review.
NEW YORK (AP)- Philadelphia center Manute Bol was fined $3,500
by the NBA for throwing a punch at New York's Anthony Mason on Tuesday night.

•Bills' Talley...
First reports of the incident
surfaced in Wednesday editions
of the Fort Worth Star-Telegram.
The newspaper's account quoted
several unnamed Cowboys who
said they witnessed a confrontation involving Talley and Johnson's bodyguard, who was not
named.
According to the Cowboys, the
evening began with Talley, Buffalo teammate Jim Kelly, Johnson
and his bodyguard joking around.
The Cowboy players said it
ended awhile later with Johnson's
bodyguard punching Talley in the
nose.
Talley said Wednesday that
version of events was wrong.
"There was no fight," he said.
"I wasn't in a fight.... I talked to
the guy."
Johnson confirmed most of
Talley's account during a brief
interview while sitting at courtside Wednesday night as the Los
Angeles Clippers played the Utah
Jazz.
Johnson said he had been at
Roxbury with the Bills players,
then was driven home by his
bodyguard.

•Lady...
FROM PAGE 10
but we decided to hold her out
of the starting lineup.
"Jennifer showed good leadership in the first half," the
coach said."We shot 69 percent
in the first half and that was
just good execution."
Parker, who finished with 20
points, is averaging 19.4 points
per game. She's had a tremendous year in an otherwise disappointing season.
With the graduation of last
season's point guard, Julie Pinson, Parker has had to take a
leadership role. A natural twoguard, Parker put aside her displeasure with the point for the
team.
"To say that she doesn't like
it (point) is an understatement,"
Breazeale said of Parker, who
had a team-high seven assists.
"I've got confidence in her and
maybe she'll get more in herself
after this game."
Every Lady Racer but 4-10
freshman Layette Arnold scored
in the game with Kriste Haberer
and Melissa Shelton each scoring 10. Murray shot 58 percent
for the game.
Sheriel Brown led Eastern
Illinois (2-13) with 31 points
and 10 rebounds.
Murray led by as many as 32
in the second half, but Eastern
Illinois cut the lead down to 15
late while Murray's starters
were enjoying the game from
the bench.
Murray has two days to enjoy
the victory before leagueleading Tennessee Tech rolls
Mto town.
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Seles, Graf streak into Aussie Open finals

MSU INDOOR TRACK

FROM PAGE 10
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"He made sure I got home and
went back to the club. There were
a lot of people. He was trying to
get by. They kind'of bumped and
pushed each other. It was kind of
like a 'man thing.'
"My guy wasn't going to fight
a guy in the Super Bowl.... If he
had hit Talley, he wouldn't be
playing on Sunday," Johnson
said. "It's a little different when
you're wearing pads."
When the conflicting reports
first surfaced, Levy noted that
Talley was at practice and hadn't
missed a single play. And he said
he knew nothing about any fight.
"My story is the Super Bowl. I
don't have any comment, really. I
can't. I haven't heard about it."

By PAUL ALEXANDER
AP Sports Writer
MELBOURNE, Australia
(AP)-It was a perfect day for
tennis - at least for Monica
Seles and Steffi Graf.
The top two women's seeds
won today to advance to the
Australian Open final, where
neither ever has lost.
The top-seeded Seles blasted
a weakened Gabriela Sabatini,
the Argentine third seed, 6-1,
6-2, while No. 2 Graf struggled
,before kicking her power game

into gear to oust fourth-seeded
Arantxa Sanchez Vicario of
Spain 7-5, 6-4.
That set up Saturday's
rematch of last year's Wimbledon final, the only time in eight
tries that Seles has lost a Grand
Slam after reaching the title
match.
The men's semifinals are
scheduled for Friday. No. I Jim
Courier plays No. 14 Michael
Stich, while No. 2 Stefan
Edberg faces No. 3 Pete
Sampras.
Seles has a 20-match winning

here that has carried her to the
last two titles. Graf, who
missed last year with a case of
rubella and lost in the 1991
quarterfinals to Jana Novotna,
won the previous three years.
Both said they didn't play
their best on a warm sunny day
with no threat of rain for the
first time in days, but it would
be hard to convince Sabatini
and Sanchez Vicario.
Seles committed only 11
unforced errors and won nearly
twice as many points as Sabatini in a match that lasted only

IN Dallas coach...

* Racer Athletic *
Association Members

Graf started sharp, breaking
Sanchez Vicario to go up 2-0.

SCOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray

FROM PAGE 10
his remarks were directed at
the Buffalo players and
coaching staff. But considering that the Bills, losers of
the last two Super Bowls,
have been in a less-than frivolous mood all week, you
have to wonder whether
Johnson could have had anybody else in mind.
No one had to remind the
Bills that they stand on the
verge of losing a record
three straight Super Bowls
- but everyone has. Doubts
are aired almost daily about
Mary Levy's coaching, Jim
Kelly's instincts, Bruce
Smith's leadership and Thurman Thomas' helmet.
Almost every question
asked of a Bill this week is
prefaced with the phrase,
"Even though you've lost
the last two ..."
Anyway, you get the
point. And if not, rest
assured the Bills certainly
do.
"No matter what it looks
like, it's not that we're not
having fun," said John Fina,
the Bills' top draft pick and
backup tackle.
"It's just that this team
has learned from past adventures that the best thing to
do in these situations is to
pretty much keep your mouth
shut.
And on those occasions
when they did say anything,
most of what the Bills had
to say fell under the general
heading of homilies.'
Levy, who is beginning to
see spies every time the
team practices, was asked

53 minutes. Graf wasn't quite
as sharp, but won the big
points, bouncing back from a
first-set deficit to win five
straight games.
"1 played a great game, there
was no question," Seles said.
"A couple of shots I almost
felt, '1 don't believe 1 did that.'
1 still thought maybe my serve
was the one thing that let me
down. I should have come in a
little more."

whether he considered this a
must-win game. "World War
II," he replied, "was a
must-win."
The same day, tackle
Howard "House" Ballard
was asked whether it will be
like a war in the trenches
come Sunday.
Ballard rubbed his chin
thoughtfully. "Don't know,"
he said. "Never been in a
war."
He is now.

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIE.:
"Your more than one company agency."

901 Sycamore

David King

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

•Thomas...
FROM PAGE 10
"You look at film of Smith
and he's always running past
people," safety Mark Kelson
said. "It doesn't seem like he is
running that hard, but guys are
falling off him right and left."
Linebacker Darryl Talley said
the only way to stop Smith is
"get 11 guys to the football. If
you don't, you get hurt. He'll go
from 0 to 70 real quick."
Smith's contract runs out after
the Super Bowl.
"Timing," Smith said.
"Timing."

EAST
Army 68. Colgate 54
B iti&nroll 91. Lehigh 75
Fordham 63. Latayede 71
Georgetown 73. Solon Hall 62
Holy Cross 95. Navy 69
lona 77. Canisius 64
James Madison 83, American U 72
Manhattan 64, Slefli 62
Princeton 65. La Salle 60
Syracuse 96, Pittsburgh 79
SOUTH
Alabama 81. Auturn 78
Appalachian St 89, W Cantina 63
Campbell 75, N C -Asheville 62
Citadel 63, Furman 62
Davidson NE Georgia Southern 81. OT
Gera Tech 65. IR Carolina St 74
Marshal 80, VIA 66
kiddie Tenn 73. Austin Posy 55
lAssespoi St 80. Arkansas 76, OT
North Caroina 02. Flonda St 77
Old Dominion 94. NC .Wilmington 92
South Gamine 86, Georgia 65
Southern Min 68. South Alabama 67
Tenn -Martin 90, SE /Assam 119
In -Chattanooga 87, E Tennessee St 77
Vance/tit Q. Tennessee 65
W Kentucky 105. Texas-Pan American 49
Wake Forest 75. Virginia 73
•
& Mary 81. Eap Carolina 65
MIDWEST
Bowing Green 68, W lAchigan 45
Cent lechigan 91. Ohio U 81
Cmonnatl 78. Xavier, Ohio 67

753-8355

Cevoiand St 99, Wnght St 91
CePaul 72. Baylor 70
Illinois GO. Vnaconen 72
Indiana 61. lAnnesota 57
Iowa St 119. Drake 81
Kent 61, Akron 45
kiant, Ohio 69. E lAdugan 62
lAssouri 73. Notts Dame 57
NE Hires. 106, Lakeland 64
Toledo 81, Ball St 78. OT
Ms -Milvaulies 73. Mo -Kansas City 57
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas Si 58. St Louis 45
Oklahoma 146, Florida A&M 65
Rice 72. IlAtipsapp 67
Southern Math NI Texas ALM 65 OT
Tulsa 88. Twtas Christen 66
FAR WEST
Gonzage 71. Portland 53

PRO BASKETBALL
Wedneedey's Genie
Indiana 127, Philsdolphe 125. OT
Charlotte 117. Saaamento 107
CiOrott 103. Boston 94
Phases 117, &ennead. 116, OT
San &Mono 119, Seattle 90
LA Clippers 107. Utah 97
Golden State 123. Denver 95
Thursday's Games
AtiaMs at New York. 630 pm
Minaukee at Marry, 630 pm.
Orlando al Cleveland. 630 pm
LA takers at Indiana, 6 30 p m
Chicago at Houston. 7 30 pm
Nevi Jersey at Denver. 8 p m

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
1 901 Sycamore

753-8355

Motor Trend Magazines Truck of the Year!

•

1992
Club Wagon

Only 2 Left
In Stock!

Standard Features Include:
•Double Air Conditioning
'
Driver Air Bag
•"Quick-Release" Rear
Bench Seats
"8-Passenger Seating
.'Full-Length Color-Keyed
Carpeting
.60/40 Hinged Side
Cargo Doors
*Rear Cargo Light
And More!

You have until Monday, Feb.
1, to order OVC Men's Basketball Tournament tickets.
Tickets will go on sale to the
public on Monday, Feb. 8.

Call 762-4985 for Details

SALES
LEADERSHIP
cossogiON‘

TURF TOUGH
This is one tough little tractor.

Stop by Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury today and test drive one of
the largest passenger vehicles on our lot. Exceptionally comfortable, spacious, and easy to handle make the Club Wagon and

Conversion Van a great all-around vehicle for work or play.

We know not everyone needs all the capabilities
larger garden tractors offer. But no one wants to
sacrifice the durable features.

1992
Conversion Van
•Loaded
•Double Air
Conditioning
'Running Boards
•9" Color T.V. and
Oak Console
•Rear Entertainment System
'Power Bi-fold Sofa
'Video Cassette Player
And More!

That's why we're offering big savings on our models
2014 and 2016. These yard tractors are built garden
tractor tough. With rugged welded frames and
mowing decks and cast iron greasable front axles
they can stand up to your demanding yard work.

Chairman's Award Winner for Customer Satisfaction Six Consecutive Years.
Since 1928

Ingersoll

McKee! Equipment
Co., Inc.
(502)7534002 503 Walnut Si, away

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
(502)753-5273

701 Main St. Murray

14004824738
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Classified

DEADLINES

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3
Tuesday Editido
Saturday 10
Wednesday.....................................Monday 3
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3

Classified Ad Rates

Deadlines

14..14,1i1
?41.I•
•'14...AN,

I

h. lie 's.1•.;
Legal Notice
Nonce
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
.............—....Lost & Found
t

\

010
020
025
030
040
050

550

Domestic &

090

Childcare

Situation Wanted

Instruction

110

no

Public Sale

540 .

..

560 ..
570

For Trade

. _Free Column
Wanted

020
Legal
Notice

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Audrey
Sills, Executrix, of the
estate of Mellie B.Sills,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must
be filled in the Calloway District Court on
or before February 8th,
@ 9:00 a.m., 1993, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

_ -

410

Business Opportunity

100

120
230
250
290
530

MISCELLANEOUS

Help Wanted

070.—.

REAL ESTATE

Peed & Seed

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Kingswood
Tours

Duckling
Uglyjam=
cam:

.:413y Way of the
Grapevine

Gift

BURIAL INSURANCE

LEARN TO DRi;E
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
ALLIANCE
C Tease

UNIATION. T•
I

Premiums guaranteed NOT

to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, KY
"Our 29th year of service"

I e:

tl.F••••

N1E1(411%\LOISI:

270

Mobile Homes For Sale

365

For Sale Or Lease

300

Business Rentals

420

Horn* Loans

310

Want To Rant

430

Real Estate

320

Apartments For Rent

435

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

060

.

Rent-A-Car
515 S 12th St. 753-2255

30000000000000=
x DOLL HOUSE x
CAFE
X
Exotic Dancers
x
Hey. 71 East Perla, Tenn.
A Mon -Sat. 6 p.m-2 a.rrx X
901-642-4297
X
X
XX30000000000000C

X

APPLICATIONS being accepted for Manager position. Retail experience preferred Apply in person,
Behr's, Wal Mart Center,
Mayfield, Ky between
10am-5pm, Mon thru Sat.
AVON REPRESENTIVES
needed Up to 50% commission Door to door unnecessary. $20 investment Insurance available.
Free gift Assistant manager 1-800-866-2243.
BE on TV Many needed for
commercials Now hinng all
ages. For casting info. call
615-779-7111. Ext. T-535.
COUNSELOR. Full-time
counselor position open at
The Laurel Center. Most be
Certified Chemical Dependency Counselor or Certified Substance Abuse
Counselor, or eligible for
CCDC or CSAC. Bachelor's degree in Behavorial
Saence field desirable. Experience required, Send resumes to Director, The
Laurel Center, 2000 Holiday Lane, Fulton, Ky
42041. No phone inquiries
please. M/F. EOE
CO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in
school, Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
800arn-3,009m. We are an
EOE. This project is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry CouncilJTPA.
DRIVERS Over-The-Road.
Van, flat, 35 states. One
year's verifiable experience Start 24 cents-28
cents/mile with 3 years
benefits.
Call
1-800-444-6648
DRIVERS Start 24
cents-26 cents Earn to 30
cents. Home regularly, free
medical/dental, retirement,
$1,000 tarp pay, safety bonus, conventionals Requires proven experience
and 23 years of age Hornady Truck Line,
1-800-648-9664.

......Lake

Property

060

Help
Wanted

-All travel (with departure points Murray & Paducah)
-Admission to
Ray Stevens Theatre
* Bald Knobbers Theatre
* Silver Dollar City
* Ride the Ducks
* Waltzing Waters

Fs 1

Mobile Homes For Rent

Branson '93!
Jun* 10, 11, 12
Includes:
-3 nights & 4 days in
Branson, Mo. the
new country music
caprtol

RENTAL

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

Nods*

Notice

Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensrve policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care Wth
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever For free information

280

021

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
-2 Full Breakfast
in the Calloway DisBuffets
'tree local claim San,lattrict Court by Gerald T.
-$299
per person
Parker, Administrator,
(based on double
of the estate of Anna
CAPS printed for campaign
occupancy)
Mary
Parker,
de- or business $2 00/ea
ceased. Exceptions to 753-9212
this settlement must
be filled in the Callo- ROGER Hudson Hauling.
Hudson Horse and Cloway District Court on
759-1979
thing Supply, 753-4545.
or before February 8th,
@ 9:00 a.m., 1993, the SWEDISH boy 17, anxiously awaiting host family. AURORA Pizza Magic. Gedate of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Enjoys sports, reading and nuine hand tossed pizza,
computers. Other Scandi- fresh salads, sandwiches,
Circuit Court Clerk
navian, European high gyros. Open all year at
school students arriving 5pm. Closed Mon and
NOTICE TO
August
Call Elizabeth Tues.
474-8119,
CREDITORS
(502) 782-2861 or 1-800 1-800-649-3804.
The following estate SIBLING.
fiduciary
appointments have been made
in the Calloway District Court. All claims
America's second Car
against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six
months of date of
qualification.
Locations Coast to Coast
Guy Lewis Harper,
North Winds Trailer
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Court, No. 16th St,
Cars. Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Murray, Ky. Deceased,
Office: 753-6910
112 So. 12th
Christopher
Shane
1-800-THE-D
UCK
Murray, KY 42071
Harper, 814, Sha-Wa
Circle, Murray,Ky. AdLowest Rates in Town!
ministrator, Stephen
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
C. Sanders, Main At
Seventh Street, Murray, Attorney.
Steven G. Card, Rt.
6, Box 330, Murray,
Ky., Deceased, George
G. Card, Rt.6,Box 330,
Murray, Ky., AdminiEvery Tuesday Night at 7:00
strator, Appt. 01-21(Down open at 6401
93.
Martha
Matheny,
Knights of Columbus Hall
Rt. 1, Box 76, Murray,
KY 94 west 10 Johnny Robertson Road,
Ky. 42071, Deceased,
south to Sq Hale Road, nghi on Sq. Hate Road 1/4 mile
Howard Matheny, Rt.
NON-PROF IT °ROAM]Al ION
OPEN TO THE PUEll IC
1, Box 76, Murray, Ky.
753-0466 P.O. Box 1033 Murray
42071, Administrator,
Appt. 01-21-93.
Jimmie D. McKinney, 1704 Olive St.,
Murray, Ky. 42071 Deceased, Jimmy Dale
McKinney, Box 59H
Antiques & Gifts
Route *1, Kirksey, Ky.
42054', Appt. 01-13-93,
All occasion herb wreaths & swags. New shipment every
week of afghans, stoneware, punched tin lamps, and
Natalie G. Moodie, 105
country
floor & table lamps. New to Murray area North Sixth St., MurGram teware(dishwasher & oven safe). Red, green, blue
ray,
Ky.
42071
& black, swirled pattern. Christmas corner all year
Attorney.
Ruth
E. Wilson,
certificates; & Bridal Registry
Route 05, Murray, Ky.
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
42071 Deceased, William E. Hendon, Route
Wed-Sat 10AM-5PM Sun 2-5PM
#4, Murray, Ky. 42071
Executor, Appt. 01-2093, John A. Gregory
Jr., 204 South Sixth
St., Murray, Ky. 42071
Attorney.
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
Ann P. Wilson,
No Physical Examinations
Circuit Court Clerk
If you are in • easonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
021
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4.000.00 POLICY
Hotta
MALE
FEMALE
age 40 - $9.45
age 40 - $8.13
age 50 - 1 2.37
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 17.69
age 60 - 13.57
age 70 - 28.93
age 70 - 22.13
4:Ziette
41:df:SAVX
P5
raL,
5
age 80 - 52.73
age 80 - 42.49
011111111114111 411011.1111M1 WILC4101111,

,

Boats & Motors

020

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12. p.m.

‘1011.1ts lltIthF 1

190
Farm Equipment
970 .....-.,.Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
390
400
Produce

EMPILOYMENT
060..

753-1916

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

170.--.......--Vacuum Cleaners
180
Machines
195
Equipment
200 .................. Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical
240 .............._..........Miscellaneous
260
TV. & Radio
380
—Pets & Supplies

Help Wantod: Earn
up to $500 per week
assembling
products at horns. No
exporienos. Info 1•
504448-1700 DEPT.
K Y-2021

LAUNDRY operator Responsible for washing &
some pickup & delivery service. Route driver responsible for pickup & delivery in
lake area Part time counter
clerk Apply in person,
Boone's Laundry & Cleaners, 605 Main St Murray
LICENSED LIFE AND
HEALTH
AGENT
NEEDED-Quality products,
high commissions with advance before issue, load
system and benefits (Must
qualify for advances and
benefits)
Call
1-800-252-2581.
LICENSED plumber
needed full time Guaranteed $400 weekly
800-829-6609
NANNY wanted. Connecticut family with two children
under 3 seeks lively nanny
for one year commitment.
Become a part of our family
and join us on our family
vacations. Private room/
bath. Stacie 800-724-4651

$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
406c CAlcount 2nd Ran,
60% Amount 34 Bun.
(All 3 Ade blurt Run Within 6 Day Period
II 75 per column loch extra tar Tuesday(Shop
ping Guide)

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum let
day. 5e per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(hies. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.
Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

090

060

Help
Wanted

Position
Wanted

Help
Wanted

lushest
OPPIAnky

TAKING applications for TUTORING • could your DISTRIBUTORSHIP Int'
hard working dependable child benefit from one on Co Ewn $1200 parterne to
person with knowledge of one tutoring after school? $4800 fulltime me servicgeneral office procedures Certified teacher working ing Uncle Mark's Gourmet
on Master's Degree wishes
PADUCAH based com- Typing & telephone skills a to tutor children (K-12) with Popcorn. Displays Training
must Apply between
Ongoing Co. support ktinipany looking for RPGIII
individual needs in the Mur- mum investment $3745
Inprogrammer, experienced 8am-4pm at Vegan Metals, ray area
Flexible hours ventory. 1-800-759-7033
using IBM, AS/400, or S36, Sedalia, Ky 328-8900
and references available
helpful but not required
TEAM Drivers IWX offers Please call 753-9575 after PIZZA INN • seeking qualiWill Lain, good opportunity competitive wages, 1st 500 pm.
fied franchises Carry-out/
to gain expenence. Send seat average $750 2nd
delivery and full service re
resume to P 0 Box 2809, $850 a trip, well maintained
YOUR AD
staurants. Easy to open
Paducah, KY 42002.
equipment, insurance. Now
and operate 110 franchCOULD BE
hiring quality professional
ises sold in the last 12
PARK Rangers. Game
drivers
Call
months For info call (800)
HERE
wardens, security, mainte800-336-0499
880-9955.
nance, etc No exp. necesCALL
sary . For info. call TRUCK DRIVERS There-753-1916
219-769-6649 ext. 7159
location services drvision of
8arn-8pm 7 days.
North American Van Lines
PEPSI-COLA has job op- Inc. needs manor operators
On call
portunities due to con- immediately. Up to $5000
tinued expansion and pro- contract signing bonus and
hours / 7 days
24
duct support Candidates $200,000 guaranteed lineHawkins Research
will enter on-the-job train- haul offering per year for
ing program to learn to top quality van operators
rtlimaiiiinil
operate tractor/trailer, with 2 years exp. in household goods or eiectronics.
sales and merchandising
Training at no cost and you $100 contract signing bonus
and
will be paid as you learn
Candidates will be respon- tuition free training availsible for local delivery runs able for those wino exp.
and sate operation of vehi- Lease or purchase aval,
cle Excellent earning po- 1-800-348-2147, Dept.
tential and benefits, with V-260.
local travel To apply, come WANTED barmaids, waitto Pepsi-Cola, Hwy.641 N, resses, dancers, $500 plus
Benton, KY, Friday, Janu- weekly. Doll House Cafe,
ary 29 from 9am to 3pm or Paris, TN. 642-4297,
Monday February 1 from 6pm-2am.
9am to 3pm
WENDY'S now looking for
SATURDAY,JAN. 30,1993
daytime grill person. Most
1000 A.M.-REOARDLESS OF INEATMEll
have fast food experience.
INEADOWIRTERS
Must be willing to work hard
BARDWEL.1-, KY
& available Sunday thur
7 ULU 8 OF WICKLIFFE.KY.-25 WES SW OF PADUCAH.KY
Sat, Apply Wendy's, ChestFrom Birdwell Tato Hwy 123 West 3 WM*
nut, Murray. Ask for ValFOR INFORMATION PHONE 502-628-3933
erie, Oscar, or Melissa
NEED help in getting a
Postal or Government 'lob?
For complete information
1-800-392-3440

753-7001

SALES
SERVICE
UPGRADES

FARM AUCTION

Al mik§ mg=

INCOME TAXES
-Individual
-Partnership

070

-Corporation

Domestic
& Ctitdcare

JERRY W. WILSON

HOUSE & office cleaning
Honest dependable thorough workers Free estimates & references Call
753-4173 or 436-5371, ask
for Christine or Jennifer

Certified Public Accountant
204 South Sixth Street
Murray, KY 42071

753-4153

WILL babysit in my home
Experienced 759-4490

United We Stand
America, Inc.
To Join Call
1-800-925-4000
or write P.O. Box 6
Dallas, TX 75221

WILL keep children in my
home, highway 464 in
Alm. 759-4654
090
Position°
Wanted

AUCTION ININILIIIINTS --- TRACTORS: Versatile 978 Designation
Six, 12 Spd Manuel Trans. 860 Hrs. Cummins Eng. 24.5R-32 Dls, 4 Remora, SN 0450510, Eguip w/Chom Fenn SS Tank& "Snow Room
Nice • Magnum 7140 1.4FIVD, 875 Hr., 42' DS, SN 23181,Warrenty •
Magnum 71301435 Hrs, 42' 06, SN 7625, Warranty • Coss 2594,
3100 Hrs, 42' DN. SN 3630 • Case 2390, CliA.38
.CAL SN 2064 •
MC 1486, CAA, 38' DI,SN 17283
COMBINE AND HEADS: Case lel 1680 atflIr Ast,1109 Firs, Cummins
Erg, 24 5-32 Rutter, SN 0038999 'Show Room Sharp' • Cass 1H
1020-20' Platform • WIC 963 6 Row N Corn Head •IA. New Kilbios
combine Heeler Trailer
14111ro• 230 Simi Coupe, 00' Booms. Leaded wavery Available ADcesioey, SN 209011695. lice New wAVarranty
EOU1PMENT: Kinze 2000 8 Row 30' Planter vo7 Fri Units Making 13
Units Al IV Spacing, Loaded w/Acceasories. Neatly New WIT •
Kinn 000 Bu Cr Cart *425.5-32 Flo Tires •JD 750 15' Ai Till Dril • MC
4800 24' Reid Cultl• Hesston 2540 13 Shank Disc Chesil Mulch Ties•
Tnppla 1( 24' S Tine Field Cull • JO 38' And 21' Field Cuts* • INC 490
25' And 21' Disc 7 1/7 Spacing •1HG 496 32' Disc IT Spacing • Hanks
1224 24' Reid Cult!• Landoll 876 30' TOO •11-1C 8 F City 8 Row Do AM
• MC 133 8 Row Hy:0 Fold S Tine Cult• MC 5500 15 Tins Chisel Plow
• Rhino 13 0 Way Blade • Even/ruin 10 Pull Box Scraper • Midland 4
1/2 Yard Pan •FH 1030 RPM Ditcher •
10' Transport Cr Augers •
Tyler 5 Ton Fen Buggy • Cies IN 3650 Rd Beier • Rhino 20' Hyd Fold
Cutter • Fihino sae tat cuter • Many Other hems 01 Equiprrent .
Ford And Chevy Grain Trucks vil Hosts • 1988 Chen, S•o•rado 4.4
Pickup l_osied w/Accessonee

ra

COUPLER SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE
SEWING jobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061.

6749mo

IP TO DATE BUJ LETTERS A Mil

JAMES R. CASH
THE AUCTIONEER 8 REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY
502-623-6466 - FAX 502-623-8885
Pill
RC
IRIL/1
THE SELLING MACHME
. . _

J

SURPRISE YOUR VALENTINE
With
their picture & message, or a Loveline in the paper!

1:
7
4
4
9
7100

FRAME repair man Have
opening for man on driveon frame rack 3yrs experience minumin Apply in
person, Jackson's Body
Shop, 302 W James St,
Mayfield. 247-4716

or

Happy Valentine's Day
Lynn!
I will love you till the
end of time. Thank

OWNER -Operators-Run
micfwest south-southeast
Home every 7-14 days. mileage pay, bonuses, base
pLetipermits, workers comp
paid Heartland Express,
Inc 800-441-4953

Job Opening
For Automotive
Technician
Fast growing new car
dealership. Otters
competitive pay, paid
holidays, paid vacabons, paid health
benefits, paid uniforms. MI consider
all applications. Experienced pretered.
Send resume 10'
P.O. Box 310 AP
Paris, Ttt 38242

120 ---..................... Computers
130
For Sale Or Trade
140
Want To Boy
150
Articles For Sale
155
Appliances
160
Home Furnishings
165
Antiques

Display Ads

you for your love.
Love, Paul

trrytePrrrr
Just bring in $8.00for a picture,names &love lines,along with a stamped,
self-addressed envelope for the return of the original photo. Or $5.00 for
Lovelines (no more than 20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.
Deadline for receipt of Photo s & Lovelines is Noon, Thurs. Feb. 11th.

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Advertising Dept.

753-1916
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CLASSIFIEDS
320
Articles
For Sob

CaWON

ADTENGINEERING
I
etre owl
lir late the

of

fel •

486DX2-66
System inciceles

Complete

4 MB Ram
210 MB Hard Disk
SVGA Accelerator Card
1 4" SVGA Monitor
1 28 1 44 Floppies
Keyboard Tivr Case
1 Year Warranty

2099°°
762-7135 9am - 8prn
cee omen* BBS al 753 2820
NEW computers at used
pricese IBM compatible
286,386,486 complete systems rom $550 2 yew warranty, money back guwan
tee 1-800-279-9250
SPECIAL- New IBM cornpabbie 9 and 24 pm color
pnnter with color nbbon at
black & white pnnter pnces.
Try before you buy. Call
Hawkins Research now
753-7001
110

Want
To Buy
ADJUSTABLE desk chair
with rollers; preferably w/o
arms. 759-1522.
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH paid for good, used
nfies, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray
FAMILY looking for big old
farmhouse with a couple of
acres and owner financing
or lease option. If you have
any„thing, call Larry at
759-1325
TOP quality horse hay,
grass, or mixture.
753-2294.
WANT to buy or rent 1 to 3
acres of dark fired tobacco
436-5430
WILL buy good clean 1985
and newer model motor
homes and travel trailers
Arrowhead Camper Sales,
Mayfield,
KY
502-247-8187

Ogotw

Articles
For Sate

BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top USED office desk, chairs, &
sod, gravel fill dirt white filing cabinet Some lye
proof See at ilth & Elm St
rock, rip rap 759-1828
or call 753-7668 days or
CHEVROLET & Ford 753-2394 nights
pickup factory maga &
WHITE wedding gown
white letter ores 753-0680 short puffed sleeves seFISHER Grandma wood- quins all over, train se
stove for sake Used one quined bow in the back
winter, excellent condition Gown is off the shoulder
with fire screen 436-2858 and is V shaped in front &
back 2/yrs old Also size
FOR SALE Complete fuel
, turquoise, satin, prom
injection system for a 28 shoes 436-5373
liter Chevy motor
After
5pm 753-5783
WOLFF TANNING BEDS,
FOR SALE Heavy duty new
commercial home unover-the-cab rack for a one its
from $199 Lampe, loAfter 5pm tions,
ton truck
accessories Monthly
753-5783
payments low as $18 Call
GUARANTEED AMWAY today, FREE NEW color
PRODUCTS for every catalog, 1-800-462-9197
need are just a phone call
away We deliver Phone
759-1101
LET us make your clothes.
alter and repair Uniforms
Acplances
and sportswear, rentals,
FROST
free refrigerato
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
See and Sew Country $125 Electric stove
Square, 1608 N 121, Mur- washer & dryer Clean, in
good condition 354-8528
ray 753-6981
LIKE new 16" boys bicycle Refrigerator for sale, very
$40 Good 20" boys bicycle good condition $100 Call
$30 753-1953 or nights 753-6270, if no answer
leave message
753-0870
USED refrigerators, all
MOVING salel Solid oak sizes Call 753-7668 days
bdrm set, queen/fill frame, or 753-2394 nights
nightstand & chest 4 upholstered Chromecraft bar
stools, rose wicker dresser,
12 placesettings of Bybee
160
pottery, all at the right price
Home
753-4184
Furnishings
NEW 12 Craftsman table CREAM colored club chair
saw, $350 2yr old queen n good condition $30
size brass waterbed, $500 753-2157
753-6158
MOViNG! For sale • Rowe
NEW or used suntan beds Serta Perfect Sleeper
Home or commercial units couch $200, wood table
Financing available
and 4 chairs $40, daybed
753-9274, 1800-540-9790 castron & brass with matNINTENDO with 6 games, tress $75, queen size bookextra joy stick $100/all case waterbed with mirror
$150, queen size mattress
247-8636 after 5pm
one year old $75, Emerson
POST frame buildings microwave $25 Call
24'x40'x9' erected, $4596, 759-4096 after 6 pm
plus freight. Other sizes
available. Blitz Builders,
1-800-628-1324
THELMA'S BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
person,
SPA, 5
7599940
67-xe'10-x360, 2hp pump
Clean Used Furniture. Apfor 5 jets, light, ozone, air,
pliances. and Mesc Items
cover, and redwood steps
Use Our Layaway Plan
2 years old $2950. Call
Now Renting Nintendo
753-3488

6th Annual
Large Farm Construction Equipment
oPEN

AUCTION

sALE-

opEN
sALE

Saturday-January 30th, 1993 @ 10:00 a.m.
Location - Fulton, Ky. Hwy. 45 By-Pass Across from the
WhIstilre Pig restaurant. Watch for signs!!!
(
Consign your equipment to this ask!! Auction Co. will be on grounds
Wednesday, Thursday I Friday to check In your equipmentlt
TRACTORS
JD 2940 Dsl. 2 Hyd. valves Canopy & weights; Case 2090, C&A 2 Hyd. Valves Good Clean Tractor; INC 986 W/Cab Dsl.; Deutz 100-06 Dsl. 18.4 x 34 Rubber;
Case 380; IH 1206 Dst w/Turbo, 18.4-38, 2 Hyd. valves, 1000 RPM, PTO; INC
300 Utility 3 Pt 62 Pt Hitches; IHC 786 4 Post; IHC 454; JD 4230 Cab/Air; Case
1175 W/Duals; Ford 3600 W/Rollguard; Ford 4000 Gas.
FIELD EQUIPMENT
M & W 15' Hyd. fold Prairie Clipper PC 1530 Bushhog; New Holland Gnnder Mixer;
John Deere 700 Grinder Mixer, Howse 73Pt. Bushhog;IHC 12' Flail Mower,John
Deere 7'Sicklemower, Grain Auger,John Deere6 Bottom Plow; II-14 Row Planter,
12' Burch Disc; John Deere 7000 Max Emerge Plateless Planter 4 Row;Tobacco
Scaffold Wagons; Honda "Big Redr 3 Wheeler w/Reverse Shaft Drive, Racks &
Hitch; Case K23. disc Harrow, 23' wingfold (hyd.); Krause Model 1407, 21' ciao
Harrow, w/9" Spacing, Hyd. Fold; AMC,0 18' Disc Harrow; IHC 475 18' Hyd. Fold
Disc (Nice) 7'/2" Spacing; IHC 490 24' Hyd. Fold Disc Harrow 71/2* Spacing
(Sharp!), Case IH 3640 Round Hay Baler w/monitor ; JO 444 4 Row Corn Head (Oil
Bath); JD 660 Hay Rake(Nice);6 Row Danish Tine Cultivator; JD 5 Bottom Plow;
INC 25' Field Cultivator w/Danish Tines & Rolling Baskets; JD 35 Series Silage
Cutter,
TRUCKS AND TRAILERS
1983 Peterbuilt 400 Cummings,9 SPD, 24.5 Radial Rubber. Conventional, 1980
GMC 35 Series 1 Ton 400-V8, 4 SPD, 16" Rubber Flat Bed, Gooseneck Hitch,
Brake Hookup; 1982 Ford F-700 8.2 Dsl. 9.00x20, 5x2; 1973 Ford F-8000 3208
CAT, 10 SPD, 12' Rock Bed, Twin Cyl., Hoist, Airbag Axle; 1979 INC 466 V-8,56
2, Tandem Air Bag, Hyd. Winch, 25' Roll Back Bed, 2' Drop Down, New Racial
Rubber; 1976 Ford 2Ton Flat Bed 70,000 Act. Miles; 1976 Chevy 1 Ton; 1968 IHC
2 Ton w/Knap. Bed; 1973 INC 1800 Series Grain Truck w/18' Grain Bed, Johnson
Twin Hoist, 4 & 2; 1972 INC 2 Ton Gravel Bed w/Hoist 1968 INC 1 Ton, 1979
Phelan 35 Ton Lowboy Model Wt-35K, lor Wide, 14 Ply 10.00-15 TR, w/8' Hyd
Ramps, 24' Flatbed Gooseneck; 1977 Chevy Pickup; Cope 24' Van Body, Side
Swing Out Doors, Ramp Rear Swingout 8' Wide; 45' Box Trailer, 2-Horse Trailer,
Tandem Axles, New Oak Floor, Windows, Tack Room; 1 Ton Flat Bed, 16'x6'
Gooseneck Stock Trailer; 1977 Ford F-600 w/SKYHook Aerial Ladder/Crane (45'
working Height) w/winch & Bucket; 1976 Ford F-603 Grain Bed w/Hoist 20,000
Actual Miles 4x2 SPD, Extra Nice; 1981 Toyota Dal Pickup (Clean)
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
Komatsu D31P w/Power Shift, 4 Way Blade, 24' Pads, New Steering, Clutches &
Motor, Komatsu D37E-2 Dozer w/6 Cyl Dal , 6 Way Blade, Komatsu 0535-17
Track Loader, Rope; Grade Bucket w/Teeth, Case 480 LL Model 4800, 1675 Hrs
Rops, Loader/Leveler; Case 580C Loader/Backhoe - w/Extend-A-Hoe & 4 in 1
Bucket, 835 Hrs Cab w/Heat, Shutter & Foam Rubber (Sharp); 1987 klelroe
Bobcat T136 Kubota Dsl. Engine Trencher,4 WD,w/Tilt Blade, Hydrostatic Drive;
1989 Ditch Mich Loader Backhee Model 1025 Sidekick (Hydraulic Hookups For
Attachments)(Like New),Clark 5000 Series Forklift, Clark 3500 Series Forklift, JO
570 Motor Grader - Rebuilt Engine, Side Shift & Ti Blade: Hydraulic Concrete
Attachment for Backhoe, Hobart 200 AMP Portable Welder w/Ford Power Unit,
Kohler Powered Concrete Saw, Vermeer M-470 Trencher, Gas, 4 WD, Blade HD
Chain, Timber Jack Log Skidder, Detroit Eng. (New); Gilbarco 5 h.p 3 ph Air
Compressor w/(Horizontal 80 gal Tank); CAT D6C - 101< Dozer SN #1205 Power
Shift 10'St. Blade wain;1979 Timber Jack 2250 Log Skidder, New Detroit Engine,
SN 0788420, D6C CAT Dozer; Powershift Hyd Tilt (6) Straight Blade ROPS,
Screens & Guards Sn 176A15680

o)
r
h o)

)

Bunch Brothers
,AuctIon & Realty Co.)

'Better Aucaons are Bunch Auctons"
Steven J. Bunch, Auctioneer
Roy Bunch, Auctioneer/Real Estate Broker
P.O. Box 225
V/Ingo, Kentucky 42088
376-2992 or 376-2922

!'t

May Berry
Antique Mall

1988 CLAYTON mobile
home, 14 a 60, with appliances 437-4702

114 W. Broadway
Mayfield, Ky

24x56 DOUBLEWIDE
$7000, 753 9866

BEST Home Center, Hwy
45 E, Milan, TN 3 sale
locations with over 60
homes to choose from Call
toll free for complete list of
homes. 1-800-282-3781
We we a volume dealer
Open Sunday
and won't be undersold If
1-5 p.m.
you want to save money,
call Best Super special,
Mon.-Sat.
1993, 16x80, 3br, 2 bath.
9:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
delivered and set-up, 2 left,
(502) 247-1979
$16,990 1993 mode( 2br,
only $9999, delivered and
set-up included, $518
190
down, less than $150/mo
Farm
1 left, 1992 close out,
Equipsent
14x70, 3br, delivered and
1987 220 SPRA-COUPE set-up, terrific buy,
880 hours, $12,000 $12,900 1993 double
435-6099
wide. only $17,990, deirv
NEW Covington tobacco ery and set-up, small down
side dressers Double units payment of $899 can buy
or single Vinson tractor this home No cash down
needed with land We have
753-4892
10 used and repo's to
choose from Call toll
21
free for details.
1-800-282-3781 We have
Firewood
fixed interest rates that start
A FIREWOOD for sale at 7 50% with approved
437-4667
credit, low, low payments If
you've had credit problems
FIREWOOD 436-5598
in the past, and have re
FIREWOOD 436-2222 af- established credit, call us
ter 5pm
toll tree, we might be able to
help you buy a home,
WOOD for sale, 753-0527
1-800-282-3781.
or 753-9745
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
220
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
Maks!
435-4027

lit Annual
Winter Sale
Reduced prices on
selected
items
starting Thursday.

FOR sale old upright piano CUSTOM order or buy your
and tenor saxophone, home from stock One of
$450/ea Phone 435-4458 the southeast's largest &
PIANO tuning John oldest dealerships of quality built, energy efficient
Gottschalk, 753-9600
manufactured homes
SLINGERLAND drum set Dinkins Mobile Homes,
with accessories 2 electric Inc., Lake Hwy. 79 E. Paris,
drums & stereo cabinet TN 1-800-642-4891
759-4017
DOUBLEWIDE REPO Totally remodeled 3 bed230
room 2 bath, new carpet,
walls appliances, drapes
Miscellaneous
Free delivery and set up
ALL STEEL BUILDINGS $935 down and $247 per
Straight sided and utility month 606-623-9404
Manufacturer Direct Die
MOBILE HOME REPOS
count Prices. 16x20 FOR SALE Singles
and
$1097., 23x30 $1879.,
doubles Financing avail30x44 $2539., 40x60 able Clean, late model
$3966., 46x86 $6997.,
homes Green Tree Finan48x 100 $8353. Pioneer
cial Corp -Kentucky,
1-800-668-5422.
606-223-1010
or
GATLINBURG Summit- 1-800-221-8204
Breathtaking mountain top
OUR pledge' When you
views Fireplace, balcony,
compare quality, insulation,
kitchen, indoor pool, lacuzoptions and set-up, you will
zis Honeymoon and
find that we will have the
weekend specials! Free
very best value for your
brochure, 1-800-242-4853,
housing dollar. Dinkins Mo(205) 988-5139
bile Homes, Inc. Hwy 79
HEARTLAND-Old fash- East, Paris, TN
ioned careelight weddings 1-800-642-4891. One of
Mountain chapel overlook- the southeast's oldest and
ing river Near Gatimburg. largest home centers
Everything provided AcUSED MOBILE HOME FIcommodations, Romatic
NANCING. 1976 and
carriage ride. No test/no
newer from Greentree Fiwaiting. Charge cards acCompetitive rates.
cepted. 1-800-448-VOWS nancial
fast friendly service Call
(8697)
today 1-800-221-8204
SERVICES. Military
Retiree-Charnpus supple260
ment will pay the 25% alMobile
lowed, plus 100% of all
Nome For Rau
excess charges. For brochure call 1-800-627-2824 2BR, water and appliances
furnished Coleman RE,
ext 259
753-9898
WEIGHT Loss. Lose 10Ibs
in 3 days Ask your local
pharmacist about the T-Lite SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
Diet Plan and how people electric or gas Walking disare losing up to 10 Ibis tance to college 753-5209
1-934-654-4744
250
bistros.
Semites

Business
%oasis

1 OR 2br apts new downtown Murray 753-4109

.130

360
Houses
For Rant

Pets
& Stgiplise

2BR deluxe apt central
heat & air, deck, appliances
& lawn maintenance furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

NORTHWOOD Dr duplex
2br 2bath appliances furnished w,d hookup central
h/a. $475/mo 1/yr lease
1/mo deposit No pets
753-2905

AKC German Shepard w
free obedience OSA bitch
2 7month old males
436 2858

2BR duplex in Northwood
$325/mo 759-4406
2BR duplex with garage,
dishwasher, garbage disposal w/d hook-up
$450/mo Day 753-7688
Night 759-4703
2BR duplex, central gas
heat/air No pets Availble
Feb, 1 759-9545
2BR near MSU Central
heat & air, available now
$300/mo. appliances &
lawn maintenance turn
Embassy Apts
'shed
753-9898
2BR upstairs furnished apt
for rent Utilities included
deposit required, no pets
753-6874 after 5 30pm
2BR DUPLEX, central h/a,
appliances furnished Coleman RE, 753-9898
APARTMENT in single
family dwelling area 2br,
appliances, quiet area,
near university $325/mo
Call 753-8096 or 753-2633
EFFICIENCY apt
$150/mo Close to campus
753-9393, 753-6986
HOUSING near MSU for up
to 4 students Available for
Spring Sernester Coleman
RE, 753 9898
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEW 2br townhouse all
appliances furnished, including washer and dryer,
$450/mo plus deposit 1
year lease Available immediately 753-4573
NEW duplex all gas, cen
tral air, appliances plus dishwasher,utility room with
w/d hook-up, quiet area
lease and deposit no pets
759-1087
NEW duplex apt at 1416
Michelle Dr 2br. 2 full
baths, gas heat approx
1250 sq ft with garage All
appliances furnished One
month deposit required &
lease Call 527-8757 or
753-0262
NEWLY remodeled furnished one bedroom apartment Partial utilities paid,
$265/mo, $265 deposit
Call 753-7953
NOW taking applications
for section 8 low rent housing
Apply in person at
Southside Manor apartments No phone calls
please 906 Broad St (Extended) 8arn - 12 noon
Mon -Fri Equal housing
opportunity
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms, handicap accessible Equal Housing Opportunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113
UPSTAIRS, 2 bedroom
apartment, deposit lease,
no pets 113 S 13th St Call
753-3488
VERY Nice 2BR townhouse duplex in private
area Lease & deposit re
quired
No pets
$500/month 753-3343

lot

4 CAR clean-up shop, of
KEN-TENN Investigations, ice, paved lot, air
owner J.B. Wilburn, specia- 753-4509
lizing in criminal, civil, BUSINESS offices for rent
domestic and insurance in- Part time, full time, small,
vestigations. 14 years law large. Very reasonable
enforcement experience. rent. Call Mur-Cal Realty
502-436-6099. Licensed in 753-4444
Kentucky and Tennessee.
FOR Rent-Business Retail
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
Mobile
753-4509 or 753-6612
Homes For kis
UP to 3400 sq ft located
12x53 TRAILER in excel- 121 Bypass 753-2225,
lent condition inside & out 759-1509 after 6pm
Underpinning, electric
pole, porch, & newer
bought stove & refrigerator
Call 753-47830r 489-2046
14x70 CLAYTON mobile
home 2br, 2 bath Soling
on 210 square Very Good
condition, call 489-2129 altar 4prn

3110

Apartments
For Rent

VERY nice two bedroom
apartment 1'4 baths, Irving room, dining room,
laundry room Kitchen with
range, refrigerator, gar barge disposal dishwasher
and microwave furnished
Central gas heat and air
Washer and dryer available. 1100 sq
ft
425/month Call 759-9789
after 500 pm
310
Houses
For Rent
2BR, CHERRY Corner
Stove & refrigerator
$300/mo references and
deposit required Call after
4pm 753-3187
3BR house, lbath, central
gas heat $400/mo, 1/yr
lease, limo deposit No
pets 753-2905

4BR in Hazel Available
2- 2BR, $250/rno 2- 3br, Feb 19 Appliances indud
$275/mo Lease & deposit ing washer/dryer
14x70 WITH lot off 94, near required
753-9669, 492 8526
lake 527-7986
753-8101
FOR rent 4br, 2./i bath
1980 SHILOH 24x60, 3br,2 2BR, 2bath, duplex, w/ home $500/mo, 1500 debath $15,030 obo Must be garage, central gas heat posit 1-618-533-2116 Call
moved 436-2535
Appliances furnished
4-6pm
BEST Home Center, toil Available 1/25/93 Cole LARGE 4br house
man RE 753-9898
free 1 800 282-3781
S460/mo , great for stu2br $9,999
NEW
28R carpebng, drapes, ref , dents or large family No
$142/mo , $517 down Pay
dishwasher, w/d hook-up, pets
762-4483 or
merit, New 3br 11,999
central h/a, $350/M-to De- 753-7210
$144imo , $620 down pay- posit required No pets
NICE older home near'
ment; New doublewide 753-9240
downtown, recently rode
$17,999 .$216/mo , $932
down payment $0 down 281R central air & heat, °Drawl $300//mo & depo
with deed free set-up & dean, w/d hookup South art 753-1513 or 753-6617
841 492-8834
after 5pm
installation

Real
EstaW

ATTENTION VETERANS
Home loans to purchase or
refinance
1 0 0%
purchases/90% refinances
AKC registered Labs 4 up to $144,000 Phone
black 2 yellow Kellog Ken- Clarence Phillips Mortgage
nels bloodline Call Company
759-4581, leave message 1 615-684-1029
BEAUTIFUL AKC regis- FOR your real estate
tered Toy Poodles needs. contact Wilson ReBUILDING
144x42, $100/ea
alty at 302 So 12th,
901-352-2416
heated & cooled, insulated,
753-3263 Wayne Wilson,
concrete hoot 9 ceiling, DISSATISFIED with liquid 753-5086, broker Pat Colwit:Mice 435-6099
wormers/ HAPPY JACK ernan, 753-0818, associTRIVERMICIDE gets ate Dan Miller, 435 4144
CREEKVIEW Self storage
hooks round & tapes in associate & auctioneer
warehouses on Center dogs & cats
12v
Available
Drive behind Shoney's
0-T-C at Southern FREE List' Lakefront &
$20 $40/mo 759-4081
acreage land bargains on
States
Norris Lake in Northeast
NORTHWOOD storage HAPPY JACK TRIVERMI Tennessee
Wooded
presently has units avail- CIDE Recognized safe & Spectacular views' Guar
able 753-2905 for more effective against hook anteed buildable Excellent
information
round & tapeworms in financing Buy direct from
dogs & cats Available 0 T developer & save thou
C at Southern States
365
sands' Call Norris Shores 7
For SW*
HAVE an obedient, safe days 800-488 4883 File
Ot Leese
dog for show or home #0 07019 48 166C
Classes or private lessons KOPPERUD REALTY of
3BR 2 bath condominium
Serving Murray for over fers a complete range of
753-3293 after 6pm
12yrs 436-2858
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
370
homes
all prices
Livestock
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-1222
& Supplies
753-2915
MOVING to Kentucky o,
QUARTER horse gelding
410
anywhere nationwide free
very gentle 753 0834
area information, RELO
Public
SHEEP for sale 2 bred
agent Joe Passantmo
SWe
ewes one ram, healthy,
SIRK & CO Realtors
easy to lamb 436 2858
FARM machinery consign800-662-5651
or
ment auction-February 5, 502 928-2287
STRAW for sale,
10 00a m , 1-65, exit 6,
$1 25/bale 759-9060
Franklin, KY, Ron Kirby RE/MAX Properties Ltd
TIMOTHY HAY 1st cuttmg, Auction & Realty. Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
excellent quality 753-0815 1-800-788-3527 Consign- Jean Bird Bel Air Center
502 - 753 SOLD
ments Welcome
after 6pm
1 800 369 5780

7

Public Auction
Sat.,January 30,1993 at 10a.m.at the Dan Miller Auction Barn
in Lynn Grove, Ky. From Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 94 West to
Lynn Grove. From Mayfield, Ky. take 121 South through
Coldwater, Ky. turn onto Hwy. 1836 South, follow to auction.
Watch for auction signs.
(3)seta of auto. washers - 4 or 5 couches - odd chairs - recliners - nice
color t.v.'s - drop leaf maple table - large round table - bedroom suite odd beds - wicker shelf - (4)ladder back chairs - kerosene heaters apartment size cook stove -30" cook stove - small ref. -high headboard
doll bed - child's spindle back rocker - patio furniture - electric heaters
& fans - glass door bookcase - exercise bike - electric sewing machine small kitchen appliances - old lamp tables - lamps - magazine rack large chalk Indian - old glass & china - silverplate flatware - 2 gas
floor furnaces - pots & pans - lawn & garden tools - (2) two wheel
trailers - lawn mower - step ladder - other items not listed. Auction
held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For
more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller • Terry Paschall • Darrell Beane
Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tvnn. 01281
Fine #2333
"My SerTice Doesn't Cast, It Pays"

assi led Ad
Sale!
- February Only Run a Classified Line Ad
3 days get 1 day
re

FREE

(6 days-2 days kw', 9 days-3 days true)

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
✓ Ads must run three consecutive
days.
V No changes will be made in copy.
✓ Paid days will run first.
✓ No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads
will remain in effect. If you are a regular
classified customer and your ad is already
scheduled for February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

Take Advantage
Of This
Sale and

SAVE!

Call

753-19
16
to place your ad.
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I

330

110
Reel
Estate

.46•CT:i\-

.161)
For UM

Two wooded acres-eleven
lots, mile from Paterson
Landing/Cypress Springs,
$3500; aiso homes Grand
Fivers area, staring $401,
Salem Low, $40's. 6,500
square foot block building,
$601. Hair style shop with
owner financing. Cal Joe
Passantino, Broker. SIRK
& CO., Realtors.
50 2 - 9 28 - 2 28 7 ,
800-662-5651.

LAKEFRONT Liquidation!
Dockable waterfront on
Barkley Lake. 3.5 acres,
was $29,000, NOW
$147.900. Woods, views,
ready for vacation/
retkernent home. 3+ we
lake access, $7,000 Financing. Woodland Acres.
Call 800-858-1323.
NEW ON THE MARKET:
Adorable lake cottage on 2
lots, at Irving Cobb Resort
Furnished. Call Betty Lou
Daily, Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753-1492, or
901-247-3737.

20 ACRES on Johnny 4BR. 2bath, brick ranch
Robertson Rd. 1100 feet home with approx. 4.5
north of 94. 753-5541.
acres, all fenced in. Ideal
DUPLEX lots for sale or kx horses or canto, 6 stall
trade. Several to choose tool shed. 5 miles NE of
from on Diuguid Rd. AI city Murray. 759-4947 after
utilities available. Starting 59111.
$11800 each. Call Marty
ALL brick 4br home with 9
Futrell 753-7668 days.
acres. Central *If & gas. 2
SINGLE dwelling budding car garage. 3 baths, dining
lots. Al utilities including room, 3yrs. old, low $80's.
city cable. Joining city km- Cal 5024189-2749.
its. 753-5541.
CANTERBURY 3br, 24
WOODED budding lots in bath, LFI. DR, hardwood, 2
Lynwood Heights. City wa- car garage, privacy fence,
ter, natural gas, cablevi- landscaped. 753-5264.
sion, 3 3/10 miles on 94
west from Murray City Lim- EXTRA! EXTRA! You can
its. 6% simple interest fi- reed all about it, but words
nancing available. can't express the charm of
this 3br, 3 bath 1.5 story
753-5841 or 753-1566.
brick home set back from
the street in a haven of
-160
mature trees, beautiful
Homes
landscaping on a large corFor Sato
ner lot Another extra S a
new central gas heating
1BR house on 2 acres.
system, carpet. appkances
Stock barn and several and the last extra, just reother buildings. $28,000 duced to $112.500. Call
obo. 492-8604.
Kopperud Realty at
753-1222 for your showing
3Eir 2 bath on approx
today.
City
area.
acre in southwest
water. 759-9976.
FIXED rate, adjustable, VA
and FHA loans at Humphries & Assoc. Mortgage
Co. in Paducah. Call Kenny
Rose at 1-800-326-7634 or
1-442-9929. An equal
housing lender.

YOUR Al) COULD BE HERE
('1LL 753-1916

*9)
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
.Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNSURY4AURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940

I

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges.

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Keivinator-Emerson-Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.
Public

j

Home
For Sale

Used
Trucks

Services
Offered

WHY PAY RENT? A small
Investment and low
monthly payment will make
you a home owner. 2br
dose to MSU, appliances,
newly decorated. Less than
$20,000. Cal Betty Lou
Deify, Century 21, Loretta
Jobs Realtors, 753-1492 or
901-247-3737.

1991 CHEVY Silvered°
Dually, loaded with every
option. Red, red interior,
454 engine, only 24xxx
miles. Extra sharp.
$14,300. 759-4762 after
*ff.
1991 CHEVY S-10 Blazer,
4.3, 4x4, red,loaded,'24xxx
miles. $13500. 753-5500.

CARPORTS for car and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor homes, boats, RV's
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill, 759-4664.

VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, dewingservicing $15; most repairs
$35. New location: Route 1,
Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0630.

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts. We sell
chimney caps and screens.
435-4191.

WINDOW tint home, busiVINYL siding & trim work, ness, auto. Free
estimate
paining inside & out Vinyl Reasonable rates.
siding washing. Free esti- 753-5185 or 762-2821.
mates. 753-7612.

1986 SUZUKI 230 Quad
Sport, 4 wheeler. Good
condition, $1200. 247-8638
after 5pm.
1986 YAMAHA YZ 80. Rebuilt engine, new sidewinder chain & sprocket, new
tires. Looks good, runs
good. $450. 753-9321.
1987 250X. 759-9154 after
4Prft
1989 KAWASAKI Ninja
motorcycle. Like new,
2,925 miles. Also 2 helmets, $3,000 negotiable.
Call Lawrenceburg,
502-839-1418 after
5:30prn.

16 DODGE 3/4 ton with 91
Knapheide utility body & COUNTERTOPS, custom.
racks. Brent Allen, Homes, trailers, offices.
759-1515.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
92 NISSAN Clubeab ps, pb, 436-5560 fro,
a/c, am/fm-cass., 5spd., CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
13,500 miles will take older and Cooling Service. Compickup on trade. Asking plete installation and ser$8800. 759-1070.
vice. Call Gary at
CHEVROLET, Oldsmobile 759-4754.
Trucks included. All new DRYWALL, finishing, re1993's sold at $49. over pairs, additions and blowfactory invoice. Call for ing ceilings 753-4761.
quote
price
1-800-836-1164. Recorded FENCE sales at Sears
message. Ando Chevrolet now. Call Sears 753-2310
Oldsmobile, Lawrence- for free estimate for your
needs
burg, Indiana.

FORD-Mercury-Lincoln,
trucks included. All new
'93's sold at $100 below
factory invoice. Call for
quote,
MARGAY go-cart, 5hp price
Briggs, new tires, lots of 1-800-995-9575. Recorded
extra parts. Race ready, message. Tennessee Mobest offer. Call Chad tor Co., Johnson City, TN.
753-6348.
sin
1983 HARLEY dresser.
Campers
FOR sale by owner. 2br, 2 753-5303.
bath, approx. 1100 sq ft.
1976 31FT. Airstream. Exhome on 121 S. VA miles
-165
tra nice. New 8x10 storage
from town, central heat/air,
Auto
building. Can be seen at
separate garage & out
Pelts
Lakeview Resorts or call
building on .6 acres.
435-4326.
$39500. Call 753-7668 1980-1986 MODEL Toyota
days or 753-2394 nights. 3AC head, intake, carb. &
exhaust manifold, less than
520
GET AWAY FROM IT ALL: 25,000 miles $100 for all.
Boats
An open floor plan, new Also White commercial util& Motors
plush carpet, tender ity topper with ladder for
touches of wall paper grace long bed S-10 or Ranger. 1989 20FT Stratos pontoon
this neat home on 3 acres $150. Phone Frankfort boat 40hp Evinrude with
power trim. Used less than
toward the lake. Appliances 502-227-8015.
40hrs. Depth finder, live
and some like new furniture. You won't believe the USED tires 195/70/14 well, and more. $5950.
price. Call Betty Lou Daily, Goodyear Eagle GT, black 436-2424 evenings.
Century 21, Loretta Jobs wall, mounted and ba530
Realtors, 753-1492 or lanced. $125 + tax per set.
Key
Auto
Parts,
Hwy
121
&Mess
901-247-3737.
South. 753-5500.
Offered
HOUSE: 2-4br, lbath, on
A-1 TOWN/country yard
1&2/10 acre, 1/mile south
mowing,landscaping,tree
of Wiswell on 783.
trimming,tree removallight
435-6099.
hauling. Free estimates.
NEWLY redecorated home
Turn Lamb, 436-2528.
inside and out 3br, 2)1
baths, approximately 2000 1976 DODGE pickup $800, Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying. Free
sq.ft., just minutes from obo. 753-0370.
estimates. 753-0906 after
Murray, 1 acre lot, 2 car
garage, many extras, 1984 BUICK Regal: 64xxx 5pm; 759-9816, 753-0495.
original miles. 492-8604.
$85.000. 489-2454.
A-1 TREE removal & tree
1985 DELTA 88 Oldsmo- trimming. light hauling &
bile: high miles, good car, odd jobs. Free estimates
$2,000. 436-2535.
436-2102, ask for Luke.
1986 MERCURY Topaz ALPHA Builders - CarpenLS. 4dr. 70xxx miles, try, remodeling, porches,
$2800, obo. 489-2628, roofing, concrete, drive759-1513.
ways, painting, mainte1989 PONTIAC Bonneville nance,etc. Free estimates.
LE,loaded. 753-5135 after 489-2303.

AUCTION

9 A.M. SAT, JAN 30, 1993

6pm.

TOOLS - SUPPLIES
CAR HAULER - CARS
BLDG. & LAND
INSIDE BLDG JIM WHITE AUTO SALES, HWY 121 NORTH, NORTH OF
STELLA, CALLOWAY CO, KY I MILES NORTH OF MURRAY, KY
REASON:Jim White is retiring and disposing of his building, contents and
cars-a real chance to cash in on many years in the car business.
:LDG:Financing Available.Terms:6,000 down.6%over 10 years.3000 sq.ft.
+ lot. Additional terms and conditions will be announced day of sale.
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT:4 Binks Paint Guns,2 Sioux Buffers, 3 Black
Hawk Porta-Power, Zep 110 volt Oxygen Welder w/tanks (includes rebate),
Paper Machine,4 Floor Jacks, Air Tire Changer,Tire Balancer,Kansas with
Black Hawk Stands & Mold Machine,6500 Frame Machine & Jack with many
attachments, Solar Mobile Battery Charger, Motor Hoist, Tire Covers,2 WA
Sanders, Large Portable Air Tank, Vice, Bench Grinder, Air Panel Cutter,
Portable Air Tank, Electric Stapler, Heat Gun, & LOTS AND LOTS
MORE...
Lincoln 225/AC Welder,50' 220 ext Cable, Cutting Torches, Lots of Tips and
Tanks, 20" Echo Chainsaw, Polisher Sander, Ramps,Files, Saws, Drill Bits,
Grease Guns, Pipe Wrenches, Large boxes of Toole, Welding Tools, Large
Metal Tool Cabinet,Tool Boxes,3 Welder's Face Masks,Malls,Shoals,Rakes,
Post Hole Diggers, Welding Rods & Supplies, Socket Seta, Hand Drills, Si
LOTS AND LOTS MORE...
VEHICLES: 1986 Chev. Silvered° 4 Door/Loaded 1 Ton Car Hauler, 1975
Honda 360 Motorcycle, 1984 920 Yamaha Virgro, Chev. 1/2 Ton WU Bed
Trailer, Several Cars, 20 Ferguson Tractor Si 2 Wheel Trailer with Plow,
Cultivator, Disk.
OFFICE FURNITURE: Desk, Chair, Couch, 2 Filing Cabinets, Laser
Computer, Wood Desk.
-t.

530

500

160
Homes
For lisle

SUPPLIES:R & M Paints, Thinner, Whitewall Cleaner, Mirror Glaze, Wax
(cases), Hub Caps, Rubber Bumbers, Chrome Bumpers, Moldings, Striping,
Compounds, Boat Waxes Si LOTS AND LOTS MORE...
MISC.ITEMS: Hutch Rebel Wood Stove (like new), Refrigerator 21 cu. ft.,
Exercise Bike, 2 Rowing Machines, 110 V. Air Conditioner, Electric Bed,
Household Items,Roper 5 HP Reartine Tiller Si LOTS AND LOTS MORE...
AUCTIONEER S NOTE/DISCLAIMER
All items will be sold as is, where is, no warranties expressed or implied.Prior
to auciton prospective bidders should make investigation as they deem
appropriate. Not responsible for accidents, damage or theft.
INFORMATION: Call 502/753-9101 or 502/753-8756
DIRECTION& Hwy. 121 North, North of Stella, Calloway County, Ky.
6 miles north of Murray, Kentucky.
TERMS OF SALE: All items most be paid for and removed day of
sale. Cash, approved check with LD.
ANNOUNCEMENTS MADE DAY OF SALE SUPERSEDE ALL ADVERIISEMENTS.
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS OR INJURY.

The Auctioneers
Mike Holton • KY 603AA • Jim Tate • KY P1.1136 • TN 1157
KY P2401 • Frosty Miller - KYP1168 • W Realty 182.13
104 N. 15th St. • Murray, KY • 502-753.9101

'It Does Make a Difference Who Does Your Auctions"

1991 CHEVY Corsica LT.
Fully loaded, 33xxx miles.
$7300. 753-2799 after
5pm.
1991 FIREBIRD, loaded,
excellent condition, low
miles. 759-1588.
3 VOLKSWAGONS,
diesels, to be fixed or for
parts. 436-5560.
77 CAMARO 350 engine,
dual exhaust Sounds &
runs like a dream, good
interior. Mag wheels and
new tires. Only asking
$1350obo. 753-2157.
1990 Lumina-Blue, V-6,
p/s, p/b, a/c, nice dean car
$ 5 4 50 .
Phone
502-875-4050 (dealer) or
502 875-1844.
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music, Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from MSU dorms.
FOR Sale: 1990 Chevy Cavalier, 44xxx miles, am/fm
stereo, a/c, $5692.
753-9240.
-

1988 PLYMOUTH Grand
Voyager LE, V6, sun
screen glass, am/fm cassette. Excellent condition,
$6900 759-1555
500
Used
Trucks
1983 S-10 TAHOE. A/C.
pis, p/b, V-6. $15000bo.
759-9197.
1984 5-10 424 pickup,
4-speed, Leer topper, ex°silent truck, Red on silver.
$3,200. Call Frankfort
502-875-1844.
1987 BRONCO
753-5303.

II

1988 FORD F250, pickup,
mite, P/S,P/B, AFC, dual
tanks V-8 heavy duty.
$5,000.
Phone
502-875-4060 (dealer) or
502-875-1844.

WALT'S Mobile Home Re
pair. Soundproofing, rubber coating for rook, parking lot seeing, Rat roots
repaired. 502-4362776.

YOUR Al)
COULD BE
DERE
CALL
753-1916

Attention
Classified Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is for you!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section running each
Monday in the classifieds. You get a 2x 1 display ad, regularly
priced at $9.60, for

Only $5 A Week!
(If ad runs minimum of 13 weeks)

Stop by our office today or call 753-1916

Contract Bridge

FORREST Construction.
Remodeling, additions, repair, painting, countertops,
general carpentry and blue
prints. 753-9688. 14 years
North dealer.
in dummy,but he would then have to
experience.
lose two spade tricks later on. AlterGENERAL Repair: plumb- Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
natively,he could establish dummy's
ing, roofing, tree work.
4 A 84
fifth diamond and then drew trumps,
436-2642.
•A J 10
ending in dummy,but he would still
GERALD WALTERS.
• AK 1095
have to lose two tricks in the black
Roofing, vinyl siding, paintJ
9
suit
for down one.
ing. Free estimates. 18
WEST
EAST
It is not difficult to find the fault
years experience. Local re
•K Q 109
+652
in South's line of play. The malfeaferences. 436-2701.
V 764
52
sance occurred at trick one, when he
BACKHOE and Hauling
*J3
should have ducked West's king of
Service. 753-1221 or * Q 86 2
+765
Q 10 8 4 3 spades lead(which marked West with
753-1537.
SOUTH
the queen).
GUTTERING By Sears:
•J 7 3
Had declarer played low from
Sears residential and comK Q 98 3
dummy-as he should have in order
mercial continuous gutters
•7 4
to retain the ace ofspades as a subseinstalled for your specifica44 A K 2
quent entry to dummy - the slam
tions. Call Sears 753-2310
The bidding:
could not have been defeated. West
for free estimate.
North East
South West
could not then afford to continue
HADAWAY Construction:
•
1
Pass
1
Pass
spades,
since that would make
Home remodeling, paint6
Etass
South'sjack a trick,so he would have
ing, wallpaper, carpentry, 3
been forced to shift to another suit.
floor covering. No job too Opening lead -king of spades.
Good declarer play requires good
Let's assume West switches to a
small. 436-2052.
planning
from
start
to
finish.
Any
club
at trick two. Declarer wins with
HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electrical, carpentry declarer who believes he can play the ace, cashes dummy's A-K of diaand general repair. mow and think later is sure to run monds, ruffs a diamond, Ways the
into trouble from time to time.
king of clubs and ruffs a club in
753-0596.
Here
is
a
typical
case.
South
got
to
dummy.
HOME Improvement SpeThen,after ruffing another diacialist. Vinyl siding, win- six hearts as shown and West led the
dows, carports, and patio king of spades. Declarer won with mond,declarer draws trumps,crosses
dummy's ace and cashed the A-K of to dummy's ace of spades, and disenclosures. 753-0280.
diamonds and ruffed a diamond,hop- cards his last spade on dummy's last
K.B. ASSOCIATES. General construction, remodel- ing the missing diamonds were di- diamond. All told, South scores one
spade, five hearts, three diamonds,
ing, garages, decks, patios, vided 3-3.
But East showed out on the third two clubs and a club ruffin dummy to
interior trim. 753-0834.
diamond and South could no longer finish with 12 tricks. He loses the
KITCHEN CABINET REfirst trick, but that's all.
COVERY existing doors & make the slam. He could ruff a club
Bidding
quiz.
Tomorrow:
frames with woodgrain formica, all colors. Free estimates. Wulff's Recovery
Murray. 436-5560.

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. For all your carpet and
upholstery call 753-5827.
estimates.
AL'S hauling, yard work, Free
tree removal, mowing. Free Emergency water removal.
estimates. 759-1683.
LICENSED for electric and
ANY remodeling, building, gas. 753-7203.
painting, roofing. Refer- LIMB mulching. Gutter
ences. 759-1110.
cleaning & repair, light
APPLIANCE SERVICE. hauling. Free estimates.
Kenmore, Westinghouse, 753-7612.
Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- NATURAL LP & Propane
perience. BOBBY gas installation and serHOPPER, 436-5848.
vice, licensed and insured
APPLIANCE REPAIRS: Phillip Carter 753-6194.
Factory trained by 3 major PLUMBING - Free estimanufacturers. Most parts mates. Affordable rate.
in stock, on my truck. All Same day service. U work
work and parts warranted. guaranteed. 492-8816.
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance Works, 753-2455. PLUMBING repairman with
same day service. Call
436-5255.

Malfeasance in Office

Horoscopes

FRIDAY,JANUARY 29, 1993
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE may have to change your plans or
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: postpone a visit. Treat people the
VIPs begin to seek you out: Put your way you want to be treated. A
best foot forward! A platonic rela- younger person shares a secret.
tionship intensifies in May. SkipVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): The
ping a family wedding in June emphasis today is on guarding your
would be a mistake. Vacation in reputation. Keep your actions above
August. Going back to school in reproach. Dress up. act confident
September could boost your earning and avoid complaining. Seniors will
potential. If dissatisfied at work, find special enjoyment in communiupdate your resume and start the job ty activities.
interview process. A former
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Get
employer could help you open new down to brass.tacks today. You
career doors in December. Stick
would be wise to turn down any
close to home for the holidays.
invitations that run counter to your
CELEBRITIES BORN ON ideals or principles. Avoid people
THIS DATE: actors John Forsythe who'gossip or try to make trouble.
and Tom Selleck, feminist GerSCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
* Four Star *
REFINISHING, stripping, maine Greer. actress Ann Jillian.
Good fortune stems from your
Mobile Home
custom woodworking.
ARIES (March 2I -April 19): It patience and perseverance! Tread
753-8056.
Parts & Service
pays to be cautious in your dealings carefully if you encounter opposiPorches and decks
ROCKY COLSON Home with new acquaintances. Someone tion from your co-workers. Solo
Repair. Roofing, siding, who feels slighted could give you projects give you a chance to disavailable with metal
roof.
painting, plumbing, con- the cold shoulder. A quiet talk sets play your creative talents.
crete. Free estimates. Call
White rubberized roof
things right. Make time for love.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
474-2307.
coating or silver roof
busy Aries!
21): A good day for improving both
coating.
SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS,
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): home security and family finances.
Everlock vinyl underinstallation, repair, replace- Keeping a low profile will benefit Talk with your banker and lawyer.
pinning
ment. Backhoe service, you greatly today. Do everything Those in authority may offer you
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515.
K Rok underpinning
you can to avoid clashes with high- preferential treatment.
Doors,
Windows,
SEWING machine repair. er-ups. Let your work performance
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
Metal Siding, Floor ReKenneth Barnhill. speak for itself.
19): Your efforts to balance the budpair
753-2674.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): get produce mixed results. Certain
Gas and Electric FurSeize an opportunity to perform a ideas can be improved upon. Place
SHEETROCK
finishing,
MICAS
textured ceilings. Larry service for someone who is not more emphasis on building a sound
Phone 502-492-8488
Chrisman. 492-8742.
happy with you. Past mistakes will business base.
Hwy. 641
be forgotten. Avoid aligning yourAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
SUREWAY
Tree
&
Stump
*
N. Hazel
*
Your loved ones' actions may leave
Removal. Insured with full self with negative thinkers; you
you befuddled today.Try not to fret.
line of equipment Free es- must be positive!
BACKHOE Service - ROY timates. Day or night,
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Time is on your side. The financial
HILL. Septic system, drive- 753-5484.
The family scene is at first touchy picture continues to improve. Let
ways, hauling, foundations,
but becomes more and more conge- your mate or partner in on a secret.
T.C.
Dinh
Repair
and
Mainetc. 759-4664.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
tenance. Electrical - Clean- nial. Shared tasks and pleasures are
BACKHOE SERVICE. ing Sewer. 1210/1212 Main featured. You feel new contentment. Well-intentioned loved ones could
BRENT ALLEN septic tank Street 753-6111 office, Talking to co-workers about recent present obstacles now. Meet any difinstallation, repair, replace- 753-0606 after 5pm.
events helps clear the air.
ferences of opinion with tact and
ment. 759-1515.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Travel understanding. Influential people are
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
BOB'S Plumbing Repair aluminum gutters, variety could be difficult to organize: you impressed with your ability to adapt.
Service. U work guaran- of colors. licensed, inteed. 753-1134.
sured. Estimate avalable.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are openminded and tolerant, unselfish and
peace-loving. More interested in helping others than in helping themselves.
aRyoNe LAWN SER- 759-4690.
VICE Free estimates. TRAVEL Luba: home oil these Aquarians often spend a lifetime trying to aid hulnanity. Any plea for
753-4501.
changes and lubes. We assistance or justice will receive immediate attention. They cannot learn of a
come to your home. wrong without trying to right it! Lasting romance May prove elusive for
CARPET and vinyl installa753-4891 or 247-4312.
these hardworking idealists. They spend so much time pursuing special
tion and repairs. Glen Bobber, 759-1247.
VCR Doctor, home repair causes that they have little time left for personal relationships. The ideal
service. Minor malfunction mate will share their values and priorities.
COLSON'S Home Repair. specialist Pay for only re(To order a revised and updated copy of leant Dixon's best-selling hook -Yesierday. Today and ForevRemodeling, carpentry, pairs. No service charge.
er: How AMmlogy Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan,- send 11( 95 plus SI postage and handling
painting and plumbing. For doted.,call 437-4150,7 So Dixon, c/o Andrews and McMeel, PG, Box 419150, Kamm City, Mo, 64141 Make checks payahk to
4362575 after 5pni.
Andrews and 114cMeel.)
days, anytime.
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 28, 1993

Today in History

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Looking Back

Today is Thursday, Jan. 28, the 28th day of -1993. There are 337
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Twenty years ago. on Jan. 28, 1973, a cease-fire officially went into
effect in the Vietnam War.
On this date:
In 1547, England's King Henry VIII died; he was succeeded by his
9-year-old son, Edward VI.
In 1596, English navigator Sir Francis Drake died during a voyage;
he was buried at sea.
In 1853. Cuban revolutionary Jose Marti was born in Havana.
In 1871, France surrendered in the Franco-Prussian War.
In 1878, the first commercial telephone switchboard went into operation, in New Haven, Conn.
In 1978, fire swept through the historic downtown Coates House
hotel in Kansas City. Mo., killing 20 persons.
In 1980, six U.S. diplomats who had avoided being taken hostage at
their embassy in Tehran flew out of Iran with the help of Canadian
diplomats. (The news was revealed the following day.)
In 1982, Italian anti-terrorism forces stormed an apartment in Padua
and rescued U.S. Brigadier General James L. Dozier, 42 days after he
had been kidnapped by the Red Brigades.
In 1986, the space shuttle Challenger exploded 73 seconds after liftoff from Cape Canaveral, Fla., killing all seven crew members.
Ten years ago: The White House sent congressional leaders a summary of President Ronald Reagan's proposed budget for 1984, totaling
$848.5 billion.
Five years ago: Nicaragua's leftist government and Contra rebels
began their first face-to-face peace talks, meeting in San Jose, Costa
Rica. The Supreme Court of Canada struck down the nation's restrictive abortion law. A 13-day standoff in Marion, Utah, between police
and a polygamist clan ended in gunfire that killed a state corrections
officer and seriously wounded the group's leader, Addam Swapp.
One year ago: President Bush, in his State of the Union address,
proposed tax breaks and business incentives to revive the economy,
and announced dramatic cuts in the U.S. nuclear arsenal. A multinational Middle East peace conference opened in Moscow.
Today's Birthdays: Author Susan Sontag is 60. Actor Alan Alda is
57. Actress Susan Howard is 50. Actress-singer Barbi Benton is 43.
Thought for Today: "Marriage always demands the finest arts of
insincerity possible between two human beings." — Vicki Baum,
Austrian-born author (1888-1960).

Tea years ago
Murray State University's Century Club officially begins its
scholarship fund drive today in
Calloway County and on the University's campus, according to
Bill Kopperud, chairman of the
drive in Calloway County.
Serving as officers of Calloway County Unit of American
Heart Association are Irma La
Folleue, William M. Boyd and
Anna Stahler.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Heath will
be married for 50 years on Feb.
4.
In high school basketball
games, Calloway County Laker
Boys beat Murray High Tigers,
and Murray High Lady Tigers
beat Calloway County Lakers.
High team scorers were Keith
Lovett for Calloway, David
McCuiston for Murray, Donna
Rousse for Murray and Beth

Hooks for Calloway.
Twenty years ago
New Concord School Cheerleaders were named as outstanding squad at Calloway County
Elementary School Basketball
Tournament. Squad members are
Felicia Housden, Cindy Brandon,
Cindy Williams, Lynn Gardner,
Sonia Hendon and Linda
McCuiston.
Mr. and Mrs. Art Jewell and
Mrs. Sue Kline of the Poppy
Shoppe, Inc., presented a program at a meeting of Hazel
Woman's Club at a meeting held
at the shop on South 12th Street,
Murray.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hill and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wyatt,
Jan. 19; a boy to William and
Shari Barnhart, Jan. 20, and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Smothers,
Jan. 21.

Thirty years ago
James T. Thompson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Thompson, has
been awarded a $2,400 graduate
assistantship to study beef nutrition at University of Kentucky.
Elizabeth Bivins, junior from
Mt. Cannel, Ill., has been named
as 1963 Shield Queen, according
to Jerry Shroat of Murray, Shield
Editor.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Wilson, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Darnell, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Graves Beaman and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Guston Eugene Howard.
In high school basketball
games Calloway County beat
Reidland and Fulton beat Murray.
High team scorers were Sammy
Housden, Calloway, J. Lambert,
Reidland, Burnette, Fulton and
Walter Blackburn, Murray.

DEAR ABBY: The American
Motorcyclist Association(AMA)is a
national organization representing
approximately 200,000 motorcycle
enthusiasts.
In your answer to "Barbara in
Dallas," you raised three issues.
First, you properly assumed that
motorcycles are insured so that any
injury that resulted from a child
playing on a motorcycle would be
compensated by the motorcyclist's
vehicle insurance. While it is true
that a child's injuries may be covered by insurance, you seem to miss
the point. Both senseless injury and

needless insurance claims could be
avoided if parents would supervise
their children.
Second, you improperly defined a
motorcycle as an "attractive nuisance." The "attractive nuisance"
doctrine has traditionally been
applied in situations where a child
has been injured while trespassing
on a landowner's property.
The doctrine is generally applied
in carefully limited circumstances,
where the possessor of real property
knows or has reason to know that
children are likely to trespass, and
the condition is one that presents

an unreasonable risk of death or
serious bodily injury. In short, while
a swimming pool might be correctly
defined as an "attractive nuisance,
a motorcycle likely would not.
Additionally, many jurisdictions
do not even recognize the "attractive nuisance" doctrine. In any case,
it is unlikely that most courts would
accept a universal definition of
motorcycles as an "attractive nuisance."
Finally, you observed that "owning a motorcyle is an awesome
responsibility." Parenthood also
imposes some great responsibilities.
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EVERYTIME I
GET MY HAIR
CUT THE STYLIST
CONVINCES ME TO
TRV A NEW
SHAMPOO AND
CONDITIONER

I CAN'T TRY THEM ON A
WEEKDAY, BECAUSE I CAN'T
RISK MY HAIR LOOKING WORSE
THAN IT ALREAD DOES,..

I CAN'T TRY THEM AT NIGHT

BECAUSE I MIGHT HAVE A
DATE... AND I CAN'T TRY THEM
ON THE WEEKEND BECAUSE I
REFUSE TO RUM AN DAvs OFF
WITH EXPERIMENTAL HAIR.

HELLO. MY DAUGHTER NEEDS
TO TAKE A VACATION DAY TO
TEST HER BEAUTY PRODUCTS.

1.26
"You're not fooling me, Ned.... Taking a long walk
on the beach sounds romantic, but I know you're
just looking for crustaceans."

Crosswords
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
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Forty years ago
Prof. John Winter of Murray
State College has a full page
photograph in the next issue of
Life magazine. He received an
advanced copy of the magazine
today showing the picture he took
in February 1951 when a heavy
snow blanketed Murray and vicinity. The temperature that month
dropped to a record 23 below
Zero.

Mancil J. Vinson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. H.C. Vinson of Murray,
has accepted a position as director of Division of Markets with
headquarters in Frankfort. He has
been teaching at Sinking Fork
High School in Christian County.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Morehead Eagles
81 to 69 in a basketball game.
High team scorers were Garrett
Beshear and Howard Crittenden,
Murray and Castle, Morehead.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics
U4-C44, I JuST NOTICED
MY LiBRARY BOOK
OVERDUE

PAGE 15

RHE-ToRtall.QUESTION - •
OBViCUSU,I AN .SWERED'YE$
-THE_ R-rroRNey FOR THE.
DEFENSE SCoRES ANOTHER
POINT I

1 Make
suitable
6 Vital organ
11 Inclination;
whim
13 Passageways
14 At home
15 Casserole
ingredients
17 Note of scale
18 Young boy
20 Instruments
21 Preposition
22 Short jacket
24 New Zealand
parrot
25 Ventilates
26 Periods of
time
28 Fixed
procedure
30 Attitude
32 Perches
33 Hesitate
35 Furry pests
37 Prohibits
1

2

3

4

Answer to Previous Puzzle

38 Dawn
goddess
40 Knocks
42 Morsel
43 Wastes, as
time
45 Drink slowly
46 Part of "to
be"
47 Church
dignitary
49 Agave plant
50 Refunded
52 Mrs. Gore
54 Falls in drops
55 Beauty parlor
option
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LAP
ALEE
ABLE
ALE
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YE
DOE
ERSE
MODEL
PARADERS
FE
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NOB
RUB
LE
ERR
POT
RA
ELL
REIGN
SAC
AB
PONDERED
ROBES
BEET
ERECTS
AGO
TE
SER
EGAD
ROAD
PES
PONY
STAY

DOWN

1 Old

womanish
2 Give
3 Near
4 Transfix
5 Sound a horn
6 Hastens
7 Kind of curve
5

6
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27 Series of
games
29 Title of
respect
31 Wanted
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34 Cylinder
38 Treats
maliciously
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hilliii
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DEAR MR. LUNDQUIST:
You're quite right to suggest
that parents must properly
supervise their children. And, I
claim no legal expertise concerning the "attractive nuisance doctrine." However,some
years ago, in commercial law
class (Central High, Sioux ('ity,
Iowa), I learned that an "attractive nuisance" was that which
attracted people onto the property of another. (Examples: a
house under construction, a
swimming pool, playground
equipment such as swings,
slides, etc.)
According to "You and the
Law" (Reader's Digest), an
attractive nuisance is "a condition, machine or other thing
that is dangerous to young children and that may attract them
onto the owner's property and
expose them to risks for which
the owner may be held responsible." A definition of the same
term in Black's Law Dictionary
mentions the doctrine in relation to a person "who creates
such condition on the premises
of another, or in a public place"
(my emphasis).
Many readers accused me of
disliking motorcyclists. Nonsense. The late Malcolm Forbes
was a cherished friend. And my
own dentist, Dr. Stan Golden, is
a motorcycle enthusiast. I rest
my case.
DEAR ABBY: We are overwhelmed! Never have we seen so
many letters and Christmas cards
in one place at one time! You can
certainly consider Operation Dear
Abby a success for 1992.
The crew of the USS John F.
Kennedy from Norfolk. Va., and the
ship's embarked nine squadrons
that compose Carrier Air Wing
Three, ate the mail up. Two weeks
before Christmas, everybody was
walking around the ship with an
envelope addressed to "Any Sailor."
I saw them in pockets, posted on
doors and walls, and all over-bulletin boards throughout the ship.
Thank you, Abby, for perpetuating the good cheer and public support that "Operation Dear Abby" "
demonstrates to servicepersons
away from home. And
‘
thank you.
America, for your good wishes during the holiday season!
CAPT. T.R. BEARD,
COMMANDING OFFICER,
TSS JOHN F KENNEDY

•

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: A dear friend
has been diagnosed with narcolepsy.
His doctor has indicated the condition
is not serious and there is no medication for it, yet I've been with him
1-28 ® 1993 United Feature Syndicate when he has fainted. Can you provide
information on this little-known illness?
8 Man's
12 Cozy corner
nickname
DEAR READER: Actually, people
13 Quells; calms
9 Amend;
with narcolepsy don't "faint," they fall
16
Performs
Correct
asleep at inappropriate times, such as
19 Sleeping
10 Former
21 Religious
when sitting, walking or driving a car
Russian
festivals
Thus, the condition can be serious if
rulers
23 Metal
the patient injures himself falling or
fasteners
in an accident.
25 Essence

11
14

The primary responsibility for the
supervision and protection of children should rest with parents
instead of the burden being placed
upon vehicle owners.
ERIC LUNDQUIST, ESQ.,
LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS
SPECIALIST, AMERICAN
MOTORCYCLIST ASSOCIATION

WI

The cause of narcolepsy is unknown; the affliction may be inherited. It is treated with stimulant drugs,
such as amphetamine or Ritalin, with
excellent results in most cases.
I suggest that your friend be examined by a neurologist, who will prescribe appropriate therapy
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Sleep-Wake Disorders." Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1.25 plus a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 91369. Cleveland, OH 44101-3369
Be sure to mention the title.
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Kentucky shows strong
growth in personal income

Obituaries

4• .

Melvin A. Roper

Mrs. Joyce P. Cannon
Mrs. Joyce P. Cannon. 59, of
1110 Sycamore St., Murray, died
Wednesday at 7 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was a mewber of the
Church of Christ.
Born April 22, 1913, in Marshall County, she was the daughter of Letha Dishman Parkes and
the late Harold T. Parkes. One
son, John P. Cannon died in 1989
and one brother, Harold (Sonny)
Parkes in 1940.
Survivors include her husband,
John C. Cannon, to whom she
was married March 14, 1952; two
daughters, Cindy R. Cannon,
Murray, and Mrs. Portia Chinn
and husband, Darrell, Owensboro; her mother, Mrs. Letha D.

Parkes, Sharpe; two sisters, Mrs.
Sandra Chumble-r and husband,
George, Calvert City, and Mrs.
Pat Poe and husband, L.E., Norfolk, Va.; two grandchildren,
Maryl Chinn and Kyle Chinn.
The funeral will be Saturday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. Chuck Owen will officiate.
Entombment will be in mausoleum at Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m. Friday.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to the American Cancer Society.

Tenn., then to New York City
and later to Houston, Texas. They
returned to Murray for retirement
and lived until the death of Mr.
Moore. She then returned to her
native home of Des Moines to
reside.
There were no survivors. She
was preceded in death by one sister, one nephew, and a sister-inlaw, Lula Clayton Beale.

Mrs. Lois E. Tivis

re` '

Mrs. Lois E. Tivis, 70, Paducah, died Sunday at 4 a.m. at her
home.
Survivors include her husband,
James R. Tivis, to whom she had
been married for 40 years; one
daughter, Mrs. Laverne Rushell,
Detroit, Mich.; two sons, James
Lee Tivis, St. Louis, and Freeman
Acree, Jackson, Mich.; three sisters, Mrs. Onie Grubbs and Mrs.
Bertha Garrett, Hopkinsville, and
Mrs. Effie Brandon, Ypsilanti,
Mich.; four brothers, Robert
Brandon and Ordis Brandon,
Hopkinsville, Carter Brandon,
Cadiz, and Eddie Brandon, Murray; nine grandchildren; seven
great-grandchildren; one greatgreat-grandchild; several nieces
and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 2
p.m, at Macedonia Missionary

Investments Since 1851

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM

s

Company

Price

Chg

Dow Joao lad. A vg..---.+4.59
DJIA Previous Close.......3291.39
Air Products---.----.44'h • 1/4
AT&
531/s Esc
Bell South .--.--.-.--....521/s - 1/4
Briggs & Strattoe.--. 56114 4. 1/4
Chrysler
+ 1/s
Deaa
+ 1/4
Exxon
use
Fisher Price
usc
Ford Motor..-_--.—.- 473/1 Esc
Gemini Electric ...........343/4 + /
1
4
Cenral Motors
38 mac
Goodyear ------...6117/1 + 1/s
IB
+ 1/1
lagersoll Rand
+ 1/s
• 1/4
K U Esergy -.---.--- 283/. sec
Kroger
17',.- 1/4
LG&E................,3PIsusc
McDosalds...-----491/4 + 13/4
J.C. Palmy_._._ 733/s use
Peoples First° ---.---.32B BA
Quaker Oats.....-.-...___ 65 + 1/4
+/
1
4

Born Aug. 18, 1904, in Fulton
County, he was the son of the
Late J.M. Roper and Hattie Brown
Roper. One sister, Mrs. Eron
Roper Bufford, and one brother,
Clifford Merrell Roper, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife,

Mrs. Louise Linn Tarry Roper;
two stepdaughters, Mrs. Margaret
Ann Zieba and husband. Jim,
Cape Girardeau, Mo., and Mrs.
Rebecca Jane Barr and husband,
Bob, Manselona, Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Margaret Roper Isbell,
and one sister-in-law, Mrs. Opal
Roper, Union City, Tenn.; one
brother-in-law, Tommy Squires,
Fayetteville, N.C.; five stepgrandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.
Graveside services will be at
Moody Cemetery, Bryson City,
N.C., but the time of services has
not been announced.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
in charge of local arrangements.

Mrs. June McCuiston

Mrs. Marie Morteson Beale
Mrs. Marie Morteson Beale,
91., Des Moines, Iowa, died there
Sunday, Jan. 24.
She was the widow of Will
Moore Beale, a Murray native.
She came to Murray as a professor in home economics when
Murray State University was
Murray State College.
After her marriage to Mr.
Beale, they moved to Memphis,

Melvin A. Roper, 88, of 1510
Sycamore St., Murray, formerly
of Bryson City, N.C., died Wednesday at 12:45 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A retired owner of a retail gift
shop, he was a graduate of the
University of Kentucky and a
member of First Baptist Church,
Murray.

Baptist Church, Paducah, where
she was a member. The Rev.
Clayton Beasley and the Rev.
Alfred Anderson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Maplelawn Park Cemetery, Paducah.
Friends may call until 4 p.m.
today (Thursday) at.Hamock Funeral Home, Paducah. The body
will be moved to the church for
special visitation from 7 to 8 p.m.
tonight (Thursday) and from 10
a.m. Friday until the funeral hour.

Bubble gum bandit
caught in Atlanta
ATLANTA (AP) — A 9-yearold dubbed the "bubble gum
bandit" has been charged with
breaking into six homes, in some
cases just to get candy and gum.
The boy, whose name was not
released, told police he committed break-ins because he wanted
to be like his father.
"What's sad is his daddy was
killed in a burglary. He broke in
and someone shot him," Maj.
Lee New said Wednesday. "At
this tender young age he could
very well realize his goal and be
just like his daddy."
The boy was arrested while
breaking into a house Tuesday
and was charged with six burglaries, New said.
In one house, all he took was
bubble gum, and in another he
took only a windup clock and
bubble gum, New said. From
others he took candy, a roll of
pennies, a Walkman and $13 in
coins, the police major said.

HOG MARKET
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Services for Mrs. June
McCuiston will be today at 3:30
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The
Rev. Randy Kuykenciall will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Tim Hedge,
Ronnie Hedge, Joe David
McCuiston, Robert Hutson, Billy
Wells and James Hall.
Burial will follow in McCuiston Cemetery.
Mrs. McCuiston, 73, Rt. I,
Buchanan, Tenn., died Tuesday at
5:03 p.m. at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Debbie Delaney and

husband, Jeff, Murray, and Peggy
Hutson, Florida; four sons, Donny McCuiston and wife, Carol,
Clarksville, Tenn., Larry McCuiston and wife, Kathy, Camden,
Tenn., Chris McCuiston and wife,
Nancy, Nashville, Tenn., and
Lindell Hutson, Ft. Myers, Fla.;
one stepdaughter, Mrs. Martha
Lou Darby, Little Rock, Ark.;
two stepsons, Mac McCuiston
and Mason McCuiston, New
Concord; three sisters-in-law,
Mrs. Martha McCuiston and Mrs.
Nava Lou McCuiston, New Concord, and Mrs. Lucy Williams,
Murray; one brother, J.T. Hedge
and wife, Laurett, Pilot Oak; 12
10
grandchildren;
stepgrandchildren.

MIAMI (AP) — George
Bush's son Jeb says he plans to
run for governor but won't make
a formal announcement until
closer to next year's primaries.
"I have every intention to run,
but I want to do it at my own
pace," the 39-year-old real estate
developer said Wednesday.

Lou V. McGary

Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy be in the
form of donations to Together
We Build Program at First Baptist Church, Murray.
Mrs. Orr, 89, of 708 Payne St.,
Murray, died Monday at 10:50
a.m. at West View Nursing
Home.

John Lassiter, Ruble Thurman
and Hugh G. Massey.
Burial will follow in Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Morgan, 84, Rt. 8, Murray, died Tuesday at 2:10 a.m. at
Long Tenn Care Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Old South parade canceled
AUBURN, Ala. (AP) — Bowing to pressure from students who
called the 77-year tradition racist,
an Auburn University fraternity
has canceled an Old South parade
in which members dress in Confederate uniform.
Last year's parade was met by
student protests and was rerouted
by police to prevent a
confrontation.
Kappa Alpha members voted
on Monday to discontinue the
parade because of the outcry.
Fraternity president Tom Williams said the parade was never
meant to condone slavery or
racism.
Kappa Alpha members celebrate Old South Week each
spring. The highlight is a parade
in which members dress in Civil
War costume and their dates in
antebellum dresses.

He has recruited Houston pollster David Hill as his chief
strategist.
Bush was state commerce secretary under Republican Gov.
Bob Martinez, who lost to Democrat Lawton Chiles in 1990. Bush
also ran his father's re-election
campaign in Florida.

INSURANCE
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not pay.
$652 on Part A; $100 on Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS 753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

MR.POSTMAN

Mrs. Louise Morgan
Funeral rites for Mrs. Louise
Morgan are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Kevin Hamm
and the Rev. Jack Jones are officiating. Music is by Locust Grove
Baptist Church Singers.
Pallbearers are Tim Morgan,
Ricky Morgan, Tom Morgan,

Montana showed the strongest
income growth, an annual rate of
7.3 percent, followed by Idado,
7.2 percent; Tennessee, 6.5 percent; and then Kentucky and
Utah.

Bush's son will run for governor

Mrs. Myra On
Final rites for Mrs. Myra Orr
are today at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. Dr. Greg Earwood and Dr.
Merle T. Basden are officiating.
Music is by Steve Littlefield, soloist, and Mrs. Allene Knight,
organist.
Pallbearers are Jerry Veazey, J.
William Phillips, Charles Paschall, Leon Phillips, Hal
Winchester and Andy Orr.

he said, citing the Toyota Camrys
made in Georgetown and the
Ford Explorers and Rangers made
in Louisville.
Merl Hackbart, professor of
finance at the University of Kentucky, said the state's investments in economic development
programs in the last decade have
begun to pay dividends.
"We also have to give credit
to the education reform effort of
1990," he said. —The changes
that we have made in our education system have had a significant
impact on how the rest of the
country looks at Kentucky, and
how industrial and service and
trade firms view Kentucky as a
potential site for investing in new
plants and operations."

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Personal income in Kentucky has
grown at the fourth strongest rate
in the nation since the depths of
the recession, a trend that didn't
surprise a University of Louisville economics professor.
"Kentucky has been relatively
immune from this recession, particularly compared to how we did
in the last two recessions," said
Paul Coomes, a U of L associate
professor of economics.
Kentucky and Utah were tied,
with an annual growth rate of 6.3
percent. Nationally, incomes
grew at an annual rate of 4.4 percent from the first quarter of
1991 — the so-called trough of
the recession — to the third quarter of 1992, when the production
of goods and services exceeded
the pre-recession peak.
One reason for Kentucky's solid growth is its "fortunate product mix," Coomes said.
"The things we make are selling well even in a down market,"

"We Ship Daily!"
Fax
UPS • USPS 1.
bine
Copies
7". Shipping
s.

OMB
samli

753-8400 • Bel-Air Center • Fax 753-9200

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET CEO, INC.

"Maybe they've realized the
need for tolerance and diversity,
in the world and especially on
our campus," said Carmella
Davis, former president of the
university's Black Student Union.

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

Mike Dill, who received his
bachelor and masters degree
from Mississippi State University, served as the athletic
director at Murray State University in 1987 and was an
assistant basketball coach for
the Racers for seven years.
He has two sons; David, of
Nashville,and Chris,a sophomore at MSU and a member
of the Racer football team.
753-2617
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Well keep your GM vehicle running dependably, wkh
genuine GM parts and courteous, professional service.
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THE LAST THING YOU
HEED IS A CAR THAT
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that last a lifetime
We will gladly assist you
in choosing the perfect
frame and matting for
your wedding photos.
Great gift ideas also available:

Sculptures • Photo Frames Silk Plants

r The
[GALLERY

•••••••••;•
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'Home of the ultimate
in custom framing."

Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
301 N. 12th St.
759-1019
••••-•-_

There's a world full of ideas
for planning the honeymoon
By JOHN P. TAYLOR
Murray Ledger a Times Matt Writes

Besides the anticipation of
spending a lifetime with the
perfect man or woman, the
honeymoon can be the most
exciting feature of wedding
planning.
The world offers an endless
number of romantic honeymoon spots, but financial considerations, as well as time
constraints, dictate more reasonable retreats.
"Disney World, the Bahamas. Jamaica and Cancun,
Mexico are our most popular
honeymoon spots," said Jana
Tidwell, owner of the Vacation Station travel agency in
Murray. "We also send many
honeymooners to Hawaii and
Gatlinburg, Tenn."
Tidwell, whose agency has
been in operation for five
years, considers herself a
"honeymoon specialist" and
offers vital tips to would-be
married couples.
"Many people think they
have to come in six months to
a year prior to the wedding,
but that's not true," Tidwell
said. "In fact, couples
shouldn't come in any earlier
than three months prior to the

brides-to-be to come in and
register your showers through

Many new trends are occurring in the travel industry in
relation to honeymoon packages. One such trend is a
honeymoon-wedding package.
In this instance, the wedding
takes place at the honeymoon
site for a low cost.
"This is happening in Jamaica and Disney World," Tidwell said.
The additional wedding
package, which usually runs
for under $300, includes a
photo album with pictures, a
wedding video, flowers, a
cake, champagne, witnesses
and a minister. On occasion,
the best man and maid of honor have accompanied the couple to the vacation spot
"We have done several weddings of this type in Hawaii,"
said Tidwell.
Getaways to the Bahamas
can run approximately $1,600
per couple, which includes airfare, hotel and taxes. Meals
and drinks are extra. However,

Holiday Inn

-0
1

We invite all brides and

big day."
That's because the travel
agency doesn't receive a listing on travel specials until
three months prior. Any earlier
bookings can eliminate any
chance for savings.

MAYFLOWER
ct RESTAURANT
.Serving American and Chinese Menu"
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Hwy. 641 South • Murray, Ky.

our Bridal Registry.

Banquet Room For Up To
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gift for your new home.
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Tidwell says there are many
"all-inclusive" resorts out
there, which she calls "notrainers."
"These are no-brainers
because the couple doesn't
have to worry about money so
much." she said. "You basically pay one price and it
includes everything, including
meals and drinks."
These packages are obviously more expensive, but may be
worth it to some couples.
-The quality of food and
entertainment is usually better
on these trips, rather than what
people would generally buy
for themselves," she said.
When expense becomes a
prime consideration, a trip to
Gatlinburg, Tenn. can be far
enough away for the bride and
groom to enjoy solitude.
Most couples who choose
this route usually drive the
two-hour trek to Nashville,
stay overnight, and then leave
the next day to complete the
six-hour excifrsion. Fully
equipped villas can be booked
for approximately $85 a night.
Most villas include jacuzzis.
"This is one of our more
popular trips," said Tidwell.
"It's romantic and the time
factor is attractive."
For those people who find
themselves walking down the
aisle for a second time, the
Las Vegas honeymoon vacations are the most popular.
Tidwell, who consults with
every couple individually,
strongly recommends couples
bring credit cards and travelers
checks on their trip. Small
bills are useful to carry for tipping purposes.
But, there is one item Tidwell urges all folks to bring.
"If you pack nothing else,
swimsuit included, don't
forget your birth certificate
when leaving the country," she
said. "You'd be surprised how
many travelers forget them and
the results can be terrible."
So whether a couple is
headed for the shores of
Hawaii, the sun of the Caribbean, the Mickey Mouse of
Disney World or the romance
of the Smokey Mountains,
travel agencies such as Vacation Station can ease the burden of handling the particulars. All a couple needs to do
is decide on a honeymoon
spot.
Start thinking. It's not an
easy decision.
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FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS

Beautiful weddings bloom with choice of flowers
By JOHN P. TAYLOR
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Other than the bride's bouquet, most folks attending a
wedding don't think twice
about the many flower
arrangements at the church and
reception hall.
But these arrangements are
an intricate part of a beautiful
wedding and three Murray
floral shops are prepared to
assist the bride-to-be.
Unlike many wedding-day
decisions which must be made
many months or even a year
prior to the big day, a florist
needs no more than three
months and as little as six
weeks of notice to easily
accommodate the wants and
wishes of the bride and her
family.
"We ask that she (bride-tobe) call and make an appointment for a consultation," said
Lucy Forrest, owner of Judy's
of Murray floral shop.
Although there is a fee for
this consultation, the only floral shop which does charge for
the brain-storming session, the
fee is applied to the total
charge if Judy's of Murray is
selected by the family.
Numerous decisions must be
made concerning flowers for a
wedding. Again, the bouquet is
the most visible, but the flowers at the church, corsages,
boutonnieres, table settings
and even decorations surrounding the wedding cake
itself are all responsibilities of
the floral shop.
Before meeting the floral
designer, DeeDee Cook, of the
Flower Basket, says it's good
for the bride-to-be to have a
lot of information concerning
the wedding available.
"We need to know how
many attendants there will be,
the wedding colors, whether
fresh or silk flowers are
desired and an approximate
budget," Cook said. "From
there we begin looking at our
oPtions-"
Besides the flowers, other
wedding-type equipment can
be rented from the aforementioned floral shops as well as
Murray Florisi The equipment
includes a candelabra, kneeling bench, a unity candle holder and items unique to each
floral shop.
"We have doves that folks
can rent from us," said Tommy Gaines of Murray Florist.
"A beautiful pair of white
doves, which represents peace
and love, make a wedding
unique."
And, says Gaines, it a cou
pie wants to purchase the

doves and release them, that's
possible.
All three floral shops agree
that the bride-to-be and usually her mother find the flower
selection process to be one of
ease and excitement.
"There's really no right or
wrong way to go, it's just a
matter of preference," said
Wendle Jeralds, manager of
Judy's of Murray. "One problem we hope doesn't happen,
although it has in the past, is
when people change their
minds just prior to the
wedding.
"We basically hold our
breath until we hear 'I do',"
said Jeralds.

All three floral shops have
free set up and delivery within
Murray. Rates differ once
leaving the city limits.
Many couples enjoy the
fresh flowers over silk, but as
Gaines stated, it's easier to
match specific colors with silk
flowers. The cost of silk and
fresh is comparable. Besides
the color matching, the silk
flowers can be arranged at the
reception hall and church
much earlier.
Now for the ultimate consideration: Cost.
"Many people come in with
grandiose ideas and then we
come to a middle ground," Jeralds said.

On the average, most weddings' floral needs can be met
starting at approximately $250
and go as high as $750 or
more. The average comes in at
$500.
But whatever decisions the
bride makes, flowers are an

important part of a wedding
and reception. The arrangements bring life to tables and
freshness to the air.
Remember, a beautiful wedding stems from the budding
beauty of flowers.

•••

Come in and see our selection of
invitations and announcements
for your wedding.
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4c.-4efo High fashion or traditional
teledding
• Treasures %! attire depends upon th
e bride
'Hand-Painted Pottery *Invitations
/
'Household Gifts
'Frames
'Baskets

'Wrapping Paper 40,
*Thank You Notes
*Greeting Cards

Brides of today: Pay your
money and take your choice.
Both high fashion and traditional wedding dresses abound
—New Spring Home Decorations—
in today's market.
Arriving Weekly
"There's more freedom in
bridal attire because there is
more variety in brides' ages,
interests and attitudes," says
Rachel Leonard, fashion editor
Downtown-Court Square
753-1462
of Bride's magazine.
The good news for those
who don't like the high cost of
getting married stylishly is
rn
/
q
4Ir
V
S that prices have come down
over the last year or so. Expect
to find a wide selection of
dresses at $700 or less.
"Manufacturers have
accommodated to the economy
and scaled down prices," says
Leonard. "Under a thousand
dollars is where the action is;
in the past, it was closer to
$1,200."
Prices are lower at the
designer houses, too.
"A common price point in
New York used to be around
$4,000," says Vera Wang, an
upscale New York bridal
retailer and dress designer.
"This year, our average dress
costs $2,800."
Lower prices are achieved

t HOLLAND DRUGS

For Her
Special Day...

•

By BARBARA MAYER
For AP Spoelal Edition

Impromptu Dyeables
FREE Dyeing
with Purchase

'2999

•Dyeable Handbags
Also Available
.Shoe Clips Sold Separately

Stop by our booth at the Bridal Fair for details
•on getting nu bride's shoes.

Bridal Fair Tickets Available Here

sHoe
sensaTion
Petjea Pail At 74e Petject Pe
Chestnut Hills-Murray
753-6242

Ky. Oaks Mall-Paducah
443-1331

by using less expensive fabrics, less ornament and simpler
silhouettes. That means the
looks are understated and classically elegant.
Figure-revealing dresses are
a trend in New York, especially if the bride has a good figure, says Wang. She finds that
some summer brides are opting for sleeveless or even
strapless dresses. But this is
counter to the national trend
for a more covered-up look. If
a dress is strapless, it usually
comes with a bolero jacket
which can be worn for the
ceremony, says Leonard.
Especially for spring and
summer brides, Leonard singles out a simple princess or
A-line silhouette in organza or
any crisp sheer fabric. Lace
trim bordering neckline,
sleeves or skirt or a few scattered lace flowers on bodice or
skirt are typical embellishments. The style is flattering
to all figure types, including
women with wide hips,
because the skirt is full without being gathered.
Though they call for a good
figure, dresses with a long and
lean silhouette are fashionable.
Following the general trend,
this type of dress hugs the figure or is columnar in front, but

Weddings
Anniversaries
Birthdays
Special
Occasions
Social
Gatherings

is full in the back and has a
train. A variant is a dress fitted
to the knees and then flaring
out.
A third style of dress has
the back interest of a bustle or
soft bow or a sculptural, cascading train. Often made up in
damask or another jacquard
fabric with texture, this type of
dress is highly suited to formal
weddings and is complimentary to tall, slender women.
Does the emphasis on fashion mean the end of all those
frilly dresses with lots of
embroidery, ruffles and beading? Not by any means.
-There will always be a
customer for this type of
look," says Leonard.
Wedding dresses can be
both comfortable and appropriate. Some come with jackets
and removable trains or overskirts. For the ceremony, the
bride wears the jacket and a
long train. For the reception,
she takes both off these and
has a more maneuverable dress
for dancing.
Regardless of what style a
bride selects, the cut of the
dress and its fit are the most
important aspects of making
the bride look wonderful.
"There are big differences
in how well dresses are fitted
and altered from store to
store," says Leonard. "Word
of mouth is the best way to
make sure that you have chosen a shop with good fitters."
666 TURN TO PAGE 16

Cakes...
Made To Order
Cakes, Caterings & Reception
Planning

Geurin Cakes & Things
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Make music your centerpiece
By BARBARA MAYER
For AP Special Edition

Having great music at ceremony and reception adds
immeasurably to a joyous
wedding celebration, says
newlywed Jean Lyons Lotus.
She made music a centerpiece
at her recent Chicago wedding
to Michael Lotus.
"A wedding ceremony is a
solemn occasion, so you don't
want to diminish it with lightweight music," she says.
"Great music gets across the
idea that the ceremony is
important."
Stick with classical or sacred music for the ceremony.
Both are regal, solemn and
inspiring.
"Nobody can object if you
choose music written before
1900, and everyone will feel
uplifted," she says.
Key the type of music at the
reception to the activities you
want to encourage, she
advises. If you expect people
to dance, hire a band that plays dance music. For quiet background music, consider a jazz
quintet or a small group of
musicians playing classical
music.
Music can create or reinforce a wedding theme. A western swing group, for example,
set the informal tone at her
wedding party. Other kinds of
music that can help create a
strong theme include klezmer
music, Latin music, blues, blue
grass or Neapolitan folk songs.
Choose music you as a couple like, she advises. But make
sure there's enough variety to
keep your guests entertained.
The music is a gift from you
to them.
Ask the band to schedule
some quiet time during the
meal so that guests can hear
one another talk. The Lotus
reception started at 5:30 p.m.,
but the music didn't start until
7:30 p.m."The guests had traveled

from all over the country to be
at the wedding, and we wanted
them to be able to talk to one
another," Jean says.
If you have a favorite band,
ask them if they'll play for
your wedding. Listen to any
band before you engage them,
preferably in person rather
than on tape. Some have a
more pleasant stage manners
than others. Also ask for and
check references personally.
Communicate with the band
leader. Make up a list of songs
to be played. Discuss the order
of play. Ask if they would

play different types of music
as special entertainment. A
change of musical pace can
alter the mood and enliven an
event. If the band can't oblige,
perhaps you can use recorded
musical interludes.
In any event, make sure the
band plays a variety of tunes
and tempos, so that everyone
finds something to dance to.
"We requested 'The Tennessee Waltz,' a song popular
in the 1950s, and 1 saw my
aunts getting misty-eyed and
dancing and singing," says
Mrs. Lotus.
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What to look for in wedding workshops
By BARBARA MAYER
For AP Special Edition

If you're getting nervous
about the big, expensive wedding you are planning, relax.
Not only is it normal to be
anxious, it even makes sense.
"Having a wedding is different from having even a big
party, because of emotional

issues such as separation from
parents and the need to please
your families and friends,"
says stress-reduction specialist
and bridal consultant Myrna
Ruskin of New York.
Ruskin gives workshops —
including one this winter at the
New York City YWCA — in
coping with having a wedding.
The goal, she says, is a more

Make The Most Beautiful Day
In Your Life More Beautiful.
Let us help you and your
bridal party get ready
for your special day.
Come in prior to your
wedding day for a
FREE consultation and
makeover.

•
•

Call for an appointment

•

753-6926

MERLE

noRmAn.

COSMETIC

STUDIOS

pleasant wedding planning
experience.
She distinguishes between
what might be called normal
stresses having to do with
logistics and unfamiliar situations and stress that comes
from unresolved family
conflicts.
"Planning a wedding brings
out in the open different values, tastes and customs
between bride and groom,"
she says. "The answer is
invariably better communication, consideration and
compromise."
She advises the bride and
groom to open the lines of
communication by writing
down the most important
things about the wedding and
showing each other their lists.
"Decide on what is nonne-

gotiable and what is negotiable," she says. "Color
schemes may not matter so
much, while having an outdoor
wedding may be important to
one or the other."
Couples often have to get
along with both sets of
parents, especially if all are
sharing in wedding arrangements and costs, she says. This
may be the first time they have
to deal with professionals such
as caterers and florists.
Many report feeling intimidated by professionals, she
says. The antidote: tackle them
because learning comes with
doing.
Ruskin, who has lectured on
weddings at bridal fairs and
store-sponsored seminars, says
brides often tend to become
consumed with the minutiae of
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wedding planning. Grooms
reasonably complain that the
bride talks of nothing but the
wedding.
She advises couples to call a
halt to wedding talk at least
once a week. Still, she also
suggests grooms take more
interest in wedding plans. This
first joint project is, after all, a
dress rehearsal for marriage.
She offers her single-session
workshop to prospective
grooms at half the $25 fee.
"That's because we want to
encourage the grooms to
come," she says.
Taking a course won't make
you a professional party planner, but courses can make a
positive difference, says Lois
Morton, director of the personal growth and professional
growth department of the New
York YWCA. Morton has initiated several courses for planning weddings over the years.
"There's a practical value
to adult education courses
which can be immediately
applied in your life," she s,ys.
"Courses offer access to
expertise and a sense of community with other people who
have the same concerns."
Check for courses in adult
education programs in your
town. Adult education departments offer courses for virtually everything, including weddings, says Morton. If you
don't find a course you need
through local adult education
sources, consider asking them
to add one. To evaluate a
course before signing up, look
at the instructor's credentials
and agenda.
You also can make up your
own course, says Barbara Tober, editor of Bride's magazine.
Use the resources of your local
library to locate books on
planning a wedding, she
suggests.
"It helps to talk to professionals, even if they are overbearing and try to talk you into
something, provided you walk
away without signing anything," Tober says. "Let what
you've been told percolate for
a day or two. Go back if you
like the individual."
The best wedding planning
aid can be a workbook which
lists the components and provides space to keep track of
wedding plans. You use the
book to organize all the details
of this complicated party.
Consult a book on wedding
customs to enrich your ceremony and reception. Finally,
ask friends for their timesaving hints.
"Everyone develops foolproof methods in the process
of planning a wedding," says
Tober.
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THEME WEDDINGS

'

Themes make weddings memorable
By BARBARA MAYER
For AP Special Edition

Every wedding is memoii
able in its own way, but an
English Tudor ceremony with
the groom in Henry VIII-style
leggings and greatcoat and the
bride in Elizabethan dress is
something people aren't likely
to forget.
It has been five years since
Beth Johnson and Brian
Desmond of Suffield, Conn.,
were married Tudor-style in
Hartford, Conn.
"But people still introduce
me by saying 'this is Beth
Johnson, she had a medieval
wedding," Johnson says.
Johnson and Desmond
wanted a costume or theme
wedding partly by the wish for
a once-in-a-lifetime party and
partly by sentiment. They met
at an event sponsored by the
Society for Creative Anachronism, a group that reenacts life in the middle ages.
Planning a costume wedding
can be a lot of work, and it
took a year and a half for this
couple.
The ceremony and party
took place in a stone church
and banquet hall, with entertainment by madrigal singers,

2ND mAga/A
The second
time around

a lute player, a mime troupe
and jugglers. What Johnson
calls "a two-remove feast"
was catered by a fellow member of the society.
Is this couple unusual? Yes.
Unique? Not really. Theme
weddings are a growing phenomenon, say authorities.
"There are Renaissance,
medieval, folk weddings with
an ethnic theme, weddings on
yachts, in mansions or castles,
with a holiday theme such as
Halloween or Christmas or
organized as a luau or a
masked ball," says Cele Lalli,
editor of Modern Bride magazine. "They are part of the
greater personalization and
individualization of weddings
today."
There are resources for
planning and executing offbeat
theme weddings, says Lalli.
These include theatrical outfitters, widely experienced wedding consultants, and books
and articles to help couples
plan them.
Another reason for the new
popularity of costume weddings is that they are a graceful way to play down inevitable constraints that come with
today's blended families.
"The theme wedding's first

message is: This is going to be
different, but in a nice way,"
says Georgene Muller Lockwood, author of "Your Victorian Wedding" (Prentice Hall).
Lockwood observes that
what has become the traditional wedding accentuates trouble
areas such as who is in the
wedding party, on the receiving line and at the head table.
But a slightly offbeat wedding
minimizes these problems.
Bridal magazines are full of
ideas for theme weddings.
Bride's, for example, recently
went on location on the backlot at Universal Studios in
Hollywood.
"We shot a western wedding, a Polynesian wedding, a
Guys 'n Dolls wedding, and
Romeo & Juliet, which we
photographed in a setting used
for movies about the French
court," reports Rachel Leonard, the magazine's fashion
editor.
While on location, Leonard
learned of a couple who were
planning a real wedding on the
set used for the film, "Bride
of Frankenstein."
Carrying out the theme can

J.T. LEE,Jeweler
Make Your Gifts of Love
As Special As Your Wedding
Custom & Traditional Engagement Rings, Bands,
Wedding Gifts for attendants.
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of decorative accessories.

*Fiesta Ware
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By The Associated Press
The second marriage may be
the one that lasts, but there are
plenty of complications, says a
mental health specialist.
A major one is the history
of the first, says Dr. Donna
Rankin, associate professor of
community and mental health
nursing at Loyola University
Chicago.
She says that each partner
must be sure he or she is over
the first marital relationship
and has resolved the anger,
vengefulness or guilt that may
have accompanied it. Premarital counseling is especially important for couples about
to remarry.
"Most experts say it's best
to wait two years before
remarrying, though this varies,
dependent on the length of the
first union," she says. "And
sadly, many people end up
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Men are proposing in creative, romantic ways
"Will you?" or as imaginative
as a three-ring circus.
There's a whole world of
ways to ask. Popping the queslion is a fun-loving, let-it-rip

By MARY MARTIN NIEPOLD
For AP Spocial Edition

Just how a marriage gets
started can be a simple as

For That Special Day
Gorgeous flowers set the romantic mood
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ritual that can be written in the
sky or left as a note in the
Himalayas.
"Men are proposing in
much more creative, romantic
ways," Barbara Tober, editor
of Bride's magazine, observes.
"Since people are dating for a
period of time and maybe living together, they have the
luxury of thinking of very
clever and imaginative ways of
popping the question."
Her magazine has been
printing stories of unusual
proposals for the last 10 years,
and these are testimony to the
lengths — and heights —
prospective grooms will go.
Take Pascal Sureau. He flew
his love from Los Angeles to
San Francisco for a visit to the
wine country. While floating
over the vineyards in a hot air
balloon, he proposed with a
poem, which he recited in his
native French.
The sky looked good to a
prospective groom named Tim
back in the '80s, too. While at

a local high school football
game with his girlfriend, Tim
excused himself to get hot
dogs. While waiting, the girl
noticed a plane flying over the
stadium pulling a banner that
read, "Theresa, will you marry me?" She accepted.
Closer to earth, Jonathan
Levine took his proposal to the
Big Apple Circus in New York
City. He took his intended,
Michelle, to a performance,
during which the ringmaster,
to her surprise, let Levine take
the microphone in the ring.
"A year ago, if you had asked
me if I wanted to run away
with the circus or with Michelle, I would have said the circus," he said. "I still love the
circus, but it's Michelle I want
to run away with now." He
then dropped to one knee and
proposed.
Mountains also inspire feats
of inventiveness. When Kristen Freitas visited Nepal, she
went to a cafe that her friend
back home, Malcolm Mitchell,
had visited 11 months earlier.
She found a note he had left
for her, ending with the big
question.
Highways can prompt cleverness, too. In New England, a
woman was driving to work
when she noticed an enormous, hand-painted sign hanging
from an overpass ahead.
Addressing her, it read: "I
love you, will you marry
me?" If her answer was yes,
an arrow directed her to exit at
the next rest stop; if no, she

was to continue south on the
highway. She followed the
arrow and found the prospective groom waiting for her
with a bottle of champagne.
Proposals also come with
bandstands or animals. In New
York, jazz- musician Lew
Anderson (who played Claribel the Clown on the "Howdy
Doody" television series)
proposed to his wife from the
bandstand of the Red Blazer
restaurant where his band
plays every Friday night. A
Michigan woman found a
knight in shining armor — and
a white horse — under her
window..
Willford R. Shriver came
dressed as a rabbit on Easter
Day, 1991, hopping into the
heart of Esmeralda Lozano.
This Easter bunny handed her
a one-carat diamond ring taken
from the top of a carrot in his
Easter basket.
Bride's has reported other
clever proposals like the one
from a fellow who spelled his
wishes out in radish seeds that
nine days later sprouted the
words, "marry me," in the
backyard of a California
woman.
—There's something playful
and wonderful about this,"
says Ms. Tober.
"There's a grand gesture
here. Also a sense of security
— you wouldn't be doing it if
you didn't know you were asking your best friend to marry
you."
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TALES OF`IXADITION

Marriage customs have historic roots
The labors of love and its
consequences are among our
most ancient and cherished
traditions. Few occasions in
our lives today reach as far
back into the past as the customs of marriage. They had
their origins in the religions,
folklore and superstitions of
many peoples throughout the
world, and it is from these

ancient traditions that our own
evolved.
The Wedding Ring
The very symbol of marriage, the ring, has perhaps the
most charming background of
all wedding customs. The
Anglo-Saxons were the first to
use a ring as a pledge for the
future in the betrothal of very
young children. The

bridegroom-to-be would place
a ring on the maiden's right
hand while giving his pledge,
and she would then wear it for
all to see. Later, during the
marriage ceremony, it would
be transferred to her left hand,
when the bridegroom symbolically slipped it on each of her
fingers, naming as he did the
Holy Trinity with an "Amen"

for the fourth finger.
The third finger ot the left
hand was selected as the ring
finger in the belief that a vein
in that finger ran directly to
the heart. For this reason, and
also because it was the mostprotected and least-used finger, it became the traditional
ring finger.
The Bridal Veil

OTH

A checklist for success
Your wedding day will be
here before you know it! If
you want to be ready and have
your special day run smoothly,
you have to be organized. Use
this time-line checklist to help
you keep all of your arrangements in order prior to the big
day.
Nine Months Prior
Announce your engagement.
Discuss the formality, size,
and location of the wedding/
reception with both families.
Set the wedding date and
time.
Meet with clergyman or
judge to confirm date and
time.
Reserve site for the
ceremony.
Eight Months
Discuss wedding budget
with your parents.
Determine the approximate
number of guests.
Reserve reception site.
Select and invite attendants.
Select wedding and engage-

ment rings and arrange for
engraving.
Seven Months
Have your engagement
Party.
Begin making your guest
list.
Discuss honeymoon plans.
Begin shopping for wedding
attire.
Five Months
Talk to the wedding official
and organist about music,
decorations and procedure at
the ceremony.
Select readings and music
for the ceremony.
Select music for the
reception.
Schedule rehearsal dinner.
Get a list of services and
menu possibilities from the
caterer or orther reception
contact.
Four Months
Register at gift and depart-

ment stores.
Meet with the caterer or
club manager to plan reception
details.
Meet with photographer and
baker.
Make doctor and dental
appointments.
Shop for your trousseau.
Three Months
Meet with florist.
Complete honeymoon plans
and make hotel and travel
reservations.
Order invitations, announcements and other stationery.
Select attire for the groom
and groomsmen.
Confirm delivery dates of
all attire and schedule fittings
for bridal and bridesmaids'
gowns.
Purchase wedding album
and guest books.
Schedule wedding portrait.

Today's lovely silk illusion
veils evolved from a series of
ancient Oriental customs. In
Far Eastern countries, people
believed that wicked spirits
were especially attracted to
Women. So, as protection from
the Evil Eye, women always
wore veils. The custom con• TURN TO PAGE 10

flui It!Mi
$349

114 ct. Diamond Solitaire
Men's & Ladies 10 & 14K Gold
Wedding Bands
Starting at

4SE

Ring Wrap With Diamonds

$28
4.49

Keepsake Wedding Rings For Men & Ladies
Anniversary Bands Starting at

$99

Ward's Leather & Jewelry
Bel-Air Center • Murray • 759-1618

‘4'11A,
That 74i
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Are You
Special Bride?

• TURN TO PAGE 13

We preserve your wedding and all its splendor
with portraits you will cherish for eternity.
The perfect combination of specialists
to make your wedding portraits just right.
,
siktgrib,

753-9525

I.

WOODMEN of the WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
oft, Omaha NIF

Only

35

Just Call David and Jill Celaya
at

Wells Studio

fla

Nord, St.

Mayfield. Ky

24741151
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Marriage customs...

WHAT IS NEW AT

FROM PAGE 9

ENGLISH FARMS'?
•
GOURMET FOODS

WO;

Sugar Free Cookies, Chocolates, Fudge Sauce & more!
Dried Fruit & Carob Products
Salad Dressings, Marinades & Dip Mixes
100% Natural Honeycrearn Fnatspreads
Corn Chips, Salsas & Fat Free Bean Dips
A Variety of 6 Different Bean Soup Mixes
Let us help you create wonderfully delicious
& unique gifts for all occasions...
'
Valentines Day *Weddings •Anniversaries •House
*St. Patrick's Day 'Birthdays •New Arrivals Warmings
10th & Arcadia

M-F 10 cles.-.5 CM
,Emyy sowday
Now ore

.411•1110 4111.11111 -AMP •11111P••41011110 •1111111•• 44firiv

41INIIIP

753-0921

4,6Ap.

.

Beautiful Nails
For The Bride
Manicures • Acrylics • Fiberglass Overlays
Call early for an
appointment.

Nail Connection

•

Complete Nail Care
Jerel West, Owner
211 Maple St. • 753-9560
*MEW 41111116

dam.

.amt.mat,- -1111••• 41101q.-

••

::
The Catering Company
"From Backyard to Black Tie"

4

Weddings
Rehearsal Dinners
Showers
Teas
Custom Cake
Decorating

tinued, although its meaning
changed, until it gradually
became a symbol of modesty
and obedience. From this, the
veil came to represent chastity
and later was accepted as a
sign of the submission of
women.
Returning crusaders were
responsible for the introduction of the veil into Europe.
According to early Christian
tradition, the groom would
bargain for the bride with her
father. Bargaining took place
while she was swathed in a
bridal veil, and the groom
didn't even see her until after
the ceremony!
Each era has had a different
style for the bridal veil. Early
Christians placed a large cloth
over both the bride and groom.
Around 1500 in Europe, there
was a fashionable conical
headdress topped with a veil
that hung to the toes. Today's
bride prefers a transparent one
that does not totally conceal
her face.
The Wedding Cake
Cake (or a baked dough product of some kind) has always
been an important part of the
wedding feast. In fact, this
custom is so ancient and widespread that its origin has been
difficult to trace. It is known
that among Fiji Islanders and
certain American Indian tribes,
a bride offered her husband a
cake of meal. The Romans
broke cakes made of salted
meal over the bride's head as a
symbol of abundance. A number of cultures, it seems, customarily dropped wheat flour
or cake upon the bride's head,
then ate these offerings for
good luck.
The early Britons baked
large baskets of small, dry

Before you walk down the aisle,
see

Murray Rental
for everything from your
shower to your reception

We offer silver and
Battenburg cloths.

*Champagne Fountains
*Punch Bowls and Dessert Plates
*Tables and Chairs

Paulette Steele
Laura McDougal

:

753-8766
______ .••.

crackers for weddings, and
every guest took one home —
thus the tradition of taking
wedding cake borne "to dream
on," These small cakes gradually increased in size and richness, and so, the story is told,
a French chef in London finally had the idea of icing the
mass of cakes together. His
efforts, during the reign of
Charles II, marked the beginning of the elaborate, highly
ornamented wedding cake we
know today.
The Best Man
Hundreds of years ago in
Scotland, when a man wanted
to take a wife, he simply
kidnapped her. Since the
young lady's family was
expected to object with a show
of force, the prospective bridegroom took the necessary steps
to protect himself. He would
need not only courage, but
manpower, so for this, he
selected friends to accompany
him before and during the
wedding ceremony. The best
and bravest of his friends
eventually became known as
"best man" at the wedding. A
similar practice was observed
in Scandinavian countries, but
they never abducted just any
girls. They stole only girls
who were to be married to
someone else! They would
wait until she had been decked
out in her finery, loaded down
with all the gifts, and was on
her way to the ceremony.
Assured that she was wholly
desirable by the original
groom, a predatory young man
and his friends would try to
attack the wedding procession.
The bride was then stoutly
defended by the authentic
groom and his "best man."
Trousseau
The trousseau can be directly traced to the barter, purch-

And much more for your Wedding.
*Wedding Arch
'Kneeling Bench
•Candleabras

CA.&

Rent a Video Camera
and
Record YOUT Wedding

RENTAL SALES

CENTER

ase and dowry system. It was
customary for a bride to come
to the marriage well provided
with a dowry to compensate
the husband for his expenses
in caring for the children of
his wife's lineage. According
to current customs, it is not
essential that the bride bring to
her husband money or land,
but she is usually provided
with a good supply of personal
clothing, household linens,
silver, china, and other domestic items prior to marriage —
much of it given at showers
and as wedding presents.
Flowers
Throughout history, most
marriage celebrations, whether
pagan or Christian, have used
flowers in some way. Almost
every country has its own traditions and symbolism concerning flowers.
Popular traditional customs
associated orange blossoms
most closely with the wedding
ceremony. A wreath of orange
blossoms worn as a crown
over the bridal veil was a Saracen custom introduced by
returning Crusaders. However,
fresh blossoms were so expensive that only the wealthy
could afford them and poorer
brides were forced to resort to
artificial ones. In Elizabethan
England, a "kissing knot" of
croton leaves and rosemary
was hung over the bridal couple. Swedes believed that
chives, garlic or rosemary
were necessary in the bridal
bouquet to keep dwarfs from
bothering her on her wedding
day. In Poland, it was believed
that sugar sprinkled on the
bride's bouquet would keep
her temper sweet.
Following is a list of flowers and the meanings that have
come to be associated with
them:
Apple or quince blossoms
— better things to come.
Clematis — love vine.
Ivy — good luck.
Rosebud — a promise.
Myrtle — love's flower.
Laurel — peace.
Tulips — infidelity.
Yellow flowers of any kind
— jealousy.

Engraved Invitations
The evolution of engraved
invitations began with marriage books kept by monastic
schools for royalty. These
records were kept in the
extremely precise and beautiful handwriting of the monks.
Later, formal invitations were
issued by royalty in this handwriting, referred to as script.
In 1620, the development of
copperplate engraving of script
writing made it possible to
have engraved wedding invitations that were as beautiful as
the handwritten ones.
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The second time...
FROM PAGE 7
marrying the same type of person and make the same mistakes, even though they swear
they would 'never do that
again."
She says statistics show the
second marriage is twice as
likely as the rust to end in
divorce.
Another difficulty is when
each partner is at a different
lifecycle stage. "One spouse
may have already owned a
house and is looking forward
to moving into a condo with
fewer responsibilities. The
other spouse, who has never
owned a home, may be looking forward to shopping
around and choosing a home."
The different structure of
the second marriage can bring
strain, she says. "In addition
to new in-laws, often there are
children — living with either
spouse or their ex-spouse —
the previous spouse and even
previous in-laws to deal

with;" she says. Instant families that result from second
marriages can be difficult if
one partner has never had
children.
On the other hand, she says
that a stable new marriage can
have a positive impact on
children who suffered from the
drug or alcohol dependency of
a parent.

"The psychological benefits
of a second marriage are tremendous, and if both spouses
work, relinquishing a role as
sole provider is therapeutic for
the family budget as well.
Children can gain from the
strength and support of having
two families, while spouses reignite the romantic spark by
being part of a couple again."

Litlian's Bridal- Shop
Elegance in Bridal & Formal Wear
to dress your dreams...
((,7 Special Occasion • Pageant • Prom Dressing

(-:

4121LMAIIMErakillII
Murray's Pier 1 Imports

BRIDAL REGISTRY
Pier 1 has much to offer any new couple.
Pottery such as Nancy Calhoun and Pfaltzgraff, a large selection of placemats, napkins
and rings, a wide array of picture frames,
pillows, baskets,rugs,are just to name a few of
what we can offer.
We think you will be pleased with all our
selections and our prices.

imports'
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Wedding &
Bridesmaid Gowns

•Ilissa •Mary's
'
Bridal Original
•Mori Lee 'Moonlight
'
Jessica McClintock
•Watters & Watters
•T.R. Thornton
All Bridal Accessories
Complete Stationery
Line • Receptions
Flowers • Tuxedos
Heirlooming
Custom Veils
Professional Fitting
& Steaming

.•

Free Consultation & Layaway

K7

The Place To Discover

University Plaza---On Chestnut Street

cingUIWICHraftbs..

MAKE YOUR DRESS
LAST AS LONG
AS THE MEMORIES.

',.• 201 College St.
16._.. Gleason, TN

.

1-800-622-2063
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Trust Our Sanitone Drycleaning.
As a Certified Master Drycleaner, we can help pres
erve your
wedding dress. Using the gentle Sanitone® dryclean
ing process,
our experts can clean the most intricate and delicate
of dresses.
And to assure you that your dress will hold its beau
ty, we'll
carefully package it in a special storage box.So put your
trust in
the professionals. And your dress will last as long
as the
memories.
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CLEANERS

$5 OFF
WEDDING

$2 OFF

GOWN CLEANING OR

BOX AND STORAGE.

Coupon must arrornpany order • Expires April 30.
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DETAILS, DETAILS

Set The Scene

Organization key to getting
wedding off to smooth start

With Flowers
wedding
would be
complete without
beautiful flowers.
*Free Wedding
Consultation
*Fresh. and Sdk
Frowers
*Brass Wedding
ntat
'Equipment

The

wt..W

t_ ri","

Flower Basket
6091/2 South 4th

cA Toast toWe

Open:
Mon.-Fri.
8-5
Sat. 8-12

753-9514

Bride Z,GlID0171

There are many steps brides
can take to make their wedding a success. The following
suggestions will organize the
many details and help get your
wedding off to a smooth start.
Set Your Budget
Planning will be much
easier when you work within a
set budget. Once you decide
on the total amount you want
to spend, you should decide
how much to spend in each
area. This will save a great
deal of decision-making time
because you will know what
you can and cannot afford for
each specific category.
Get Organized
Many brides find checklists
useful in organizing their wedding plans. There are many
different methods, hotrer,
such as color-coded fo ders,
computer files or index cards.
After you choose the system

that is best for your, the next
step is to make a master list of
all the things you need to do
(ordering flower arrangements,
for example). This list should
then be divided into smaller
tasks (call around for prices,
match flowers to fabric of
bridesmaids' dresses, etc.)
Set Priorities
Planning will be much
easier if you prioritize the
things you need to get done
each day. You usually won't
have time to follow-up on an
idea the minute you think of it.
Keep a list of these ideas to
make it easier to set your
priorities and get everything
done on time.
Research
Yo can get ideas for many
of your wedding items by
looking through catalogs or
magazines. Tear out photos of

(1[R(ISJP.Y
Now At Paducah's
Most Interesting Store
Our Large Selection o
Bridal Fabrics,
Laces & Trims,
Accessories,
Head Pieces,
Pearls & Garters.
Complete color selection
of Illusion (netting)

REGISTER FOR
FREE IT
(NO PUItCHASI IIKBLUY)
Ask About
Using Our
Champagne
Glasses

gown styles, bouquets and dinnerware patterns and take them
in to the bridal shops to help
you when you begin shopping.
Bridal Events
Bridal events are a great
way to cut down on the time
you spend running from merchant to merchant. Local
newspapers give the dates,
times and places for bridal
fairs and other special events
where you will have a chance
to take care of many of your
wedding details under one
roof.
Shop By Mail/Phone
Doing research over the
phone will save time by letting
you get to know local merchants to help you to pick the
ones which match your style
and budget. Be sure to ask
detailed questions and take
notes. You should also take
advantage of any informationby-mail offers that companies
may offer. Catalogs are also
good places to get gift ideas
for attendants and others you
want to honor.
Buy An Answering Machine
If you don't already have
one, an answering machine is
a good investment. Vendors
can call your home number
and leave detailed messages
regarding availability, color,
cost, etc. This will prevent you
from being disturbed at work,
and it will also allow you to
deal with the vendors when
you're ready.
Don't Neglect Other Duties
You'll save time in the long
run if you keep on top of other
activities while you're planning your wedding. Letting
things pile up at the office will
make it harder to take off
when you really need to.
Think of how nice it will be
coming back from your honeymoon without worries of extra
work waiting for you!

All At

Bel-Air Center • 753-5323
Mon.-Sat. 9-6, Sat. 1-5
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v A checklist...
FROM PAGE 9

1311

THE NEW HOBBYLOCK 774E IS
LOADED WITH EXTRA-VALUE
FEATURES.

Two Months
Address invitations.
Select bridesmaids' and
groomsmens' gifts.
Have formal bridal portraits
taken.
Make lodging arrangements
for out-of-town guests and
attendants.
Arrange transportation for
the bridal party to and from
the ceremony and reception
sites.
Coordinate menu plan for
the rehearsal dinner with the
groom's family.
Finalize the arangements for
flowers, menu, wedding cakes
and music.

One Month
Mail invitations.
Send maps to out-of-town
guests.
Set up table for wedding
gifts.
Record all gifts and write
thank-you notes as gifts arrive.
Notify the wedding party of
rehearsal time and invite
guests to the rehearsal dinner.
Make bags of rose petals or
rice for throwing as you leave
the reception.
Make arrangements for a
dressing place for the
bridesmaids.
Make a household check for
home furnishings that are still
needed.

Change insurance policies,
charge accounts, bank
accounts, will, driver's license
and Social Security listing to
reflect name and/or address
change.
Write wedding announcement for newspapers.
Make appointment with
hairdresser for the day of or
day before your wedding.

Two Weeks
Double-check arrangements.
Have blood tests done and
pick up marriage license.
Have final fittings for all
attire.
Address and stamp
announcements.
Record each gift as it is
received and write a thank-you
note promptly.

Check on all accessories for
wedding outfit and for bridesmaids' outfits.
Provide photographer with a
list of desired photographs.
Send wedding announcement to photographer.
Draw up a seating plan for
reception; make place cards
for bride's table.

• Extra-wide three or four thread overlock
stitches - up to 7.5mm wide
• Color-coded threading paths
• Sews a rolled hem
• Powerful motor plus electronic foot control
• Backed by Pfaffs 5-year limited
warranty. and more

Give
contact
number
Pack

Eft914144

catei7 or reception
a final estimate of
of people attending.
for the honeymoon.

Day Before
Have your hair done.
Have a manicure, pedicure
and facial.
Attend bridesmaids' luncheon; give gifts to attendants.
Attend rehearsal and rehearsal dinner.

PFAfF

-

SALE pFiv,
„ s449 `"E
^Wan $649

SEWING MACHINE CO.

Hwy 68 • Reldlend Near 1-24, Exit *16
898-7301 • In Ky. 1-800-599-USEW (8739) Out of State 1-800-788-6106
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Your Fabric Our Shoe

A Wedding To Remember
Tuxedos, Dresses, Accessories - All In Stock

Largest Selection in
Entire Area
Wedding Specials
* 6 or more Tuxedos
Grooms Completely Free
All Shoes Free
* Discount on Bridesmaid
Dresses with Tuxedos
* Invitations: 1/2 Price

A

•

Spring Rental Specials
* Tuxedo (short coat)

Starting at

29"

Starting at

39"
29"

(Complete w/acoess)

* Full Dress (tails)
* Formal Dresses begin at

Place !low order now for prow on tuxedo
or dress rentals and receive discounts.
FOR ALL YOUR FORMAL WEAR AND ACCESSORIES
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Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m. • Sun. 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
Court Squere Wait
Polk Tn. 901442-5300

• Bring in 113 yard cut of your fabric.
• Choose a shoe from our selections.
• Let us know your wedding date
(minimum notice of 20 days prior)

Mess Wear & Tuxedos Jr. & Missie Apparel
I It() I(

Custom fabric shoesfrom your material
for the complete look from head to toe.

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky. 7534300
1

• —C.T

Also Available,In-Store dyeing and
decorating of your choke!
Southaide Shopping Center

753-8339
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IP Themes make weddings...
BRIDAL

Ir

REGISTRY SERVICE
Wedding Arrangements With Live Pants
Home & garden Accessories
Wrapping & Delivery Available

4.**41•

See us at the
1993 Spring Bridal Fair

Hoffman's

759-4512
Hwy. 94 East

•

the

\\\41"/,

Vacation
Station,

FROM PAGE 7
be just a small touch, such as
wearing an antique or reproduction gown, or a full-scale
production in which guests are
asked to come in costume.
Lockwood says the best
themes are those with relevance to something in a couple's life. At the wedding of a
man and woman who met
while doing clowning as part
of the ministry of their church,
clowns were engaged to serve
as ushers, translate the ceremony into sign language for
the deaf and to entertain the
guests. Party favors were jars
of liquid bubbles, which the
guests blew to add to the general festivities.
Finding appropriate clothing

Honeymoon
Dream Makers

id.

TRAVEL AGENCY
•

(502) 753-TRIP (8747)
Hwy. 121 Bypass

Murray, Kentucky

Contact Jana Tidwell,
your Honeymoon Specialist
for a Honeymoon to fit any budget!

Planning a Wedding?
Ask about our prices by the case!
We offer champagnes to fit any price range.
J. Roget
The Very Finest
To
'
° case
$30
From
Dom Perignon
12 bottles per case

•

••

Greet Fewer like: IndivIdua I
size betties of wins p•rfert
fee bead table er to pass
out at rehearsal dinner. 48
bottles per case.
Includes FREE
PERSONALIZED
LAIIELS.

for even the most outre costume wedding is not all that
difficult. Simplest of all is to
buy modern clothes that happen to be based on the pasi
Suitable dresses can be found
in a well-stocked bridal shop,
says Leonard. There is a good
choice of dresses that reproduce the styles of the Elizabethan, Victorian and
Edwardian eras and the 1920s
and 1930s.
There are also networks of
retailers who specialize in
authentic reproduction outfits
and antiques dealers who sell
or rent reconditioned vintage
gowns.
You can buy a pattern to
make your own dress, or hire a
seamstress to do so. A number

of small companies market
patterns, including Amazon
Drygoods in Davenport, Iowa,
which has a mail order catalog
of over 1,000 historic patterns.
The company represents
many different pattern makers,
so its catalog, though densely
laid out with fuzzy pictures,
can substitute for those offered
by individual pattern makers.
The company also sells
shoes, underwear, props such
as parasols and spats, and
some ready-made clothing.
The pattern catalog is $7;
the shoe and boot catalog is
$5: the general catalog is $3.
Write: Amazon Drygoods,
2218 East llth Street, Davenport, Iowa 52803-9978.

Make your theme come true
Concentrate on the big picture instead of getting caught up in
authenticating details of a theme wedding, advises Georgene
Mutter Lockwood, author of "Your Victorian Wedding" (Prentice Hall).
The factors that make the most impact are location and room
decor, musk and clothing.
Investigate public and private museums, parks, old inns and
bed and breakfast places. suggests Lockwood. Or transform a
modern setting with decorations and flowers.
"Music is terribly important," she says. "People go to the
trouble of setting an aunosphere and then have a deejay playing
top-40 tunes. Instead, have music that is more in keeping with
your setting."
For a 19th century wedding, a harpist, string trio or pianist
would be suitable. For a roaring '20s dinner dance, hire a band
to play old-time jazz.
While planning your theme, don't forget about the guests,
says the author. The more insistent your theme, the more you
need to involve others in the wedding patty and guests.
Explain why you've chosen this type of wedding. Create an
attractive written program, which guests can keep, which
explains the significance of the events.
Be prepared to do a great deal of the work yourself. Beth
Johnson and Brian Desmond of Hartford did more of the planning for their Tudor wedding than they wanted because they
couldn't find professional wedding planners in sympathy with
their ideas.
If you want a costume wedding, look for local historic reenactment groups, suggests Johnson. They usually can lead you
to people with skills in sewing, cooking, music and dance performance. In large cities, professional party planners can be
helpful. In all localities, little theater groups may be glad to help
you pyt...00 a fantasy wedding.
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VIDEO PRODUCTION SERVICE

"YOUR WEDDING SPECIALISTS"
Serving The Area Wrth Quality
Pride For Over 5 Years
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•Weddinns
•Anniveisaries

•Graduations
-Class Reunions
-Real Estate
James and Marianne Hinton

901-644-9303
Convenienly located n 206 North Brewer
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Antiques are a new idea for bridal registries
select items the couple will
like if they don't want to buy
what's on the list or if it has
already been sold.
"Now that they no longer
live by the rules of everything
matching, couples are more
interested in antiques than they
used to be," says Steven
Aronsky of Wyler's. "They
love the idea of mixing dessert
plates in one pattern with dinner plates in another pattern
and they also like the idea that
they won't see what they buy
elsewhere."
This Manhattan antiques
shop, which sells silver, porcelain and old glass, has had a
bridal registry for about 40
years. One of its services is
finding and filling out old
Georgian silver flatware
patterns.
"We have one couple who
want Georgian flatware."
Aronsky says. "We located
enough flatware to give them
18 to 24 of each utensil, and
whatever they don't get as
gifts, they will buy. Another
couple picked out a dozen
antique dinner plates and

By BARBARA MAYER
For AP Special Edition

The problem? Wedding presents drawn from a registry list
of bread and butter items
aren't much fun to give.
Choose something not on the
list, however, and you risk
giving a white elephant.
One solution is for couples
to register for unusual items
that people enjoy giving. Some
New York antiques shops have
wedding registries for antiques. Just in case, the shops
also offer the right of
exchange.
An antiques registry fills a
need for couples who are marrying later in life, says New
York antiques dealer Karen
Warshaw. "Many brides
already have the necessities,
but they need individual pieces
to make their home special."
Warshaw added a bridal
registry for antiques, decorative accessories and art four
years ago. Typically, she says,
a couple will select up to 10
items in a fairly wide price
range. Donors are guided to

registered these."
Prices for antiques can compare favorably to comparable
quality modern items, Aronsky
says. Old silver trays, for
example, range from $90 to
$125: antique berry spoons
start at $165. Victorian
silverplate is often less expensive than its modern
counterpart.
"We have had a wedding

registry for the past five
Years.— says Howard Donowitz, co-owner of Tudor Rose,
a New York antiques shop
specializing in silver. "A customer suggested it, and now
we usually have about four or
five couples at a time who are
registered. We have them
come in and tell us what
they'd like, and we take notes
so we get to know their taste."

Typically, couples list candlesticks, photo frames, sugar
and creamer sets in sterling
and serving utensils at prices
ranging from $35 to $2,500.
Donors usually spend from
$100 to $150.
Elif Rosenfeld and Christopher DeConti of Washington,
D.C. selected Tudor Rose as
• TURN TO PAGE 16

You Are Invited
To Be A

J. Logan's
Bride!
See Our New Patterns
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An Adventure Of Delight Awaits The J. Logan's Bride
With A Complete Registry And A Morelia Of Gifts
J. Logan's Bridal Registry makes shopping easier for everyone!
When you register your preferences in china, stoneware, crystal,
stainless, and decorative gifts, your family and friends will learn
your patterns and know what items you need to complete your
service. You'll appreciate not receiving duplicate gifts and we
provide free gift wrap and delivery.

"Memories that Last Forever"
Weading Portraits Created By
eAllisonTkotogiaphy
Harry Allison
Lance Allison

753-8809
607 S. 4th
•

J. Logan's china and casual dinnerware includes Lenox,
Noritake, Gorham, Royald Doulton, Royal Albert, Minton,
Mikaaa, Ortagirl, Wilton Annetale, and New Christmas
Classic by Department 56.
J.Logan's offers a crystal collection from Lenox,Gorham,
Mikaaa, Noritake and R.C.R. Choose from a wide range of
stainless patterns from Gorham,Reed and Barton, Oneida,
Mikes& and Yarnazaki.
Choose sterling flatware from Reed and Barton and
Wallace. Silver plate flatware from Reed and Barton and
Oneida.
J. Logan's decorative gifts inchide • nice selection of
linens, brass, pewter, crystal, and silver plate holloware
and picture frames. Choose • Heritage Village or Snow
Village or Snow Babies to delight the new bride to be.
J. Logan's is your Department 66 Showcase Dealer.
Just The Pieces You Need,
In Just Ti., Patten*. You Want That's
Ti., Advantage Of Oar Bridal Registry.

J. Logan's will deliver to Murrsiy.

505 S. 6th St.
Mayfield
247-7258
MasterCar
d Accepted
Visa &
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Books and guides for the brides

v Highfashion...
FROM PAGE 4
It's hardly news that what
the bride wears sets the tone
for what the rest of the wedding party wears. Nonetheless,
bridesmaids are rebelling. If
they're going to spend from
$125 to $250 for a dress, they
want it to be flattering and be
able to wear it again.

'The whole industry is
going in the direction of more
flattering and sophisticated
bridesmaids' dresses that can
be worn on other occasions,"
says designer Achariya Walters of Watters & Watters,
Inc., in Dallas.
Her designs of this type won
her the Dallas Fashion Award

Reserve Now For Your Out of Town Guests
•
cO-Le CDiuguid
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U3ed & 613reakfasc--
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Three Secrets To Be A
Beautiful Bride

•
• •
••;•40,,

Rair...A flattering style to complement your beautiful
headpiece.
Makeup...Our exclusive line of Ave& cosmeUcs
skin care that will enhance your natural beauty
and glow
Mans—Our nail technicians specialize in nail
sculpturing, nail art manicuring and pedicuring.

iI

for American Style given by
the Dallas Apparel Mart in
October, 1992.
Some oi her more popular
numbers have been two-piece
cotton faille dresses with long
jackets, short dresses in iridescent organza or satin, and
dresses with portrait necklines
and asymmetric closings. A
new outfit for 1993 by Watters
features a gold organza circular skirt with a chantilly lace
blouse and a narrow belt.
Wang says street-length
black lace cocktail dresses
were great sellers for fall and
winter weddings this year. A
strapless velvet column dress
with a little bolero was another
hot item.
Mothers of bride and groom
usually prefer simple, straight
dresses — to the floor for an
evening wedding, street length
for a daytime wedding.
As always, what the men
wear is based on the bride's
attire, the time of year, the
time of day and the degree of
formality of the wedding.
Choices range from a plain
dark blue suit or a tuxedo to a
cutaway or morning suit for
formal occasions.
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Beauty Salon
1600 Dodson Ave.
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FROM PAGE 15

Give Your Day
That Special Touch
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Available
• Weddings • Receptions
• Rehearsal • Banquet
Room
Dinners
7 • Garden Room
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KENLAKE STATE
RESORT PARK
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Wedding praparations range from seriri*.concerns such as
prentiPtiatigiteMents or religious cerernoniiiito incidentals like
which way to insert the response card in the invitation envelope.
These and hundreds of other matters are covered in "Modern
Bride Woad* Celebrations" (John Wiley & Sons), by Modern
Bride's eitlit-in-chief, Cele Goldsmith Lath, with Stephanie H.
Dahl.
Lam and Dahl take particular note of weddings of partners
from differing backgrounds.
• • • •
The Ritz in London was setting for Edward Vll's meetings
with his mistress, Alice Keppel, and Lady Harrod claimed that
"all my romantic attachments were made at the Ritz."
So it's not surprising that theit,Aotdd be "The London Ritz
by Jennie Reekie. The
Book of Weddings" (William
author recounts some of the famous encounters and proposals
thought to have taken place at the famous hotel, against a backdrop of a history of wedding customs.
• • • •
flowers at a wedding are shown in
use
to
ways
Imaginative
"Bridal Flowers" (Bulfinch-Little. Brown) by Maria McBrideMellinger, with photography by William Stites. Flowers used to
trim veils, dresses, hairdos and even shoes are among the examples. The chapter devoted to decorating the church or home for
wedding or reception shows how to take advantage of architectural details with floral touches.
• • • •
"Planning a Wedding with Divorced Parents" (Crown) by
Cindy Moore and Tricia Windom helps lead the bridal couple
through the complications, not the least one being who pays for
what. Advice on how to word the invitations and the newspaper
story, where to seat divorced parents, who to include in photograph; and other diplomatic challenges are covered.

,%•NV

V1‘

assist you in
planning your wedding day.

I.

The bride and groom who want a truly traditional wedding
will find help in "Your Victorian Wedding" (Prentice Hall), by
Georgene Muller Lockwood.
Instead of heading off for the million-dollar emporium, the
author suggests finding antique rings suitable for engagement
and wedding bands. Garnets, for example, were popular wedding
jewelry of the Victorian period, and many of these pieces can be
bought reasonably now, she says.
For the wedding dress, the prospective bride might search out
an antique, recreate the look in a custom-made version, or find a
ready-to-wear edition in the style.
The book also offers advice about recreating the celebrations,
customs, the trousseau, and honeymoons of the era.
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one of two stores in which to
register their preferences. (The
other was Williams-Sonoma '
for kitchen items.)
"A woman with a clipboard
took notes while we walked
around the antiques store,"
says Rosenfeld, who was married in New York last year.
The couple was more than
satisfied with the gifts they
received from the shop, such
as candlesticks, decorative
tableware and photo frames,
although not all were exactly
what they'd chosen.
"People have the option of
registering for anything in the
store," says Deborah Spiegel,
director of Fortunoffs bridal
registry. The New York and
New Jersey chain has an
extensive wedding registry
service. The majority of couples. however, want modern
flatware, china and crystal
along with small appliances
and linens.

